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Foreword

T

his edition of Air Power Review
begins with an article by the
Chief of the Air Staff, in which,
early in his tenure, he gives his
personal perspective on the strategic
challenges that face the Royal Air
Force, both now and in the future.
The article provides a précis of
the current strategic environment,
characterised by uncertainty, fiscal
pressure and the compelling need
to achieve success in Afghanistan. It
goes on to examine briefly the role
that air and space power plays in the
security of the United Kingdom and
comments on the recently published
Air Publication 3000 Edition 4, which,
under one cover, captures in a clear
and digestible fashion the main
themes and messages of British
Air and Space doctrine. The article
concludes by offering the Chief of the
Air Staff’s ten propositions about the
future of British air and space power.
The theme of future challenges is
taken up by Dr Joel Hayward, the
Dean of the Royal Air Force College,
in his thought provoking article on
the ecological aspects of modern
warfare. He argues for the inclusion
of environmental issues at an early
stage of planning, to sit alongside the
more traditional considerations of
proportionality and discrimination
- and for post-war remediation to
feature in campaign plans. The
article points out the size of the air

component’s carbon footprint and
notes that the firepower available to
it has the potential to devastate the
infrastructure essential to sustaining
population centres and to create
environmental disasters by damaging
storage and production facilities.
Whilst not proposing the banning
of certain munitions types or the
exclusion of environmentally
sensitive targets, it makes a strong
case for the environmental impact
of operations to be considered very
carefully at the outset.
Group Captain Al Byford offers
a historical perspective on the
employment of air power in an article
entitled ‘Executive Fuller! – The Royal
Air Force and the Channel Dash’, a
fascinating example of a relatively
small action which resonated strongly
across all the levels of warfare, from
the tactical to the grand strategic. The
article provides an analysis of the
Royal Air Force’s participation and
considers the key points of failure. It
demonstrates how even seemingly
insignificant events can involve
complexity of the highest order in
terms of planning, integration and
execution, and the way in which the
public reaction to the event created a
political impact that shook Churchill’s
government to its foundations. The
parallels with current operations are
easy to draw, particularly with the
capability of modern communications

technology and the voracious appetite
of the twenty-four hour news culture
we now inhabit.
The complexity of operations and
the challenge of effective component
integration is an enduring theme
and Group Captain Chris Luck
has produced a contemporary
examination of the difficulties of
delivering timely, appropriate and
strategically relevant joint effect.
He picks up on some of the themes
explored by the Chief of the Air Staff
in his leading article, highlighting
strategic uncertainty, fiscal stringency
and a shared misunderstanding of
some of the key aspects of delivering
a coherent strategic campaign in a
complex operating environment particularly a collective failure to
grasp the fundamentals of air power.
The article ponders the truism
that air power needs to be, and is,
fundamentally flexible, agile and able
to respond to rapid changes, should
the political need dictate. Luck goes
into some detail in exploring what
it really means to deliver air power
to the contemporary army in order
to maximise the strengths of both in
delivering joint effect in pursuance of
a political aim.
Continuing with the theme of air/
land integration, but this time
in an historical setting, Jonathan
Boff’s article on the cooperation
between the Royal Air Force and

the Army during the Hundred Days
campaign of August – November
1918 in the British Third Army sector
seems to reinforce the notion that
understanding the delivery of air
power is far from simple. He argues
that by focussing too much on the
battle of Amiens, the Royal Air Force’s
true contribution to victory has been
distorted. The article recognises
that although air power was in its
infancy, the Royal Air Force was
already demonstrating the ability
to innovate and effectively manage
new technology and the evolving
requirement to offer an integrated,
all-arms effect.
Moving from the past to the future,
the article by Wing Commander
Helen Miller attempts to capture the
nature and causes of future conflict. It
recognises that predicting the future
is folly, but argues that to ignore the
rapidity of change is equally foolish.
Consequently, she seeks to establish
a context of technological innovation,
globalization and uncertainty to
outline the possible causes of future
conflict. The article speculates that
irregular warfare is not a passing
phase and explains the role that air
power may play in this complex and
most difficult operating environment.
It concludes that the air component
will continue to have pivotal relevance
and will also need to continue to
evolve in order to meet new and

emerging threats.
This edition of APR includes two
viewpoints, both of which are
thought provoking and topical.
Group Captain Ian Shields examines
in detail what is meant by the
agility of air power and indeed,
what is understood by agility
itself. He contends that it is neither
fully understood nor adequately
articulated as a concept. He
concludes, however, that it remains
at the core of air power and efforts
to better understand the nuances of
this concept will pay dividends in the
broader understanding of air power
in the round. Squadron Leader Dave
Stubbs tackles the subject of defence
risk in his viewpoint, suggesting
that against a backdrop of increased
fiscal pressure and growing strategic
uncertainty, defence is carrying risk in
a number of areas, but that that risk
is poorly defined and acknowledged.
He contends that service rivalries and
an understandable but inappropriate
focus on current operations prevent
a clear and balanced analysis of
the greatest areas of risk, and the
development of plans to resolve or
mitigate them.
The two book reviews in this edition
are followed by the latest in the
series of historic book reviews by
Air Commodore Neville Parton,
who considers Mark Clodfelter’s
The Limits of Air Power: The American
Bombing of North Vietnam. As he
points out, this is a something of a
departure in the series, as the author
is still living and the subject matter
is much written about and familiar
to many. Parton concludes that
Clodfelter fully deserves the status he
enjoys as one of the leading analysts
of the air campaign in the Vietnam

War. Although his book does not
agree with conventional wisdom and
is likely to be unpopular in some
quarters as a result, Parton assesses
it as being rewarding and instructive
in equal measure and argues that it
represents ‘an air power classic’.
Finally, it would be remiss not
to include prior notice of some
forthcoming air power events. The
Royal Air Force Air Power Conference
2010 - ‘Meeting the Challenge:
Optimizing the Air & Space
contribution to national security’
will take place at the Victoria Plaza
Hotel on 16 and 17 June 2010. The
Royal Air Force Centre for Air Power
Studies and King’s College London
Conference, entitled ‘Twenty Years in
Iraq: Royal Air Force Operations in
the Gulf since 1990’ will take place at
the Defence Academy, Shrivenham
on the 29 and 30 September 2010.
Articles on any air and space powerrelated themes are now welcome for
the spring 2010 edition of APR, and
potential contributors may also wish
to be aware that as 2010 marks the
twentieth anniversary of the RAF’s
deployment to Iraq, the summer
edition is planned to be devoted to
an analysis of the two decades of
continuous air operations conducted
in and over that state. As there must
be few serving personnel who have
not been affected by operations in
Iraq, there should be no shortage of
contributions and viewpoints, which
should be submitted in accordance
with the guidance set out at the RAF
Centre for Air Power Studies (RAF
CAPS) website,
www.airpowerstudies.co.uk.
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‘The Future of British
Air and Space Power:
A Personal Perspective’

by Air Chief Marshal Sir Stephen Dalton
KCB ADC BSc FRAeS FCMI RAF
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We are shackled by the past and never
has the future been more difficult to
divine. What we must do is to quite
ruthlessly discard ideas, traditions and
methods which have not stood the test…
each of the fighting services must go
for speed, mobility and economy, and
develop the whole time with an eye on
the other two members of the team in
co-operation, not in competition.
Marshal of the RAF the Lord
Tedder, Lee Knowles Lecture, 1947

Introduction

L

ord Tedder’s prescription
for a ‘united, efficient and
economical armed force’,1 set
within a context of fiscal stringency
and strategic uncertainty, seems as
relevant today as it was when he
was speaking in 1947. In 2010, the
United Kingdom will arguably reach
a crossroads, where the defence green
paper and the security review that
is likely to follow a general election
will force us to define our national
level of ambition and determine our
notion of Britain’s place in the world.
Inevitably, this will have significant
implications for the size, shape and
structure of our armed forces. Given
this background, I feel it is important
to provide a perspective on what this
challenging strategic environment
means for British air and space power,
and set out my vision of the role that
the Royal Air Force should play in the
future security of the UK.

The Strategic Environment
Defence is currently facing two
compelling strategic drivers: the
first is the impact of ongoing
operations in Afghanistan; the second
is the pressure on government
spending resulting from the global
economic downturn.

Afghanistan, quite rightly, remains
our main effort and the RAF’s
overriding priority. This is a war that
we cannot afford to lose: for reasons
of own national security, because
of the potential knock-on effect
on Pakistan and the concomitant
effect on the diaspora in the UK;
because of the consequences for our
relationship with our most important
ally, the USA; and, not least, because
of the implications for the future
of NATO. More broadly, I am also
conscious of the impact of current
operations on the credibility and
reputation of the armed forces and
indeed, on the popular perception
of the utility of military force as a
lever of national power. One of the
deeper and more troubling legacies
of our recent operational experience
is that although at one level, public
support for the military is very strong
- witness the homecoming parades
and the continuing media focus on
Wootton Bassett - this may mask a
lack of genuine understanding and
there could now be an underlying
belief that military action is too
expensive - politically, financially,
and in human terms - to be
contemplated as a serious future
policy option. The public reaction
to the casualties, suffered during
Operation Panther’s Claw in the
summer illustrate the point.
But this perception, if it does exist, is
misguided. In some circumstances,
military force will be the only tool of
national power that is appropriate.
Consequently, those of us involved
in defence must engage the public
more proactively, to help build a
deeper understanding of the military
and to explain the rationale for and
legitimacy of the use of force. We in
the RAF must also play our part by
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continuing to adapt so that we can
fulfil our mission: to project relevant
and superior military air and space
power to, if necessary, fight and win to
protect the UK’s vital interests. 2009
is the 200th anniversary of Charles
Darwin’s birth; a timely reminder of
his famous assertion that:
It is not the strongest of the species that
survive, nor the most intelligent, but the
most adaptable.
We must adapt if we are to continue
to provide a relevant and useful
defence capability to policy-makers
and here, the innate characteristics
of air and space power are a real
strength. Air power’s reach, flexibility
and ubiquity mean that if - and this
is an absolutely critical prerequisite
- if we can secure control of the air,
we have the freedom to offer viable
alternatives to the commitment of
major land forces with the heavy cost
that this invariably entails. We should
not forget, for example, that the air
policing of no-fly zones over Iraq by
the USAF and RAF neutered Saadam
Hussein’s regime as a regional threat
for eleven years, without the loss
of a single coalition life, and at the
combined cost of $1 billion a year. In
contrast, the USA has suffered well
over 4,000 service deaths since the
start of major land operations in Iraq
in 2003, and the financial cost has
averaged $12.5 billion every month.2
Even where a significant presence is
required on the ground as part of a
joint campaign, air power is able to act
as a force multiplier to dramatically
reduce exposure. Ideally, the ‘boots
on the ground’ required in a counterinsurgency operation will eventually
be provided by indigenous forces
after suitable training, as these are
sensitive to local conditions and

often more culturally acceptable than
coalition land forces that can be easily
portrayed as an alien, invading army.
Air and space power can then be used
in a more discrete manner, providing
the higher-end technological
capabilities, such as Intelligence,
Surveillance, Target Acquisition and
Reconnaissance (ISTAR) capabilities
that are difficult for local security
forces to acquire and develop.
The second strategic driver is, of
course, the economy. Defence
will have to compete with other
government departments in what
George Osborne has described as
an ‘age of austerity’3 and while I
would not wish to second-guess
the outcome of any future spending
review, most analysts predict that
whole government spending will have
to fall in real terms by about 11% in
the six years to 2016/17.4 Whatever
political choices are made in the
future about governmental priorities,
it is clear that defence will need to
take account of the consequences of
a fiscal squeeze and as a result, some
very difficult decisions will have to be
made about our future force structure
and capabilities.
Consequently, I welcome the
impending defence green paper and the likelihood of a subsequent
defence and security white paper - as
an opportunity to engage in a national
debate about the role that the UK
sees itself playing in the world, so
that we can understand both the
contribution defence will be expected
to make, and learn what resources
the nation is prepared to commit
to fund this vision. Only then can
we make sensible decisions about
capabilities and future force structure.
This means that, inter alia, we will
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have to decide what military tasks
are non-discretionary - for example, I
would suggest that it would never be
publicly acceptable to cede primary
responsibility for the air defence of
the UK to an ally or alliance - but
also, what spread of other military
capabilities are required over and
above this threshold, to buy the level
of influence we determine that we
need internationally, particularly
within coalitions and alliances.
Any white paper following the
general election next year is likely
to review security in the round,
rather than concentrating on defence
alone. Consequently, we must be
much more forward-leaning in
understanding and developing our
capability to provide what Joseph
Nye has termed ‘smart power’,
rather than just ‘hard power’.5
I would contend that air power
has always provided much wider
influence beyond coercion based on
the delivery of kinetic effect, but we
have never been particularly good at
articulating our ability to contribute
‘soft power’ capabilities, because
of our traditional emphasis on the
harder edge of the air power domain.
However, we must give serious
consideration to the ways in which
we can contribute to the security
of the UK more broadly, especially
within the context of the recently
published second edition of the
National Security Strategy.6 I have
already mentioned the air defence of
the UK, and this remains an essential
task: the London Olympics in 2012
will throw this particular requirement
into sharp focus. But I believe there
are many other ways in which the
RAF can play a more significant role
in the wider security of the nation,
notwithstanding the cultural, legal

and constitutional constraints that
will have to be overcome.

A Language and Lexicon of Air
Power for the Twenty-First Century
Understanding and articulating the
vital contribution that air and space
power can make across the whole
of the defence and security sector
is therefore important, especially at
this particular moment in our history.
But this is challenging, when the
RAF has been primarily operating
in support of land-based, counterinsurgency campaigns for the last
six years. While air power has been
absolutely essential - in fact, none of
these operations could ever have been
contemplated without it - because
of the understandable focus on
operations on the ground, the critical
contribution of the air component
is in danger of being overlooked.
The lay observer may be able to
understand intuitively what a soldier
is doing, when he or she sees media
imagery of a foot patrol moving
through a village in Afghanistan.But
because it is largely invisible
and therefore intangible, they
will almost certainly not realise or
understand those soldiers’ total
reliance on air and space power,
from the Chinook that inserted him
into the zone, through the persistent
ISTAR he is receiving from a
constellation of air and space assets,
to his assurance of on-call, heavy
firepower support from combat air
elements ‘over the horizon’.
As airmen, we have not always helped
ourselves. We are fascinated by
technology, and this makes it easy
for us to get caught up in the jargon
and acronyms that are part and
parcel of our profession. This has
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sometimes made it difficult for us to
understand each other properly, let
alone explain air power’s utility to
soldiers, sailors, politicians and other
decision-makers. Consequently, all of
our major doctrinal publications have
now been reviewed to provide the
basis for a simpler and more coherent
conception of air and space power
centred on just four, vital roles.7
These make sense and are easy to
explain and understand; it means we
will all be equipped to give air power
a much clearer and more credible
voice in the ongoing defence and
security debate.

The Four Air and Space Power Roles
The fundamental roles are: Control
of the Air and Space, Air Mobility,
Intelligence and Situational
Awareness and Attack. Together,
they explain how air and space
can be used ‘to project power to
influence the behaviour of people or
the course of events’.8 The key here
is to understand how the air power
roles can be used holistically to create
influence - and invariably, as part
of a joint campaign within an interagency, comprehensive approach to
crisis resolution.

Control of the Air and Space remains
the most important role of any air
force. The RAF was established as
the world’s first independent air force
ninety-one years ago to maintain
the integrity of the UK’s airspace,
and this remains our most important
responsibility today. Equally,
when we deploy on expeditionary
operations, Control of the Air
is critical, because it guarantees
freedom of manoeuvre for the entire
joint force, while denying it to our
adversaries. We only need to recall

the images of Sir Galahad burning
at Bluff Cove during the Falkland
Conflicts in 1982 to understand the
consequences of a failure to secure
control of the air on expeditionary
operations. Our adversaries will
always contest our freedom to use the
air, even if - like the Taleban - they
do not possess an air force. Instead,
they will use small arms fire and
rocket propelled grenades against
slow-moving aircraft and helicopters,
booby traps and mortar attacks on our
airfields, or even propaganda about
civilian casualties to attempt to deny
our freedom to use air power - our
own asymmetric advantage - as we
choose. There is a danger that it is
generally perceived that the current
level of Control of the Air that we
enjoy can be assumed. This is a
mistake; Control of the Air will always
be contested, and we will always
have to fight to maintain it, and
sometimes in unexpected ways and in
unexpected arenas, such as within the
information domain.
The second air power role is Air
Mobility and Lift. This has been
critical in recent operations in Iraq
and Afghanistan. Without strategic
air lift - enabled, of course, by Control
of the Air - it would have been
impossible to deploy and sustain our
forces in theatre in the first place.
And on a day-to-day basis, tactical
lift, provided by support helicopters
and Hercules transports, means that
we can still move our forces around
freely, even when movement on the
ground is difficult, either because of
the terrain or the threat of road-side
or suicide bombs. Air lift is a real
force-multiplier, because it means
we can operate effectively with far
smaller ground forces than would
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otherwise be the case, especially as
air power also provides the heavy
firepower that would have to be
generated by artillery and other landbased systems. Finally, in the context
of counter-insurgency operations, air
lift operations can be as important,
in terms of influencing the overall
course of the campaign, as more
‘traditional’ uses of air power. Flying
a regional governor to a Loya Jurga,
or moving an Afghan Army
Kandak back to its home province
for leave, are good examples of
the unglamorous, but absolutely
essential, contributions that air
power is making towards establishing
proper governance in Afghanistan.
The third air power role is
Intelligence and Situational
Awareness. Military action has
traditionally been explained as
four functions: Find, Fix, Strike and
Exploit. In the Cold War, ‘Find’ was
relatively easy, as it was difficult to
conceal an entire Soviet Shock Army.
The problem was to ‘Fix’ and then
‘Strike’ it, when it was protected by a
sophisticated, Integrated Air Defence
System (IADS). So we invested
heavily in Control of the Air and
precision strike capabilities to do just
that. As a result, modern western air
forces now have the ability to attack
targets very precisely, whatever the
weather. In recent, conventional
‘force-on-force’ conflicts, such as the
wars against Iraq in 1991 and 2003,
air power has become the prime
tool of military force, with the land
component effectively fixing the
enemy to be struck and destroyed
in detail from the air. This primacy
has been acknowledged across
defence; the decision to restructure
the British Army into lighter, more
uniform brigades, breaking up

traditional mechanized and armoured
formations, was taken on the basis
of the assurance of air support - and
this assumption, the cheque that air
and space power is expected to be
able to cash, should be acknowledged
and taken into account in future
discussions about force structure.9
The overwhelming advantage
conferred by modern air power has
obviously driven the asymmetric
approaches adopted by insurgents
in current operations. The problem
is now very different: although
we can ‘Strike’ very effectively, the
challenge is to ‘Find’ exactly where
we need to apply force, when our
enemies are elusive and fleeting,
and often operate in a boundless
and borderless battlespace ‘amongst
the people’. If commanders are to
formulate sound military plans in
this environment, they need to build
their awareness through access
to the most comprehensive, allsource, intelligence picture possible.
Consequently, the RAF has invested
heavily in the ‘Find’ function over
the last decade, procuring a wide
spectrum of collection capabilities. At
one end of the scale, we have acquired
a ‘non-traditional’ ISTAR capability by
fitting high-resolution targeting pods
to combat air elements, such as the
Harrier, Tornado and Typhoon, which
can be employed to produce ‘pattern
of life’ full motion video, data-linked
in real time to forces on the ground.
And at the other, we have invested in
specialist systems, such as the Reaper
Uninhabited Air System (UAS) and
ASTOR wide-search stand off radar,
which are both currently being used
to huge effect in Afghanistan.
The challenge is to use these
impressive collection capabilities
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to their full potential by directing
them, analysing the data gathered
and disseminating the intelligence
produced as effectively as possible,
and this is the focus of our current
efforts. Our ISA capability can
only be fully exploited if we use a
developing Networked Enabled
Capability (NEC) to build a truly
comprehensive intelligence picture,
fusing data from all sources. For
example, in Afghanistan, wide area
search assets, such as ASTOR, are
routinely used to cue fast jets with
high-resolution, but narrow field of
view, sensors on to points of interest
for tactical exploitation; the analogy is
searchlight to flashlight to spotlight.

Attack - precise, proportionate and
discriminate - is the final air power
role. Attack may be non-kinetic as
well as kinetic, and an opponent’s will
or understanding may be attacked as
effectively as his physical capabilities.
For example, on many occasions in
Afghanistan, the frightening and
disorientating effects of a ‘show of
force’ - a low and extremely noisy
fly-past by fast jets - have been
hugely effective in dispersing a mob
or buying time for own forces to act,
especially in those circumstances
when it would be inappropriate, or
counter-productive to use heavy
weapons, because of the danger
of civilian casualties or collateral
damage. Attack remains one of air
power’s most important roles and
our demonstrable capability to hold
an adversary at continuous risk is an
important aspect of deterrence and
coercion; it provides a key component
of the UK’s ‘hard power’ capabilities,
which are necessary to underpin the
‘soft power’ tools that form part of
a whole-government approach to
crisis resolution.

The Pre-eminence of Information
and the Growing Importance
of Space
All current trend forecasts emphasize
the increasingly fragmented and
disparate nature of conflicts and
crises. In the coming years, the UK
will need to deal with a multiplicity
of sub-state threats and actors,
but may also have to confront
traditional states with similar hightechnology capabilities to ourselves,
either directly or through proxies
in ‘ungoverned spaces’.10 Our
adversaries in this future battlespace
- both state and non-state - will
therefore be highly agile, and are
likely to have access to sophisticated
capabilities. In this sort of
environment, ‘time is a weapon’, and
we need to respond by leveraging air
power’s potential to exploit the fourth
dimension so that we can operate
within our opponents’ decision
cycle. This is critical, as opportunities
are likely to be fleeting, and we
must be ready to take advantage of
them as they arise. Future success
will therefore depend on effective
decision making, based on accurate
and timely information, underpinned
by the agility delivered through
flexible and adaptive capabilities. In
particular, space and cyber-space will
become increasingly important to
all military operations, and I would
contend that the RAF’s core values
as an institution make us particularly
well-suited to lead defence in the
exploitation of these domains.
The provision of accurate and timely
information has always been critical
to the effectiveness of all military
activities, and the importance of the
information domain will only increase
as societies become more networked.
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The exponential growth in the
availability of information means that
we must understand how to deliver
and protect our national interests
- which may depend as much on
perceptions as on hard realities - in
the cyber domain. This means that
we must grow a cadre of people who
understand and can manage the
modern networked environment, and
are comfortable with the concept of
treating information as a capability
in itself. Here, our organizational
culture is a real strength: the RAF is
steeped in a history of information
management and network operation,
and this is a domain that we find
intuitive. Fighter Command’s air
defence system during the Battle
of Britain was a classic example of
early NEC, where information from
radar and observers was collected,
processed, fused and disseminated
to provide battle-winning decisionsuperiority to Park and Dowding,
the two primary RAF operational
commanders. This tradition of
networking, driven by the particular
requirement of air operations for
timely information, has continued to
the present day, forming the basis, for
example, of the strategy that is being
developed to create the best possible
intelligence picture to counter the
proliferation of Improvised Explosive
Devices in Afghanistan.11
Consequently, one of the greatest
challenges presented by NEC
for the RAF is not the concept of
enabling networks itself, or even the
interconnected application of air
power, as we have been operating
in this manner for many years,
but rather improving our ability to
fully integrate and synchronize our
capabilities, at speed, with the other
services, government departments

and coalition members that we will
encounter within the comprehensive
approach. Additionally, as we
enhance our own network
capabilities, so we increase our
susceptibility to computer
network attack12 and computer
network exploitation;13 indeed,
in a world where information is
pre-eminent, it could also quickly
become our critical vulnerability.
Set against a backdrop of a dynamic
and proliferating threat,14 an
effective computer network defence15
capability is therefore essential.
This means identifying and
addressing risks as early as possible
in the capability development
process, while developing tactics,
techniques and procedures to provide
resilience where networks are
contested or compromised.
Space is similarly vital to both our
military operations and wider society.
All nine sectors of the UK’s critical
national infrastructure16 depend to
a greater or lesser extent on space
and networked operations, and
there is a growing awareness across
government of what a ‘bad space
day’ might look like, in terms of
both military effectiveness and the
economic viability of the UK as a
functioning state. Up to 90% of all
military capabilities depend on space,
from surveillance to navigation and
targeting and, most fundamentally,
the accurate position and timing
functions which are vital to nearly
all of our activities.17 Inevitably,
we will have to continue to rely on
alliances and partnerships for access
to space, leveraged through influence
and specialist knowledge - the
US’s freedom of orbit is particular
important in this respect - but
prudence dictates that we cast the net
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as widely as possible to guarantee
the access we require, and also
remain open to the technological
developments that may offer the
means for us to acquire an affordable
indigenous space capability nanotechnologies enabling small
satellites are one example. What
is certain is that despite treaty
constraints, space will become an
increasingly contested domain,
and we must develop a concept of
operations to deal with this. The
US’s Operationally Responsive Space
Initiative provides one potential
model for how flexible space
capabilities may be delivered in short
timescales in such an environment.18

The Future of British Air and
Space Power
I have provided a personal
perspective of the current strategic
environment and its consequences,
and outlined what I consider to
be the key issues pertaining to the
four air and space roles. I have also
indicated why space and cyber will
play an increasingly significant part
not only in UK military operations,
but also in the essential infrastructure
of national life. I suggest that
this all demonstrates that air and
space power is more essential to
defence than it ever has been before,
either as the prime agent of force
in conventional warfare, or as the
key enabler in counter-insurgency
operations; and that it will have a
growing part to play across the wider
security sector, especially in the space
and cyber domains. But how can we
develop our capabilities and continue
to provide superior and relevant
military capability in an atmosphere
of real fiscal stringency? The
answer lies in our vision of ‘an agile,

adaptable and capable twenty-first
century Royal Air Force’ - but I would
like to unpick this strap-line to tease
out what it really means in practice,
before offering my thoughts on our
path into the future.
It is clear that we need to balance
our force structure so that we
can deliver relevant capabilities
across all four air power roles; and
in the space and cyber domains
too. Accomplishing this will not
be easy, because of the variety,
unpredictability and uncertainty of
the threats we will face in the future.
This is where agility and adaptability
- in our equipment and in our people
- will be vital. We must continue to
seek out innovative solutions if we
are to deliver affordable capability,
and the novel partnership
arrangements we have developed
with industry to sustain our aircraft
fleets, and on projects such as the
future tanker and strategic aircraft
programme, indicate how substantial
savings can be made - although the
implementation of these structures
has required real commitment to
overcome the sometimes painful
adjustments required of our people
and for our processes. However,
I am absolutely determined
that the traditional excellence
of our flight safety regime is not
compromised by the adoption of any
of these initiatives; the twin pillars
of airworthiness and flight safety lie
at the core of the RAF’s operational
effectiveness and they must be given
the attention they deserve, above all
other considerations.
One of the RAF’s enduring
institutional strengths is its readiness
and capacity to embrace emerging
technologies and, in the relatively
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near-term, technical solutions are
in prospect that may offer ways
for us to square the circle between
capability and cost. For example,
the development of simulated and
synthetic training technologies will
enable us to enhance the quality of
the learning experience while, as a byproduct, driving down the cost - not
least the environmental impact - of
flying training. More fundamentally,
the emergence of directed energy
weapons may mark a revolutionary
step-change in air power capabilities,
potentially offering a low collateral
alternative to the employment of
more traditional and very expensive
capabilities, such as low observable or
stealthy platforms, as a means of, for
example, securing control of the air by
taking down a sophisticated IADS in
conjunction with cyber-attack.
Consideration of a balanced force
is not, therefore, just a question
of numbers of platforms and the
proportion of fast jets to helicopters
or transport aircraft. Instead, it is
the overall balance of capabilities.
The key areas we need to take a
judgement on include the balance
between manned and unmanned
systems; capability versus mass;
directed energy weapons in
relation to low observable or cyber
capabilities; high technology versus
low technology; and Intelligence
and Situational Awareness against
Attack, the traditional ‘Find-Strike’
debate I described earlier. In all
probability, none of these issues are
‘either-or’ choices. For example, UAS
will contribute significantly to our
future capability; they offer a very
attractive and cost-effective option
for ‘dull, dirty and dangerous’ tasks
at minimal risk to their operators,
and with impressive persistence.

However, within the bounds of nearterm technology, manned aircraft
retain significant advantages in
terms of speed, payload, flexibility,
discrimination and situational
awareness over UAS and their remote
operators. Additionally, the legal and
ethical implications of UAS operation
in civilian controlled airspace, and the
role and status of their operators, are
all important concerns that are yet to
be fully resolved. Nevertheless, as the
subject matter experts, the RAF needs
to lead in addressing these issues to
ensure the coherence of the UK’s UAS
capability on a pan-defence basis.
Adaptability can help to resolve
force-balance dilemmas and genuine
multi-role capabilities - particularly
in terms of manned and unmanned
Combat ISTAR - mitigate some of
the problems. For example, over the
last two decades the Tornado has
been used in everything from fullblown combat in the Gulf (twice) and
the Balkans, through low-intensity
air policing over Iraq to its current
role as a Combat-ISTAR counterinsurgency platform in Afghanistan.
Consequently, I am determined to
continue to promote and enhance
adaptability by focusing our thinking
on the provision of capability in
the round, rather than continuing
with the more platform-centred
approach of the past. This encourages
a much more holistic conception
of air power and permits us, for
example, to see the F35 Lightning
as primarily an ISTAR asset, but
with hugely effective built-in Attack
and Control of the Air capabilities.
However, there are limits to the
effects that multi-role adaptability
can deliver, and we must be wary
of putting all of our investment
into a small number of highly
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capable platforms; this is where the
‘capability versus mass’ argument
comes into play. There is a danger,
if we are not rigorous enough in
our analysis or try to hedge our bets
too far, that we will field a ‘middleweight’ force structure, which is too
sophisticated to fight low technology
insurgencies in a cost-effective
manner, but equally, is unable to be
completely effective against the high
technology equipment that future
state adversaries - or their sub-state
proxies - are likely to deploy.
So what will the RAF of the future
look like? It is impossible - and
would be inappropriate - to offer
detail of a mooted force structure in
advance of a strategic security and
defence review, but the direction
of travel is clear. I am convinced
that the RAF needs to capitalise on
air power’s ability to acquire and
process intelligence, and to strike with
proportion and precision. We need
to be able to both ‘Find’ and ‘Strike’,
by continuing to develop a force with
Combat ISTAR at its heart - this will
be our core future competency. If
as a nation, we continue to aspire
to contribute to expeditionary
operations, then there will be a
continuing need to invest in favour of
air lift and mobility assets, both fixed
and rotary wing. And finally and
inevitably, the unmanned element of
our capability will continue to grow
in importance, notwithstanding the
caveats regarding their employment
and the necessity for a sensible
capability-mix.
In terms of people, the requirement
for agility is clear, and this will
increasingly demand strategic and
operational thinking, in addition to
the tactical proficiency that we have

excelled at in the past. We need to
institutionalise air power education,
and nurture leaders who can deal
with the complexity and ambiguity
of the contemporary operating
environment. This demands
education, not just training, and will
have to be delivered on a throughcareer basis, from initial air power
schooling through to scholarships and
exposure to post-graduate learning
opportunities. It will be difficult
to find the resources to support
this adequately, and it will also be
difficult to promote a cultural mindset that properly values education in
mainstream career terms. However,
this is a necessary change and I
am determined to make it happen;
initiatives such as the Review of
Officer and Aircrew Development
and the CAS Fellowship scheme have
been important steps in the right
direction, but we need to go much
further in developing the intellectual
capital that is essential to guarantee
our future institutional success.

Conclusion
The current strategic environment is
extremely challenging. The impact
of ongoing operations combined
with the bleak economic climate has
arguably put defence in the eye of
‘a perfect storm’. Yet I remain very
optimistic about the future of air and
space power - and the service that
I am proud and privileged to lead.
The RAF’s role in current operations
is self-evidently vital, while in the
future, we are best-placed to lead
defence in the increasingly important
domains of space and cyber. We must
remain alert to the opportunities
offered by potentially game-changing
technologies, but while we will have
to exploit the new and the novel,
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we must ensure that we do not fall
in thrall to them; there will be no
silver bullets. We will continue to
field a balanced force, but Combat
ISTAR will be established as our core
capability and unmanned systems
will increase as a proportion of our
battle order; this in turn means
we will need to determine how to
support and sustain this capability,
and decide whether we need to
establish a specialisation, with its
own career structure, to operate
it. Finally, our ultimate operational
success as a fighting service will
continue to depend - as it has done
throughout the last ninety-one years
- on our agility as an air force, based
above all else on the quality and the
education of the high calibre men
and women who are proud to serve,
and ready to meet the future military
needs of the UK.

•

•

Ten Propositions Regarding British
Air and Space Power
In the past, theorists and practitioners
have advanced different notions and
propositions regarding air power. In
closing, I thought it might be useful if
I summarised my thinking by offering
ten of my own propositions about the
future of British air and space power:
•

•

Air and space power is all about
creating influence. Air and 		
Space Power provides influence in
support of the national interest: 		
this is achieved through a holistic
range of effects, including the
kinetic and non-kinetic. The 		
inherent flexibility of air power 		
means that it will be a key
component in the UK’s arsenal of
‘smart power’ capabilities.
Control of the Air and Space
remains the paramount air and

•

•

space role. Control of the Air 		
and Space remains the RAF’s first
duty in both homeland defence and
on expeditionary operations; it will
continue to be contested whenever
we engage in combat, but in
different and unexpected ways
to the past, including through
information operations, cyber 		
attack and, in the future, by the use
of directed energy weapons.
Air and space power is about
the provision of capability, not
the generation of platforms. Air
and space power’s role is to deliver
capability; in the past we have too
often focused on platforms. We need
to take a more adaptive approach
to creating desired effects through
integrating and synchronising a 		
range of capabilities and activities.
Time is a weapon: air and space
power offers the means to
dominate it. The contemporary
battlespace is complex, congested,
and cluttered and opportunities 		
will be fleeting. The inherent 		
characteristics of air power, and 		
its ready access to the information
domain, offer the best prospect of
creating decisive effect in this sort
of environment.
Combat ISTAR will lie at the
heart of the RAF’s future
capability. A developing Combat
ISTAR capability reduces the
requirement for networking 		
and increases resilience while
underpinning flexibility and
adaptability, thus mitigating force
balancing issues. It will be the 		
baseline capability and core 		
competency of our combat 		
air elements.
Unmanned Air Systems are here
to stay. UAS are an integral part of
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•

•

•

the UK’s air power capability.
As the subject matter experts, the
RAF needs to lead in coordinating,
developing, supporting and 		
sustaining a coherent and viable 		
UK UAS capability.
Space and Cyber are joint 		
domains, but the air component
is best-placed to lead in 		
coordinating the defence effort in
these arenas. The RAF has the 		
tradition, expertise and people with
the capability to lead defence in 		
these two important domains.
Technology and air and space
power are synergistically related.
Emerging technology will be vital
in enabling the delivery of affordable
and relevant air and space power in
the future, but we must not rely on
technology as a substitute for ideas.
Agility and adaptability are the
key to the delivery of capable,
relevant and affordable air and
space power in a complex and
uncertain world. The successful
employment of British air and
space power in the twenty-first 		
century depends, above all else 		
on the agility of the RAF’s people;
this demands education, not just 		
training, and we must get serious 		
about investing in it and valuing it
as institution.

•

Network Enabled Capability is
critical to unlocking air and space
power’s potential. As the
information domain becomes 		
increasingly important, NEC will
be critical in fusing and integrating
capabilities to unlock the true 		
potential of air and space power.

Chief of the Air Staff
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“Air Power and the Environment:
The Ecological Implications of
Modern Air Warfare”
By Dr Joel Hayward1

Ecologists, activists, lobbyists and of course politicians are already turning
their attention to ecological aspects of modern warfare. As a consequence,
governments and their armed forces will have to pay more attention to
the serious ecological ramifications of conflict. Air forces face the greatest
challenges. During both peace and war they have far greater carbon footprints
than armies and navies. They use potentially more devastating ordnance.
Their targets traditionally include objects in or near population centres and the
aquifers, waterways, soils and food sources that sustain them. And air forces
cause far worse damage to environmentally significant production, storage
and distribution infrastructure (much of it based on petroleum, oil, lubricants
or chemicals). This article does not recommend the blanket exclusion of any
potential target sets from planning processes. Rather, it argues that, when
we utilise our existing warrior code, the Just War ethical framework, we
must now slightly expand our time-honoured moral and legal constructs of
proportionality and discrimination to include environmental issues. That is,
the article argues for the inclusion of ecological protection in military planning
and for it to be weighed expertly, along with the likely need for post-war
remediation activities, among the factors that will ultimately determine the
justifiability of military actions.
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Introduction

T

wenty years ago the Norwegian
Prime Minister, Gro Harlem
Brundtland, stated: “We are
living in an historic transitional
period in which awareness of the
conflict between human activities and
environmental constraints is literally
exploding.”2 We have come a long
way in the subsequent two decades.
Environmental responsibility now
lies at the forefront of our western
world perspective and is constantly
growing in importance. Ecological
activism, which used to be a fringe
movement, has now become
mainstream. In 2007 Al Gore and the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change won the Nobel Peace Prize
(and an Oscar!) for their efforts to
raise environmental awareness.
Greenpeace, which uses “non-violent,
creative confrontation to expose
global environmental problems,”
alone has no fewer than 220,000
members in the United Kingdom and
2.8 million worldwide. Ecologists,
environmentalists, activists, lobbyists
and of course strategists are already
turning their attention to ecological
aspects of modern warfare, including
land mines, cluster ordnance, erosion
and soil damage, air pollution,
deforestation, nuclear testing and
proliferation, oil spillage and fires,
depleted uranium contamination,
the disposal of ordnance, and so
forth. It seems likely that such
concerns will also become
increasingly mainstream. As a
consequence, governments and their
armed forces will be paying more
attention to the serious ecological
ramifications of conflict. Some
already are. The Global Strategic Trends
paper published by the Ministry of
Defence’s Development, Concepts

and Doctrine Centre (DCDC)
illustrates the importance now being
placed on these matters by some
British strategists.3
Balancing strategic and operational
needs with both military and
environmental ethics is certainly not
impossible, and responsible armed
forces are already beginning to think
about how best to balance what
superficially seem to be (but actually
are not) competing imperatives. Air
forces face the greatest challenges.
During both peace and war they
have far greater carbon footprints
than armies and navies. They
use potentially more devastating
ordnance. Their targets traditionally
include objects in or near population
centres and the aquifers, waterways,
soils and food sources that sustain
them. And air forces cause far
worse damage to environmentally
significant production, storage and
distribution infrastructure, much
of which is based on petroleum, oil,
lubricants or chemicals.
My philosophical framework should
be easy to understand. Although
I recognise intrinsic worth in the
natural environment - meaning it has
a value in its own right regardless
of what humans gain from it - I
am primarily concerned with its
instrumental value. That is, I argue
from an anthropocentric vantage
point that we should safeguard the
environment and its myriad complex
ecosystems because humans are
part of those ecosystems and their
security, health and happiness
depend entirely upon them. I see no
conflict or inconsistencies between
environmental ethics and the ethics
of war. Western warriors increasingly
understand that the environment is
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in many ways the collective property
of all humanity, including future
generations, and that its responsible
stewardship is critical regardless of
the good and bad governments and
regimes that might exist at any given
time within man-made boundaries.
In this respect the environment is
highly akin to the “cultural property”
that the 1954 Hague Convention
for the Protection of Cultural
Property makes illegal to damage or
destroy deliberately.4 The physical
environment’s significance is actually
inestimably greater than the “property
of great importance to the cultural
heritage of every people” - including
unique architecture, archaeological
sites and other objects of artistic,
historical or cultural importance - that
the Convention considers inherently
valuable and morally inappropriate as
targets of military action.
Moreover, the West’s ethical
framework for understanding armed
conflict, Just War, forms a sizeable
chunk of the western warrior
code. Within this code warfare
is a regrettable activity directed
against the culpable, undertaken
only when a better state of peace is
the likely outcome and if the good
accomplished outweighs the harm
done. Deeply embedded within Just
War are concepts of proportionality
and discrimination. In terms of
jus in bello (the criteria for fighting
wars “cleanly”), proportionality
means that military forces must not
undertake any actions in which the
incidental harm would be excessive
in relation to the likely military
benefit. Throughout my own career
of teaching military officers I have
ordinarily summarised this concept
by encouraging them never to use
more force or to cause more damage

than is necessary to guarantee the
attainment of just military goals.
Similarly, discrimination means that
military forces may only wage war on
combatants and military objects, and
must act purposely and painstakingly
to ensure that civilians suffer no
more harm than military necessity
demands. It is thus eminently
logical that, as western warriors are
framing their use of force in terms
of minimising suffering while doing
good, all the while protecting the
innocent, including those on the
other side, they should understand
the importance of minimising harm
to the very environment and habitat
that sustain the innocent. It is equally
reasonable that, as the purpose of
military activity is a better state of
peace, it would be incongruous to
inflict damage upon the innocents
within the opposing state, and
possibly within neighbouring
states, that lasts well beyond the
end of conflict and complicates the
restoration of harmony.
Lastly, I strongly disagree with those
ecologists who assert that we need to
take an absolutist stance against all
military activities that result in any
ecological harm. Our Just War criteria
are adequate as a guide for military
planners and practitioners. Both
proportionality and discrimination
involve careful calculations that
render some regrettable harm
acceptable when balanced against the
greater good being achieved. I accept
this line of reasoning and argue, not
for absolutist prohibitions, but for
the inclusion of ecological protection
in all military planning and for it to
be weighed expertly, along with the
likely need for post-war remediation
activities, among the factors that will
ultimately determine the justifiability
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of military actions.
This article draws on the Kosovo
Conflict as its central case analysis
so as to give readers something
recent upon which to reflect that
does not involve the emotionally
charged War on Terror. (Equally
powerful examples of environmental
harm caused by air power and other
forms of military force can also be
found during that so-called war.)
The article is not intended as the last
word on the subject of the real and
potential ecological ramifications of
modern air power, but merely as a
first word. It aims to demonstrate
some complexities within the closely
intertwined relationship between
defence and security priorities,
international humanitarian law,
the West’s Just War framework
and environmental ethics. It offers
several observations and asks a set
of questions in the hope that readers
will feel prompted to seek their
own answers. It is my belief that air
forces should engage these issues
proactively, addressing them on their
own terms with judgement and at a
realistic tempo before public pressure
and special interest groups might
compel defence ministries to make
sweeping changes, some of them
possibly rushed and unhelpful.
Since ancient times armies have
often consciously used the natural
environment as a weapon against
opponents. They have poisoned
wells, salted fields, burned crops
and done other ecologically harmful
things. In 1945, for example, German
officers who feared an Allied
attack intentionally flooded 20,000
hectares of agricultural land in the
Netherlands, leaving it unusable

for crops until the Dutch finally
reclaimed the land four months
later after a massive rehabilitation
program. I began thinking about the
ecological implications of modern air
warfare when, as an undergraduate,
I studied the environmental damage
caused by the RAF bombing of the
Möhne and Edersee dams in May
1943 and the USAF atomic bombing
of Hiroshima and Nagasaki in
August 1945. I was surprised most
of all to learn the full extent of the
American defoliation programme
during the Vietnam War, which
represented a watershed in the
relationship between warfare and the
environment. Between 1962 and 1971
US aircraft sprayed 3,640 km2 of South
Vietnam’s croplands, deep vegetation
and jungles with 55,000 metric tonnes
of herbicides and defoliants in order
to destroy the plant-based ecosystem
for the purpose of disrupting
agricultural food production and
destroying plant cover for the Viet
Cong.5 Its effects were dreadful for
Vietnam’s ecosystems and, most
infamously, for human health.
My thinking about the relationship
between warfare and the environment
began to focus in March 1999, when
NATO air power began wrecking
Yugoslavian (especially Serbian)
infrastructure in a well-intended but
poorly conceived attempt to coerce
Slobodan Miloševic’s government
into protecting and granting more
freedom to the beleaguered Albanian
ethnic majority of Kosovo and
Metohija. I felt disappointed that,
even in our era of effects-based
operations and precision strike
capabilities, NATO chose to wreck
almost all major oil refineries,
petrochemical installations and
fertiliser works, as well as their
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tankage areas. NATO thereby spilled
harmful oil and toxic chemicals
into the soil, aquifers and waterways including into the Danube River,
the crucial economic artery of several
uninvolved nations - and created
carcinogenic, mutagenic, toxic and
perilous airborne pollution. These
acts were widely publicised and
highly controversial. Like many
concerned observers, I wondered why,
in a war fought for humanitarian
purposes, with a highly commendable,
almost obsessive desire to ensure
the totally accurate placement
of ordnance so as to minimise
immediate civilian deaths, NATO
nonetheless seemed reckless with
Yugoslavia’s natural environment.
I began researching this particular
article in July 2006 after feeling equal
disquiet when Israeli Air Force air
strikes created a dreadful six-mile
wide and 100-mile long oil slick along
the Lebanese coast by striking an
oil storage depot at the Jiyeh power
plant, about nineteen miles south of
Beirut, flooding 15,000 tonnes of oil
into the Mediterranean and causing
the worst-ever oil spill in that sea. A
further 25,000 tons burned for 27
days, reportedly “spewing a toxic
cloud into the air and causing a rain
of toxic oil downwind.”6
Targeting oil infrastructure from the
air is not new. During the Second
World War, for instance, both Allied
and Axis air forces considered oil
production, refinement, storage and
transportation facilities and systems
as integral to their enemies’ viability
and survivability. Even the Luftwaffe,
designed and utilised primarily for
battlefield interdiction and attack,
bombed Caucasian oilfields in 1942
in an angry attempt to punish the

Soviet Union.7 During the last three
months of the Pacific War, the USAAF
conducted a weighty campaign
aimed at destroying Japan’s oil
infrastructure.8 The greatest counteroil campaigns occurred during 1943
and 1944, when the USAAF struck
the Romanian oilfields and refineries
that supplied a large portion of
Germany’s oil and both the RAF and
the USAAF wrecked synthetic fuel
plants across Germany.9
The targeting of oil sharply divided
senior Allied air commanders,
but only because some of them
passionately argued against its
purported strategic effectiveness
and not because anyone felt
gravely worried about the natural
environment.10 Occurring decades
before scientists began expounding
concerns about “acid rain,”
“sustainability,”“carbon emissions”
and the “greenhouse effect,” and
during a war in which neither side
worried much about the suffering
of enemy populations, these great
campaigns caused levels of local
environmental harm that were not
analysed in any of the major postwar bombing surveys and which
would be unaceptable in any of
today’s limited wars.11
I would not dream of casting stones
at our valiant forebears. It would
be wrong to impose the widespread
ecological values of today onto
previous generations. Moreover,
we cannot attribute responsibility
for large-scale oil pollution during
the Second World War solely to air
forces. For example, navies, equally
unaware of the long-term harm likely
to occur, targeted and sank not only
fuel-laden warships, but also each
other’s merchant ships, including
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oil tankers. Indeed, the combined
gross registered tonnage of the oil
tankers sunk was 1,235,097 with a
total oil-carrying capacity of as much
as 17,171,183 barrels or 2,592,380
tonnes.12 That is the equivalent of one
Exxon Valdez-size spill occurring every
month of World War II.
Petroleum, oil and lubricants (often
simplified as “POL”) infrastructure
remained a primary target set for
air power planners throughout the
Cold War and following decades, and
featured prominently, for example,
in the USAF’s and USN’s Rolling
Thunder and Linebacker bombing
campaigns against North Vietnam.13
In 1988 the most celebrated air power
thinker of recent times, John Warden
III, maintained that the “petroleum
chain ... still remains a potentially
key target simply because a modern
military machine cannot function
without fuel.”14 Indeed, Warden
argued that, along with electricity,
oil was a major centre of gravity (one
of his five “rings”) and that carefully
focused attacks on the oil chain
would denude the enemy of energy.
Warden’s ideas influenced the Gulf
War of 1991, during which Coalition
air forces wrecked Iraqi oil storage
and distribution installations - but not
all long-term export infrastructure
- as part of a campaign aimed at
paralysing Saddam Hussein’s state
and forces.15 (The Iraqis created far
more devastating environmental
harm when they detonated more than
700 Kuwaiti oil wells, igniting over 600
of them, and discharged more than
six million barrels of crude oil directly
into the Persian Gulf. Happily for
air power advocates I must note
that precision air strikes by USAF
F-111Fs against pumping stations
and manifolds actually stemmed that

horrific flow.16 )
Warden and other air strategists of
his generation did not analyse (and
to be fair probably gave no thought
to) the key problem with destroying
or damaging oil infrastructure,
as opposed to merely disrupting
distribution. They ignored the fact
that liquid hydrocarbons and the
chemicals utilised in refinement
are potentially extremely damaging
to ecosystems. The explosive or
incendiary force of ordnance either
burns the petroleum upwards,
creating potentially deadly air
pollution, which may cause dreadful
health problems in the short-term
(but thankfully seldom causes
lingering harm after the pollution
dissipates), or spills it into the
ground, with the potential for longlasting and calamitous contamination
of soils, aquifers and waterways.
As the Commentary on the 1977
Additional Protocols to the Geneva
Conventions states: “As regards the
destruction and setting alight of
refineries and petroleum storage
facilities, it is hardly necessary to
stress the grave danger that may
ensue for the civilian population”.17
NATO’s 1999 attacks on Yugoslavian
refineries and petrochemical and
fertiliser installations at Pancevo,
Novi Sad and elsewhere created
such demonstrable environmental
pollution - with the wreckage,
spills, fires and billowing clouds
being captured on the handycams
of local inhabitants as well as more
expertly by journalists - that when
the Serbian government accused
NATO of creating an environmental
catastrophe it was not a lone voice.
Even the relevant watchdog agencies
within the United Nations and other
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reputable and non-partisan intrastate
bodies expressed strong concerns
about the attacks. Neither they nor
western media could brush aside the
Serbian governmental allegations
(which exaggeratedly described the
violence as “ecocide”) as merely
unverifiable and unwarranted antiNATO propaganda.18 With many
scores of thousands of Serbians
evacuating towns and villages to flee
from clouds of toxic chemicals, with
slicks in the Danube and with some
smoke plumes moving eastwards
over Romania, Bulgaria, Moldova,
Ukraine and the Black Sea19 , it was
impossible to deny that, even if only
in the short term, the attacks had
an adverse and widely concerning
environmental impact.20
NATO argued emphatically that
the one hundred or so industrial
facilities it bombed throughout Serbia
were “dual-usage” installations and
thus legitimate targets according
to sections of the 1977 Additional
Protocol I to the 1949 Geneva
Convention. For example, NATO
described the Pancevo refinery and
works, the largest petrochemical
complex in the Balkans21, as a
“strategic target” that “provided oil
and other elements to support the
Yugoslav Army. By cutting off these
supplies [NATO] denied crucial
material to the Serbian forces fighting
in Kosovo.”22 Although civilian
facilities are ordinarily strictly off
limits, Article 52(2) does indeed
permit attacks on those facilities
“which by their very nature, location,
purpose or use make an effective
contribution to military action and
whose total or partial destruction,
capture or neutralisation, in the
circumstances ruling at the time,
offers a definite military advantage.”

The moral “double-effect” principle
embedded within jus in bello also
permits the targeting of dual-usage
infrastructure and makes allowance
for incidental civilian deaths if those
deaths are unavoidable. Yet it permits
this targeting only if it is solely
intended to affect the capability of
the opponent’s armed forces. If
NATO’s intention was also to
demoralise the Serbian population
in order to generate additional
pressure for the Miloševic regime
to capitulate, then the doubleeffect principle no longer provides
justification for these actions.
Unfortunately, this seems to have
been the case. Even if one chooses
to argue that oil refineries were
providing fuel for military operations
as well as for civilian consumption,
and were thus reasonable “dualusage” targets, it is harder to
make an equally strong case for
pharmaceutical factories, car factories
and even fertilizer plants.24 The view
that NATO wanted to put pressure on
Miloševic by squeezing and scaring
his people by wrecking things around
and amongst them gains support
from the US military’s own reported
admission to Human Rights Watch
that NATO destroyed some targets
that were not legitimately “dualusage” and did so because they were
“symbolic” and “psychologically
lucrative.”25 Human Rights Watch
found that such actions were “done
more for psychological harassment of
the civilian population than for direct
military effect.” This conclusion
is reinforced by an ironic source:
the NATO Joint Air Component
Commander, Lieutenant General
Michael C. Short. “If you wake up
in the morning,” he told the Globe
and Mail on 26 May 1999, “and you
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have no power to your house and
no gas to your stove and the bridge
you take to work is down and will be
lying in the Danube for the next 20
years, I think you begin to ask, ‘Hey,
Slobo[dan], what’s this all about?26
How much more of this do we have
to withstand?’” Perhaps with a boast,
he later said that he had wanted the
Serbian leadership “to wake up to a
city that was smoking”.27 He even
admitted that he had warned
Serbian air force commanders:
“The speed and the violence and the
lethality and the destruction that is
going to occur is beyond anything
that you can imagine. ... If you force
me to go to war against you, Belgrade
will never look that way again - never
in your lifetime, or your children’s
lifetime. Belgrade and your country
will be destroyed if you force me to
go to war.”28
Even ignoring this unusual ethical
position, NATO failed to explain
convincingly why its remarkably
precise and thus potentially highly
discriminate air force needed to
destroy the storage tankage, thus
burning or spilling staggering
quantities of liquid hydrocarbons
and chemicals, rather than less
harmfully targeting the adjacent but
separate refinery installations, or, far
better still, precisely hitting the more
discrete river-port, road and railrelated nodes in order to stop the oil
and chemicals’ loading, transportation
and distribution.29 NATO did publicly
explain on 3 May 1999 that it had
damaged Serbia’s main electricity
stations and thus robbed the Serbian
population of seventy percent of its
electricity. Spokesman Jamie Shea
even publicly stated that Milosevic
would thus know that NATO “has
its fingers on the light switch ... we

can turn the power off whenever we
need to and whenever we want to”.30
Yet NATO’s information campaign
included no real effort to explain why
it was setting ablaze and flooding
oil and chemicals in refineries and
storage facilities and not, instead,
merely “switching off” those
installations by accurately targeting
their internal and external sources
of electricity. Aircraft did target and
destroy local transformers at the sites,
interrupting their functionality, so
it is less clear why NATO still chose
to inflict such heavy and dangerous
damage to the oil and chemical tanks
and plants. Further, NATO did not
explain why, after a European Union
total oil embargo of Yugoslavia came
into effect on 30 April 199931 - “the tap
is being turned off all across Europe,”
NATO’s chief spokesman claimed
on 30 April32 - it continued to burn
and spill huge quantities of oil and
chemicals right up until the conflict’s
last days.
During the war NATO responded to
accusations of grave environmental
harm in a very strange fashion. Aware
that the world rightly felt horror at
the expulsion and panicked flight of
850,000 Kosovars, NATO exaggerated
the physical harm being done to their
abandoned dwellings by the Serbian
Army and by Serb paramilitaries. It
maintained at one point that there
were then “200 burning villages, town
and cities” across Kosovo.33 After
presenting exaggeration as fact, it then
relativised the environmental harm
being committed by both NATO and
the ethnic cleansers:
[we] see a lot of smoke, the smoke is
coming from all of these burning 		
villages in Kosovo and if you’re talking
about environmental damage, I think the
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“scorched earth” policy applied to
Kosovo, the destruction of livestock, the
destruction of rivers and roads and
communication routes, the destruction
of the agriculture, the slaughtering of a
large percentage of the cattle and the
livestock, is going to be much more
significant in the long term and
incidentally require a lot more money to
fix than the repair of some oil refineries.34
This tu quoque defence (“you can’t
criticise us for our wrongdoing
because you’re doing it too!”) was
disingenuous at best and dishonest
at worst. Some Serbian regular
army units and paramilitary
groups did atrocious, murderous
things in Kosovo, but they did not
apply a “scorched earth” policy to
the province, let alone cause or
threaten a long-term environmental
catastrophe involving the destruction
of permanent natural features and
resources. And the complaints
levelled against NATO related to
the imperilment of human life and
widespread and potential enduring
damage to fragile ecosystems, not to
the cost of repairing oil refineries.
NATO’s inadequate explanations and
attempts at justifications did little to
assuage concerns all over the world
about jus in bello proportionality and
thus the operation’s justice. Even
worse, NATO’s actions and media ops
failings resulted in accusations - and
even formal charges presented at
the International Court of Justice - of
wilful and criminal contravention of
Articles 35(3) and 55(1) of Additional
Protocol I’s explicit prohibition,
regardless of the military objective, of
“widespread, long-term and severe
damage to the natural environment”.
Unlike other provisions of the same
Protocol, once this threshold is met,

no exception can be made for
“military necessity”.35
Convincing critics that the level of
wreckage remained proportionate
was always going to be far more
difficult for NATO than justifying the
inclusion of the installations in its
target sets. People believe what they
see. And in 1999 they saw colossal
destruction. I use the word “colossal”
here with no desire for hyperbole. It
may surprise some readers to learn
that in total, NATO burned far more
oil and dangerous chemicals into
the air or spilled far more into the
Serbian soils, aquifers and waterways
in its 1999 air war than the 10.8
million gallons (257,000 barrels or
38,800 tonnes) of crude oil that the
Exxon Valdez had spilled following its
highly controversial grounding off the
Alaskan coast in 1989.36
At Pancevo alone, NATO air
attacks caused the release of 80,000
tonnes of oil and oil products ,
most of which burned wildly from
ruptured tanks, poisoning the air
only twelve miles from Belgrade’s
1.5-million inhabitants with deadly
substances including sulphur dioxide,
nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide,
polyaromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs)
and lead. The Pancevo raids also
spilled over 2,000 tonnes of toxic
dichloroethane (EDC) into soils and
groundwater, burned around 250
tonnes of vinyl chloride monomer
(VCM, which would have produced
toxic dioxins and hydrochloric acid),
flooded around 250 tonnes of liquid
ammonia and eight tonnes of metallic
mercury, some of which entered
a canal leading straight into the
Danube. Desperately weighing the
lesser and greater of two evils, the
site managers themselves released
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the liquid ammonia, knowing that
a direct hit on stored ammonia had
the potential to kill large numbers
of people.39 Another 73,000 tonnes
of crude oil and oil products burned
or seeped into the groundwater
in the northern city of Novi Sad.40
Elsewhere throughout Serbia (and
Kosovo itself), heavy metals, sulfur
dioxide, ammonia, and other caustics
escaped from burning industrial
facilities into the air, soil, ground
waters and rivers, causing large-scale
evacuations and leaving many experts
convinced that the impact of the toxic
releases would reach - as they did far beyond Yugoslavia’s borders.41

extremely successful.43 Moreover, it
alienated many influential observers,
including former Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev and others
who had agreed with NATO’s aims
of ending ethnic violence, and
caused highly unhelpful domestic
controversy in NATO nations.44

I am not for a moment suggesting
that the long-term ecological
consequences of the destruction at
Pancevo and other sites exceeded
those of the infamous Exxon Valdez
spillage. The latter occurred in a
highly fragile ecosystem in an area
along the Alaskan coast so remote
that clean-up proved tragically slow,
difficult and incomplete. Little of the
spilled oil could be burned, which,
even though producing airborne
toxins, would have reduced the
destruction of flora and fauna
caused by the concentrated surface
“slick”. This evaporated and
decomposed far more slowly in the
low temperatures than it would have
under similar circumstances in more
temperate climates.42

Serbia employed a clever media
strategy to draw the world’s attention
to the level of its environmental
suffering, aware that, with no
objective scientific teams being
in-country and able to verify or
challenge its claims during the
conflict, NATO would have few
options for countering its information
(or misinformation) strategy.45 This
is something important for military
planners nowadays to ponder. If
their campaigns or missions cause
even what appears to be large-scale
ecological damage, their political
leaders will find it difficult to mount
a credible defence against charges of
catastrophic harm. Garnering and
maintaining popular support for
wars of choice that involve no direct
threats to sovereignty or key interests
is not easy even within apparently
reasonable contexts, but in this era
of widespread public concern for
the environment, politicians will
find it easier to maintain support for
their actions if they do not seem to
be doing harm while claiming to be
doing good.

One cannot deny, on the other hand,
that the environmental contamination
at and around NATO’s Serbian
industrial targets was, at least in the
short-term, so obviously severe that
it greatly reduced NATO’s ability to
gain positive press from the fact that,
in terms of minimising civilian deaths
caused directly by bombing, it was

In response to continued reports of
widespread environmental harm,
the Regional Environmental Centre
for Central and Eastern Europe,
assisted by a variety of specialist
contracted experts, undertook the
very first objective study.46 It reported
that, while thankfully there was “no
evidence of a large-scale ecological
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catastrophe, … the environment
in the whole territory of Yugoslavia
was affected as a result of the
military conflict”. It also found
that pollution was “very severe in
the vicinity of targeted industrial
complexes … and many valuable
ecosystems were disturbed.”47 It
considered it too early to offer
evidence-based opinions about the
long-term effects, but warned that
the environmental damage that
had occurred or might in the future
included threats to ecosystems
(especially river systems) and human
health caused by exposure to toxic or
carcinogenic substances.
Likewise, at almost the same time,
the very concerned United Nations
Environment Programme took the
unprecedented step of hastily forming
a Balkans Task Force to assess the
environmental consequences of
NATO’s air campaign. This was
the first time that the UN had ever
integrated environmental issues
as a central part of a post-conflict
humanitarian effort. Led by former
Finnish environment minister Pekka
Haavisto, the Task Force visited the
wrecked refineries and industrial
complexes in the weeks immediately
after the cessation of violence and
released its findings four months
later. It detected four major ecological
“hot spots” of grave concern that
needed urgent attention (Pancevo,
Kragujevac, Novi Sad and Bor), but
added that permanent degradation of
soils and waterways seemed unlikely.
The UN team recognised that some
of the environmental pollution
apparently predated the NATO
strikes while some of it resulted
from it. The Task Force nonetheless
added that urgent attention would be
needed irrespective of the cause, “if

further damage to human health and
the environment is to be avoided.”48
The Task Force’s report was not
accepted by all scientists and
interested bodies. Many considered
it a “political” report supporting a
pre-determined conclusion and
relying on hasty and imperfect
research and an inadequate
methodology.49 Better studies, the
critics asserted, contradicted the
Task Force’s findings. They pointed
to a parallel short-term study by the
World Wide Fund for Nature, which
highlighted the broader transboundary and ecosystem implications
of the discharged toxic chemicals
and offered the less positive
summation that “toxic contamination
in Yugoslavia is spreading”.50 The
politically neutral Swiss-based
FOCUS team of humanitarians and
scientists that spent several months
in 1999 assessing post-war damage
throughout Serbia also offered this
sombre assessment: “Destruction
of many potentially dangerous objects
on FRY territory caused the threat of
ecological catastrophe.”51 Likewise,
focusing especially on Novi Sad,
two Belgrade scientists identified
“catastrophic pollution”.52 They
reported that, although airborne
pollution was “extreme but shortlived,” the pollution of the soil
and surface and groundwater was
long-term. “The pollution in these
zones,” they asserted, “especially
in the Danube river basin, is a
hazard for the further degradation
of the environment, and a risk for
the human health.”53 Similarly,
and perhaps most notably, the
US-based Institute of Energy and
Environmental Research (IEER)
expressed serious concerns in its 2002
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assessment.54 Particularly at Pancevo,
chemical releases occurred “which
pose potentially long-term threats
to the local population and local
environment.”55 The IEER noted that,
while it was impossible to be precise
or to predict future circumstances
with certainty because of a lack of
available pre-war baselines, persistent
toxins, carcinogens and other
pollutants entering the ecosystems
looked likely to have long-term
negative consequences, including for
human health. The IEER was very
careful to apportion responsibility
fairly and even criticised Serbia
for its pre-war record of industrial
pollution at some sites. It nonetheless
reserved its strongest criticism for
NATO for its inclusion of some of
the petrochemical infrastructural
targets and the excessive level of
their physical destruction, reporting
that “persuasive evidence indicates
that humanitarian law may have
been violated in the NATO bombing
campaign, notably with respect to
the bombing of Pancevo.”56 The IEER
went so far as to recommend:
The entire issue of bombing civilian
facilities to accomplish military 		
objectives needs to become the subject
of a rigorous public inquiry. Such an
inquiry should include consideration
of immediate and/or environmental
and health damage that could be
inflicted on the country or in
neighboring countries sharing
ecosystems with the countries at war.
Given that NATO undoubtedly
intended Operation Allied Force as
a positive humanitarian intervention
- with the ending of ethnic violence
being the primary objective - even
on balance such environmental
degradation and explicit criticisms

of it can only be considered
ultimately counter-productive.
It weakens moral positions.
Ethicist Alex J. Bellamy argues
that humanitarian interventions
place additional burdens of justice
upon political leaders and military
commanders than many other
expressions of warfare. He notes
that planners must pay particular
attention to the selection of targets
involving civilian objects and that, “ in
humanitarian interventions, failureto
exhibit due care casts serious doubt
on the legitimacy of the operation
as a whole.”58
Just as any physician is morally
obliged to cause no harm while
seeking to remedy a patient’s malady,
or at least to minimise all possible
harm created by the treatment,
responsible government institutions
need to balance their security
priorities and moral considerations
with other influential factors, which
nowadays includes environmental
ethical considerations. It is not
beyond reason to foresee a near
future in which ecologists will sit
alongside lawyers in campaign
planning staffs and air targeting
cells to offer advice or direction
on the potential harm likely to be
caused in specific missions. Their
expertise in helping air planners to
minimise harm to the very people
they are trying to support should be
welcomed, not feared. The moral
shift away from old-fashioned
concepts of collective responsibility,
in which populations are punished
or permitted to suffer harm because
of the actions of their governments,
as well as the strengthening of
international legal protections of
civilians, greatly increases the onus
upon air planners to minimise every
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form of so-called collateral damage.
I disagree with some ethicists and
lawyers who argue that, because
of the likely release of “dangerous
forces,” attacks on oil and
petrochemical installations should
be prohibited in the same ways that
dams, dykes and nuclear generators
are prohibited under the provisions
of Article 56 of Additional Protocol I.
Because meticulously planned and
very precise attacks on oil targets
need not cause “severe losses among
the civilian population,” as defined
by Article 56, I cannot accept the
position that air planners must
never target oil or petrochemical
installations. When balancing
competing priorities, particularly
when a patient’s life is threatened,
even the most compassionate of
physicians may judge it necessary to
dispense a treatment - chemotherapy,
for example - that will kill peripheral
healthy cells even as it targets the
source of the threat to life. Of
course, no doctor would prescribe
these terrible treatments unless
the patient’s illness was grave.
Likewise, continuing with this
analogy, the implementation of any
significant environmentally risky or
destructive measures should only be
contemplated in military contexts
involving tremendous need such as
tipping-point moments in struggles
of national survival. Ethicist Michael
Walzer argues that during such
“supreme emergencies,” a fear exists
beyond the ordinary fearfulness
of war, caused by dangers beyond
the ordinary dangers of war (he
means the imminence of defeat and
enslavement59 ), and that such fear
and danger may well require extreme
measures that override ethical norms
and even contravene law.60

NATO made a reasonable case in 1999
that the world community should
not tolerate Serbian maltreatment
of Kosovars. It represented a grave
affront to the West’s core values. Yet
the scale of ethnic violence, while
sufficiently distressing to merit efforts
to end it, did not constitute enough
of a grievance - let alone anything
close to a “supreme emergency” - in
order to warrant the scale of violence
of the armed intervention by NATO
that inadvertently posed serious
health risks to both Serbian and
Kosovar civilian populations and
caused much short-term and at least
some long-term harm to the Balkans
environment and its ecosystems.
Even without the gravity of the
disputed issues of legality and
morality, NATO’s destruction of
Yugoslavian oil infrastructure
did not even accord with sound
military strategising. Planners who
target an enemy’s cardinal energy
systems must know that, with the
exception of electricity which can
be quickly interrupted, it will take a
relatively long time for the desired
effects of a counter-oil campaign to
kick in. Destroying petrochemical
installations and refineries and
storage facilities will inevitably reduce
the enemy’s ability to operate its
armed forces effectively, but it will not
do so swiftly, much less immediately,
especially if the armed forces are (as
Yugoslavia’s were) adaptable, lying
low and not engaged in significant
fuel-consuming movements or
manoeuvres. Destroying enough
oil infrastructure to paralyse armed
forces will necessitate a massive
and focused attack, or a lengthy and
constant series of attacks. Even after
seventy-eight days of increasingly
powerful attacks, NATO had only
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destroyed around forty percent
of Serbia’s military fuel stocks.61
Whilst a counter-oil strategy might
superficially seem eminently
sensible for campaigns predicted
to be protracted - and my view is
that any such campaigns should be
undertaken only with tremendous
care, proportionality, precision and
thought for the future - it is not an
especially useful modus operandi for
brief coercive strikes, particularly
those with humanitarian goals.
We should not forget that the NATO
planners intended Operation Allied
Force to be a short and sharp coercive
mission along the lines of Operation
Desert Fox in December 1998. Indeed,
Kenneth Bacon, the Pentagon’s
regular spokesman, announced on
the eve of the first strikes on Serbia:
“we have plans for a swift and severe
air campaign.”62 Likewise, Secretary
of State Madeleine Albright herself
stated on 24 March 1999: “I don’t see
this as a long-term operation. I think
it is achievable within a relatively
short period of time.”63 The fact
that Operation Allied Force lasted
seventy-eight days cannot disguise
the fact that it was intended to coerce
Miloševic into changing his mind on
the violence in Kosovo within two
or three days. As Tom DeLay, the
United States House Majority Whip,
commented one-third of the way
through the campaign, “the Secretary
of State, the Secretary of Defense,
and the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs
of Staff told us that this was no big
deal, that we were going to bomb for
a couple of days, 48 hours, and then
stop bombing, and Miloševic would
come to the table”.64 Permanent
destruction of oil refinement and
storage facilities and other chemical
works was thus at odds with the

original rationale of the mission,
and makes little sense unless one
attributes to NATO air planners a
recognition some time in April - as I
do - that their coercive strategy had
failed and that the campaign had
changed from coercion to denial and
then to punishment.65
Moreover, astute and politically smart
strategists and planners might want to
reflect on the likelihood that in today’s
ecologically aware world, massive or
sustained attacks on petrochemical
installations - especially on their
tank farms, which will cause sizeable
poisonous spills and huge toxic fires will generate politically destabilising
arguments about proportionality,
and thus the operation’s justice.
Refuting any public allegations over
proportionality is not something a
military wants to find itself having
to do. It will have few objective
and easily understandable criteria
upon which to build a defence. The
Just War concept of proportionality
pertaining to non-combatants is
complex and not helpfully defined in
international humanitarian law. The
legal explanation of proportionality
is codified in Articles 51.5(b) and
57.2(a)(iii) of Additional Protocol
I, which states that it is prohibited
for the military to engage in any
action “which may be expected to
cause incidental loss of civilian life,
injury to civilians, damage to civilian
objects, or a combination thereof,
which would be excessive in relation
to the concrete and direct military
advantage anticipated.”66 A breach
nowadays constitutes a war crime
under the Statute of the International
Criminal Court.67 Unhelpful
ambiguity exists on how anyone can
objectively determine when an attack
crosses the threshold and becomes
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“excessive” (it is a comparative
concept, not a measurable absolute
concept) and how anyone can
compare and evaluate such dissimilar
values as civilian harm and military
gain. Yet the consensus view and
the jus in bello norm is, that when
they wage war on combatants and
military objects, military forces must
act painstakingly, deliberately and
carefully to ensure that civilians must
suffer no more harm than military
necessity demands. Suggesting that
the drafters of Additional Protocol I
also meant ensuring that the quality
and habitability of the environment
is not degraded would be hyperbolic.
The environmental movement was
far less motivated, powerful and
ubiquitous in 1977 than it is now.
Yet it is not unreasonable to foresee
that (as I believe and recommend)
a strengthening of both ethical and
legal definitions will come to include
these concepts.68
Tightening legislation is necessary.
Opponents of any attacks that
purportedly cause environmental
harm and who desire to see
prosecutions made against the
perpetrators are currently not helped
by the ambiguity of the wording in
Additional Protocol I which prohibits
“widespread, long-term and severe
damage to the natural environment,”
regardless of the military objective.69
The problem with this prohibition,
of course, is that currently it is almost
impossible to measure the threshold
in specific and objective terms.
Moreover, the adjectives “widespread,
long-term and severe” are joined
by the conjunction “and,” which
means that it is a cumulative triple
standard that needs to be fulfilled.
In other words, even an attack on
a petrochemical plant that caused

widespread and horrific ecological
harm might fail to meet this standard
unless critics could demonstrate that
its effects could also be measured in
years, if not decades.70
Some critics of environmental
degradation caused by air attacks
have attempted to reduce this timescale by drawing upon the 1977
Convention on the Prohibition of
Military or Any Other Hostile Use
of the Environmental Modification
Techniques (ENMOD), written
as a consequence of widespread
criticism of the disastrous US
defoliation programme in Vietnam.
The ENMOD came into force in 1978
and was ratified by the US in 1980.71
The ENMOD bans “military or any
other hostile use of environmental
modification techniques having
widespread, long lasting or severe effects
as a means of destruction, damage
or injury to any other State Party”
(emphasis added).72 The Conference
of the Committee on Disarmament
defined these terms for the
purpose of the ENMOD treaty in
an Understanding Regarding the
Convention:
a) ‘widespread’: encompassing an
		 area on the scale of several 		
		 hundred square kilometers;
b) ‘long-lasting’: lasting for a
		 period of months, or 			
		 approximately a season;
c)
		
		
		
		

‘severe’: involving serious or 		
significant disruption or
harm to human life, natural
and economic resources or
other assets.

Interestingly, the three criteria
mentioned in the ENMOD are
joined by the conjunction “or,”
rather than the “and” of Additional
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Protocol I, meaning that it may not
be necessary to fulfil a cumulative
standard. Moreover, the Committee
on Disarmament’s explanation
that “long-lasting” might mean “a
period of months, or approximately
a season,” seems to suggest a more
readily defined and reasonable
threshold that would make
prosecutions for environmental harm
during wartime more likely. Indeed,
if these criteria were applied to
NATO’s targeting selection process,
the worst of the aforementioned
attacks on petrochemical installations
in Serbia, especially the destruction
of Pancevo, might have been
prohibited. Aaron Schwabach, an
American law professor who has
written extensively on the NATO
campaign, concluded that it seemed
“likely” that the damage at Pancevo
would meet “at least one of these
requirements.”74 Unfortunately
for critics of NATO’s war, the
ENMOD’s prohibitions do not
automatically include all attacks
leading to environmental harm, but
only those activities undertaken in
order deliberately to manipulate
the environment’s natural processes
(by changing weather patterns or
widespread defoliation, for example).
Even more unhelpfully for those
who seek to minimise environmental
harm during wartime, the Committee
on Disarmament’s definition was
not intended as a definition of
Additional Protocol I (in addition
to the ENMOD) and it is not even
formally incorporated into the terms
of the ENMOD. In other words, the
definition actually serves to confuse
matters, not to clarify them.
Given this lack of clarity over timescales, making a compelling legal
case that a state had committed

excessive harm to the environment is
always going to be highly problematic
immediately after the cessation of
any hostilities, at least without new
laws or a strengthening of existing
laws. Compounding this problem
is the fact that demonstrable, as
opposed to merely threatened or
even likely, human health problems
(unusual cancers, for example) or
damage to ecosystems may take
years to appear and, within contexts
in which little baseline public health
and environmental information exists,
may never be easy to measure, let
alone place within an objective and
provable analysis of causation. The
emotions surrounding warfare, with
inevitable finger-pointing from both
sides, also make this type of analysis
particularly problematic.
This was precisely the problem
that Yugoslavia and various NGOs
faced when they tried to bring
a case against NATO before the
International Criminal Tribunal
for the Former Yugoslavia. To the
dismay of many international legal
experts and human rights groups,
who accused her of accepting
unbalanced evidence in favour of
NATO75 , Carla Del Ponte, the ICTY
Prosecutor, informed the United
Nations Security Council on 2 June
2000 that she had decided not to
open a criminal investigation into
any aspects of NATO’s 1999 air
campaign.76 She specified that
although NATO undoubtedly made
mistakes, she felt “satisfied that
there was no deliberate targeting of
civilians or unlawful military targets
by NATO during the campaign”.
More importantly for the purposes
of this article, whilst accepting a
finding that NATO had caused “some”
damage to the environment, Del
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Ponte rejected assertions that the
Tribunal should prosecute NATO for
causing excessive ecological harm.
The main problem was not that the
US and France had never ratified the
Additional Protocols of 1977 (This
was of course true. The US has still
not ratified them and France only
did in November 2001). Rather, Del
Ponte accepted a review committee’s
finding that the “imprecise” phrasing
in Additional Protocol I meant that it
was extremely difficult to determine
when any attacks during any wars
had caused environmental harm
exceeding the Protocol’s threshold,
especially as “long-term” would
(despite the ENMOD-related advice)
need to be “measured in years rather
than months.” The committee noted
that, whilst it had “led to criticisms
by ecologists,” the vagueness of
the standard meant that, “on the
basis of information currently in
its possession, the environmental
damage caused during the NATO
bombing campaign does not meet
the Additional Protocol I
threshold.”77 The issue of intent
also created a problem:
The requisite mens rea [measure
of intent] on the part of a commander
would be actual or constructive
knowledge as to the grave environmental
effects of a military attack; a standard
which would be difficult to establish for
the purposes of prosecution and which
may provide an insufficient basis to
prosecute military commanders 		
inflicting environmental harm in the
(mistaken) belief that such conduct
was warranted by military necessity.78
The current vagueness of international
humanitarian law is also a problem
for critics of air forces that use
ordnance that the public consider

extremely ecologically harmful, such
as white phosphorus bombs, cluster
munitions and depleted uranium
(DU) rounds. All three of these
ordnance types have undeniably
effective military roles when used
only against enemy combatants. Yet
for different reasons each one causes
such highly controversial unintended
secondary effects that many people
consider any use to be reckless. Most
environmentalists condemn them all
as environmentally harmful. I also
tend not to like their usage, especially
in close proximity to civilians, but that
is mainly because I recognise that the
use of any contentious weapons will
create destabilising controversy and
add to unwanted propaganda battles.
Moreover, I am not convinced that an
adequate scientific consensus exists
to allow me to argue with certainty,
for example, that even the 30,000
DU shells fired at 112 locations in
and around Kosovo by USAF A-10s
caused (or will cause) serious and
long-term environmental harm
and that DU-contaminated areas
should be treated with anything
more than the “precautionary
approach” recommended by the
UN’s environmental watchdog
organisation.79 Science may in time
demonstrably undermine the UN’s
position, and I am mindful that the
defoliation of Vietnam by Agent
Orange and other defoliants has
caused severe human health and
environmental harm despite early
US beliefs that no long-term harm to
humans would occur.80
Cluster bombs are different from
white phosphorus and depleted
uranium shells in that they produce
no secondary toxins that can cause
chemical actions on life processes
that might kill or harm humans,
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animals or other living things. Yet
they have a worse and more clearly
proven influence on the natural
environment. Cluster bombs’ primary
harm comes when widely spread
and highly volatile unexploded
submunitions cause the death and
maiming of innocent people after sometimes long after - the cessation
of hostilities. 98 percent of the 11,044
recorded and verified casualties of
cluster munitions in recent wars
have been civilians.81 In terms of
the environment, cluster munitions
have a very deleterious effect.
Hundreds of thousands of fearful
farmers in modern warzones avoid
tilling submunition-contaminated
fields, irrigating contaminated groves
or orchards and raising livestock
on contaminated grasslands. This
has a seriously negative impact on
local economies and on ecosystems.
Cluster munitions also cause health
and hygiene problems by creating
malnutrition and denying safe access
to water. In these ways they cause
foreseen but unintended harm
similar to, although individually far
more lethal than, anti-personnel
land mines. During NATO’s war on
Serbia, USAF and RAF (and a small
number of Dutch) aircraft dropped a
confirmed minimum of 1,254 cluster
bombs in Kosovo (531 by the RAF
which mainly targeted fielded forces
and their weapons82 ). They scattered
no fewer than 234,123 submunitions.83
With a failure rate calculated at 7.8
percent, this means that NATO left
18,261 unexploded submunitions in
or on the ground in Kosovo, none
of them having self-destruct fuses.
Thankfully, nearly all have now been
located and cleared84 , although
2,500 remain in Serbia proper85 and
Kosovo’s litter of USAF and RAF

cluster submunitions has caused 152
post-war civilian casualties.86
Within the first year after the war’s
end, elements within the British
Government were unhappy with the
RAF’s heavy use of cluster munitions.
On 23 May 2000, a Report of the
Foreign Affairs Select Committee of
the House of Commons concluded:
“We recommend that the UK
Government consider carefully
the experience of the use of cluster
bombs in the Kosovo campaign to
determine in future conflicts whether
they are weapons which pose so great
a risk to civilians that they fall foul of
the 1977 Protocol and should not be
used in areas where civilians live.”87
Likewise, on 23 October 2000, a Report
of the Defence Select Committee of
the House of Commons concluded
that “our major contribution to
the bombing campaign was in the
form of unguided cluster bombs - a
contribution of limited military value
and questionable legitimacy.”88 It
is therefore unfortunate that the
RAF used them again (although
nowhere as prolifically as the British
Army) in Iraq in 2003, alongside the
USAF, which had also used them in
Afghanistan in and after 2001. Israel’s
air force, but especially its army,
likewise used staggering quantities of
cluster munitions in its 2006 campaign
against Hezbollah insurgents and
terrorists, leaving one million
unexploded submunitions across
southern Lebanon.89 The unintended
death and maiming rates of civilians
in all three campaigns have been
high and regretted and have seemed
to undo some of the good that the
various air forces and armies were
trying hard to achieve.
A widespread western consensus
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has quickly emerged that cluster
munitions violate the jus in bello
principles of proportionality and
discrimination so grievously that
they must be classed as weapons
mala in se, which means “bad in
themselves,” irrespective of any legal
prohibitions. The logic framing this
consensus is consistent with both
international humanitarian law and
Just War principles. It argues that,
because military forces nowadays
can reasonably determine from
objective analyses of recent conflicts
that almost all cluster bomb victims
will be civilians who will suffer death,
maiming and environmental harm for
many years after their initial use for
military purposes, their harm cannot
reasonably be balanced against any
good achieved.
Modern wars have included many
things mala in se, such as rape,
torture, ethnic cleansing, chemical
and biological weapons. Cluster
munitions are the most recent
addition to this category. In February
2007, forty-six national representatives
met in Oslo to endorse a call by
Norwegian Foreign Minister Jonas
Gahr Støre to conclude a new legally
binding instrument that will prohibit
the production, stockpiling, transfer
and use of cluster munitions and to
provide adequate resources to assist
survivors and clear contaminated
areas. Subsequent International Oslo
Process meetings occurred in Peru
(May 2007), Austria (December 2007),
New Zealand (February 2008), and
Ireland (May 2008). 107 countries
adopted the treaty text in Dublin and
opened a signature process in Oslo
on 3 December 2008. The Convention
will enter into force six months after
thirty states have submitted their
Instruments of Ratification to the

Secretary General of the United
Nations. Four states have now done
so. The United States has neither
signed nor ratified the Convention,
although in March 2009 President
Obama took a highly commendable
first step by permanently banning the
US sale of all cluster munitions except
those (which is a tiny amount) that
leave behind less than one percent of
their submunitions as duds.90 The
United Kingdom has gone even
further. It responded to the emerging
mala in se consensus on cluster
munitions responsibly and decisively
by banning them in three stages; first
on 20 March 2007 by withdrawing all
of the RAF’s 3,650 RBL755 “dumb”
cluster bombs and their 536,550
submunitions as well as the British
Army’s 43,200 multiple-launch
M26 rockets and their 27,820,800
submunitions; second in May 2008
by withdrawing the remaining
Army cluster munitions which had
(inadequate) self-destruct fuses;
and third in December 2008 by
signing the Convention outlawing
all cluster ordnance.91
Even if we accept a jus in bello
argument that, in any particular
conflict a belligerent may foresee
but not intentionally cause some
environmental harm, we should also
accept the jus post bellum argument
that, after the end of hostilities and
the restoration of what we hope
will be a better state of peace, the
restoration of the quality of life of
the effected innocents should occur
as fully as swiftly as possible. As
the UN explains, this is not only a
moral obligation, it is practical part
of peacemaking and it nowadays
extends to the human habitat and
even beyond. “Environmental
conditions - from the air that people
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breathe and the water they drink, to
the ecosystems that support forestry,
farming and fishing - have a crucial
influence on the success of efforts
to rebuild shattered communities
and livelihoods. Only by ensuring
environmental security can the wider
goals of post-conflict reconstruction
and human development be
sustained.”92 In the case of the
Kosovo Conflict the infrastructural
damage was substantial and the
environment harm severe in places.
Swift remediation was crucial.
The United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) took the
unprecedented step of assuming
responsibility for post-war
remediation, concluding that “it was
evident that, not only had people
been through untold pain and
suffering, but that the environment
had suffered as well.”93 It therefore
immediately undertook to create a
strategy to unite concerned nations
in a programme to clean up the worst
pollution and contamination in order
to minimise long-term risks to Serbs,
Kosovars and others. Its own 1999
Task Force, which had identified
the four heavily polluted “hot spots”
around Pancevo, Kragujevac, Novi
Sad and Bor, served as the basis of its
feasibility study to define the exact
scientific and financial requirements
for urgent clean-up projects at
those and maybe other locations. In
March 2000, clean-up measures for
the four worst hot spots featured
prominently as priority projects at
the funding conference organized
under the auspices of the Stability
Pact for South-Eastern Europe. By
the late summer of 2000, following
positive initial responses from many
governments, and pledges from
several European countries to support

additional activities, the UNEP
commenced a major environmental
clean-up project at conflict-caused
contamination sites in Serbia
(including Kosovo). Over the next
four years the UNEP mitigation and
remediation project helped to
secure fresh drinking water,
remediated contaminated soil and
groundwater, removed and treated
scores of tonnes of extremely
hazardous chemicals and waste,
rehabilitated wastewater treatment
capacities, installed environmental
monitoring stations and strengthened
national and local environmental
management capacities.
Donor countries had pledged a
total of twenty million dollars,
but several reneged altogether or
reduced their contributions. The
UNEP had to make do with twelve
million dollars and could not do
everything it had wanted.94 Its efforts
nonetheless made a highly positive
difference. After four years of intense
industrial site, soil, and groundwater
remediation work at the worst sites,
the UNEP announced in May 2004
that, while the clean-up programmes
had only addressed the most
urgent issues, they had made such
substantial progress with them that
the ecological “hot spots” no longer
warranted that label and that the
programmes could be turned over to
the Serbian government.95 There was,
and still is, much work left to Serbia
to do before anyone can reasonably
conclude that all environmental
damage has been entirely negated.
It has now been ten years since NATO
air power destroyed Serbian refineries
and petrochemical installations and
five since the UNEP ended its partial
environmental clean-up campaign.
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Yet Serbia is still deeply troubled
by NATO’s ostensible disregard of
ecological responsibility. Unusually
higher cancer rates, for instance,
are still attributed to the effects of
NATO’s bombing campaign and
even to its use of depleted uranium.96
Establishing the verity of such claims
is beyond my professional expertise,
and might not even be possible for
an oncologist or a public health
expert, because of a lack of both
baseline evidence and objective
thorough studies and because of
Serbia’s continuing poor record of
industrial pollution.97

Conclusions
This study has demonstrated that
modern air power has unequalled
capacity for destructiveness within
the human habitat and interrelated
ecosystems of an opponent’s state.
Traditional target sets still include
a lot of industrial plants and
infrastructure that contain highly
toxic and carcinogenic chemicals
which can, if discharged through
attacks, cause severe damage to the
natural environment and its flora and
fauna, not to mention human health.
Any such environmental harm
nowadays has far greater potential
for causing destabilising controversy
within the environmentally aware
public than ever hitherto. Existing
international humanitarian law
is not yet adequate to discourage
protagonists during the heat of war
from attacking some things that
perhaps should only be targeted
under unique circumstances, with
extraordinary care and after weighing
potential wider implications. Existing
conventions should be strengthened
or new laws created. Yet the jus in bello
concepts of proportionality and

discrimination embedded within
our Just War code already are - or
would be if more widely understood
- an eminently reasonable basis for
constraining the injudicious use
of force against objects that have
the potential for environmental
harm. Western warriors already
conceptualise their use of violence
in terms of minimising suffering
while doing good, all the while
protecting the innocent, including the
opponent’s. It is a short and easy step
of logic that they should understand
the importance of minimising harm
to the habitat of the innocent. It is
equally logical that, as the purpose
of armed violence should always be
a better state of peace, warriors will
want to avoid inflicting damage upon
the innocents within the opposing
state, and possibly within the wider
region, that might last well beyond
the end of conflict and therefore
complicate the restoration of lasting
peace. One of the lessons we should
learn from the Kosovo Conflict
- indeed, from Afghanistan, Iraq
and Lebanon as well - is that most
military commanders and planners
are not adequately familiar with the
key environmental sciences and are
therefore not best placed to foresee
all unwanted consequence as they plan
operations and missions in order to
achieve wanted effects. The inclusion
of ecologists alongside lawyers in
campaign planning staffs and air
targeting cells to offer advice or
direction on the potential harm likely
to be caused in specific missions
will at least partially strengthen the
way that environmental factors can
be “brought in from the cold”. Their
expertise in helping planners to
minimise harm to the very people
they are trying to support should be
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welcomed, not considered intrusive.
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‘Executive Fuller!’ - The Royal Air
Force and the Channel Dash
By Gp Capt Alistair Byford

In February 1942, the Wehrmacht executed a well-planned and highly effective
joint air-sea operation to transfer a powerful battle squadron from Brest to
Wilhelmshaven in what become known as the ‘Channel Dash’. Although this
was a relatively minor action, it resonated strongly across the levels of warfare:
for the Germans, it was a tactical success, but ultimately a strategic failure,
while for the British, it was a minor tactical embarrassment that was inflated
by the context of other events into a direct threat to the survival of Churchill’s
government at the grand strategic level. This paper provides an analysis of
the RAF’s participation in the Channel Dash and identifies the key points of
failure: these include structure, in terms of the poor organisation of the system
of command, and agency, particularly in the characters of the most important
personalities involved. Other important themes emerge: at a time of intense
focus on air-land integration, the Channel Dash illustrates that empathy and
understanding is also required to make air-maritime operations work, while
the need to balance operational security against the requirement for absolute
clarity of communication in high-tempo military actions is also prominent.
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‘Their pilots fought bravely, tenaciously
and untiringly, but they were sent into
action with insufficient planning, without
a clear concept of attack, without a centre
of gravity and without systematic tactics’.
Adolf Galland2

Introduction

I

n February 1942, the German
Wehrmacht mounted an audacious
air-sea operation to transfer
a powerful Kriegsmarine battlesquadron through the English
Channel from Brest, on France’s
Atlantic coast, to the apparent safety
of Wilhelmshaven in Germany.
The break-out of the battlecruisers
Scharnhorst and Gneisenau and
the heavy cruiser Prinz Eugen was
given the codename Cerberus by the
Germans;3 to the British, it became
known as the ‘Channel Dash’, a public
relations disaster that was hugely

damaging to the reputation of both
the government and the armed forces.
Despite clear intelligence that a major
operation was imminent, the German
ships remained undetected for
fourteen hours after leaving harbour
and were subsequently able to brush
off a series of gallant, but ineffectual,
British attacks with dismissive ease.
The Times characterized this as the
greatest national humiliation since the
Dutch burned the fleet at Chatham in
1667;4 certainly, it was the first time a
hostile naval force of any significance
had entered the Channel since the
Spanish Armada. However, like
many Wehrmacht operations, Cerberus
was a tactical success but a strategic
failure, as the battlecruisers were a far
greater threat to the Atlantic supplylines at Brest than at Wilhelmshaven,
where the concentration of all of
the Kriegsmarine’s capital units at
one location also made the task
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of containment and eventual
destruction far easier for the Royal
Air Force (RAF) and Royal Navy (RN).
Nevertheless, Britain’s failure to act
decisively in waters that it considered
its own was a huge embarrassment;
in conjunction with the fall of
Singapore just two days later, the
Channel Dash arguably marked the
nadir of Britain’s military fortunes in
the Second War, calling into question
the competence of Churchill’s
administration and providing a
striking example of how tactical
actions may have strategic, and even
grand-strategic implications.
The Channel Dash has considerable
contemporary relevance. First, it is a
timely reminder during a period of
intense focus on air-land integration
that air-sea cooperation also cannot
be taken for granted; it demonstrates
that ad hoc coordination is rarely
successful and effective results will
only be achieved through empathy
and understanding developed
over time. It also raises important
issues of command and control, the
effective coordination of operations
within a joint framework and,
particularly, the balance between
operational security and the clarity
of communication required to enable
mission command and effective
decentralized execution in fastmoving, high-tempo operations.

Strategic Direction - Hitler’s Decision
On 23 March 1941, the Scharnhorst
and Gneisenau docked at Brest at
the conclusion of Operation Berlin, a
three-month cruise during which the
two battlecruisers had sailed 17,800
miles and sunk or captured twentytwo merchantmen, illustrating in stark
terms the threat that these powerful

vessels posed to the Atlantic convoys.
They were joined on 1 June 1941 by
Prinz Eugen, which had escaped to
Brest after her consort, the battleship
Bismarck, was sunk on 27 May. A
comprehensive range of active and
passive anti-aircraft measures were
implemented at the port to protect
the ships from bombing, including
sophisticated camouflage and
concealment techniques, an intense
concentration of anti-aircraft guns
and a highly effective smoke-screen
system.5 Nevertheless, the RAF
mounted repeated raids over the next
nine months, dropping 3,413 tons
of bombs and inflicting significant
damage on all three ships, albeit at
the cost of 127 aircraft. Prinz Eugen
received a direct hit which killed sixty
of her crew, while the Scharnhorst and
Gneisenau were put out of commission
for four months and six months
respectively, the latter as a result of
an extremely gallant torpedo attack
executed by a Coastal Command
Beaufort, the pilot, Flight Lieutenant
Kenneth Campbell, being awarded a
posthumous Victoria Cross.
The constant raids persuaded the
German high command that it would
only be a matter of time before the
RAF was able to sink the vessels,
especially as Hermann Goering,
the head of the Luftwaffe, refused to
sanction any increase in fighter cover.
Although he cited the Luftwaffe’s
commitments on the newly opened
Eastern Front in mitigation, he was
probably motivated by his fierce interservice rivalry with Gross-Admiral
Raeder, the Kriegsmarine commander.
Meanwhile, Hitler was fixated on the
illusory threat of a British invasion
of Norway, so the danger posed by
the RAF’s bombing raids only added
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to his growing conviction that the
battlecruisers must be brought back
to Germany as soon as they were
seaworthy, so that they could be
defended more easily and would
be available for redeployment into
Scandinavian waters if necessary.
Consequently, Hitler ordered the
ships to evacuate Brest at a conference
at his Rastenberg Headquarters on
12 January, comparing the battle
squadron to ‘a patient with cancer
who is doomed unless he submits to
an operation’.6
Once Hitler had made this decision,
two courses of action were available.
The Kriegsmarine preferred to route
the squadron out into the Atlantic
to take the Denmark Strait passage,
well to the north of Great Britain,but
there was also the option to use the
short - but apparently much more
dangerous - direct route through the
English Channel. Hitler chose the
bold alternative with little hesitation.
Although this was partly because
he was concerned that the Brest
squadron might not be capable of
an extended Atlantic passage after
being bottled-up in harbour for a
protracted period of time, his decision
was largely based on intuition.
Drawing on previous experience,
Hitler believed that if the British high
command was taken by surprise, it
would lack the agility to act decisively
in response to a rapidly changing
situation;7 he felt that if he seized the
initiative he could operate within his
opponent’s decision cycle, and
events were to prove that he was
absolutely right.8 Naval Command
West, under Admiral Alfred
Saalwächter, was directed to plan the
operation; execution would fall to
Vice-Admiral Otto Ciliax, flying his
flag on Scharnhorst.

Operational Planning - the
British Approach
British contingency planning to
prevent a break-out began as
soon as the ships’ arrival at Brest
was confirmed by photographic
reconnaissance on 28 March
1941. It was quickly apparent
that responsibility for enforcing a
blockade would fall mainly to the
RAF, because of the RN’s pressing
commitments elsewhere. Capital ship
cover had to be maintained at Scapa
Flow, in case of a raid by German
heavy units (primarily the battleship
Bismarck) into the Atlantic via the
North Sea; and battleship escorts
were also needed to protect the ‘WS’
convoys sailing to the Middle East
with reinforcements for the 8th Army,
as these were vulnerable to the Brest
squadron as they routed through
the Bay of Biscay. The sinking of the
Bismarck did not materially affect the
operational calculus, because her
sister-ship, the Tirpitz, was about to
be commissioned at Wilhelmshaven,
so the RN was still faced with
geographically separate threats from
capital ships to both the north and
west. This meant that it had to split its
heavy units to cover both eventualities
and only light surface forces – the
destroyers and Motor Torpedo Boats
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(MTBs) commanded by the Flag
Officer Dover, Vice-Admiral Sir
Bertram Ramsey – would be available
to contest a German force in the
Channel. As Ramsey’s command was
likely to be totally overmatched by the
German squadron and its attendant
flotillas of escorting destroyers
and E-boats,10 a coordinated joint
operation maximising the use of air
power represented the only realistic
means of destroying or crippling any
of the German ships.
The recent loss of ‘Force Z’ (the
battleship Prince of Wales and
battlecruiser Repulse) to Japanese air
attack off the coast of Malaya had
reinforced the Admiralty’s opinion
that it could not risk battleships in the
Channel in the teeth of German air
power; conversely, it also heightened
expectations about what the RAF
might achieve against German capital
units, although the circumstances
were very different. Whereas the
Japanese had employed a specialist
wing (the ‘Genzan’ air group) trained
and equipped in anti-shipping
techniques to attack ships with weak
anti-aircraft defences in conditions
of total air superiority and excellent
weather, the RAF would have to
attack with whatever aircraft and
crews could be made available, in
poor winter weather, against modern
ships that were much better armed
and would be heavily defended by a
thick screen of highly capable fighter
aircraft. However, the transparent
weakness of Ramsey’s naval forces
meant that air power was still the
most potentially lethal form of attack
available, so the Air Staff took the
planning lead for the operation to
stop the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau.
This was given the codename Fuller:
activation would be implemented by

the order ‘Executive Fuller’.11
The production of a properly
integrated air plan proved to be
problematic, however, because
no RAF officer was given overall
responsibility for the operation
and the three commands involved
– Bomber, Fighter and Coastal –
‘were virtually autonomous within
their own spheres’,12 a legacy of
the decision that had been made
in 1936 to structure the RAF into
single-role commands. This had
proved to be a useful means of
organizing pre-war expansion
and enabled Fighter Command to
provide an effective air defence of
Great Britain (notably in the Battle
of Britain) and Bomber Command to
conduct its own strategic offensive
- but these campaigns were both a
linked series of isolated, single-role
operations. There were continual
difficulties whenever the commands
were required to act together in any
joint endeavour requiring a broad
spectrum of air power capabilities.In
contrast to the RAF system of monofunctional commands, the Luftwaffe
was divided into multi-role Luftflotte
or air fleets, which meant that
properly integrating a coordinated air
effort was far less challenging:
the Luftwaffe’s contribution to
Operation Cerberus, for example,
was provided by Generalfeldmarshal
Hugo Sperrle’s Luftflotte 3, which
included all of the necessary air
assets as integral elements of its own
order of battle, including bombers,
single and twin-engined fighters,
and reconnaissance, ‘sea-service’ and
electronic warfare aircraft.
British air planning was also hindered
by excessive secrecy. Only a very few
senior officers in each command were
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allowed to know what Fuller meant
and this had a profound affect on the
RAF’s speed of response when the
operation was activated, as these men
could not always be located quickly
enough to issue the appropriate
orders and brief what was required.
The result was that many of the
aircrew involved had no knowledge
of their mission, even after being
ordered into the air.13 With only
sketchy information available, British
air operations were characterized by
misunderstandings and a piecemeal
application of the air effort, as the true
significance of events was unclear to
most of the participants.
It was expected that the main onus
for stopping the German ships would
fall to Coastal Command, as Bomber
Command was neither trained nor
equipped to attack moving targets
at sea. Coastal Command possessed
three squadrons of relatively modern
and capable Beaufort torpedobombers specialized exactly for this
task;14 it was anticipated that these
would execute a concentrated attack
to saturate the defences, protected by
a heavy fighter escort. In the event,
a failure to coordinate the movement
of the squadrons, poor weather (there
was widespread snowfall in February
1942) and a logistics catastrophe - one
squadron arrived without some of its
torpedoes - meant that the planned,
three-squadron attack degenerated
into ‘a series of uncoordinated raids
by aircraft in ones and twos, spread
over three hours in steadily worsening
weather conditions’.15 Coastal
Command’s other role was to provide
a dusk to dawn reconnaissance
screen to provide early warning of
any German movements, centred on
three patrol lines in the central and
western Channel: ‘Stopper’, ‘Line

SE’ and ‘Habo’. Hudson aircraft
equipped with Air-to-Surface Vessel
(ASV) radar were nominated for this
task. As these would be vulnerableto
German fighters when operating close
to enemy territory in daylight, Fighter
Command was allocated the visual
maritime reconnaissance mission
in what were known as ‘Jim Crow’
patrols, but these were not expected
to be significant, as it was thought
that the Germans were unlikely to
risk a passage of the Channel in
daylight. This preconception was
reinforced by an otherwise highly
prescient intelligence appreciation
submitted by the Admiralty on 3
February, which accurately predicted
that a German operation was
imminent and that the selected route
would be up the Channel – but in the
hours of darkness.
In the event of a break-out, Bomber
Command had been directed by the
Air Ministry to attack the ships ‘to
the maximum practical effect’. As a
result of the Admiralty’s intelligence
appreciation, 300 bombers were
allocated to Operation Fuller on 4
February, to be held at two hours’
notice. This represented the core
of Bomber Command’s available
frontline force, meaning that
major raids on Germany had to be
suspended. Bomber Command was
in a very difficult position during
this period, as it was still struggling
to establish itself as a viable force
capable of inflicting real damage
on the enemy heartland. Losses
had been very heavy in return for
indifferent results and the Air Officer
Commanding-in-Chief (AOCin-C), Sir Richard Peirse, had been
replaced after ordering a particularly
disastrous raid in very poor weather
on the night of 7/8 November 1941.16
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The acting AOC-in-C, Air ViceMarshal ‘Jack’ Baldwin, was therefore
eager to underscore the command’s
worth while acting as its caretaker,
pending the arrival in post of the
new chief, Air Marshal Sir Arthur
‘Bomber’ Harris. Baldwin felt that
this was much more likely to be
achieved by continuing with raids on
area targets in Germany rather than
through a putative attack on a heavily
defended naval battle-squadron
manoeuvring at speed, where the
chances of achieving any sort of
success were slim. At his instigation,
the Air Ministry approached the
Admiralty on 8 February to suggest
that the bomber force allocated
to Fuller should be released. The
Admiralty’s response was robust: it
was convinced that a German breakout was imminent and reaffirmed
its opinion that the destruction
of the Scharnhorst and Gneisenau
would be far more significant, in
terms of the overall course of the
war, than a few extra bombing raids
on Germany. This assessment was
passed back to Bomber Command
by the Air Ministry, but Baldwin
decided unilaterally to withdraw 200
aircraft from the Fuller commitment
and put the remaining 100 bombers
(of No.5 Group) back to normal (four
hours) stand-by. Moreover, he did not
inform the Air Ministry, the RN, or the
other RAF commands of this decision.
The result was that although Bomber
Command would eventually mount a
significant effort against the German
ships, the first aircraft could not be
made ready until three hours after
the Executive Fuller order was received
towards noon, so the attacks had to
be prosecuted after the weather had
deteriorated and dusk was falling.
Had the bombers been able to attack

even an hour earlier, some may well
have found the Scharnhorst when
she was stationary and vulnerable
following a mine-strike at 14.31 hours.
Fighter Command’s main
contribution to Fuller would be
the responsibility of No.11 Group,
led by Air-Vice Marshal Trafford
Leigh-Mallory. Its role, apart from
providing the ‘Jim Crow’ patrols,
was to provide fighter cover for all
other air and naval operations.17
A direct telephone link was
established between No. 11 Group’s
headquarters at Uxbridge and the
naval command at Dover Castle to
facilitate cooperation, but events were
to prove that inter-service and even
inter-command integration was poor,
although this was more a function of
organization and culture rather than
the mechanics of the communications
set-up. Fighter Command was also
faced with a qualitative challenge:
the ‘F’ model of the Luftwaffe’s
Messerschmitt Bf 109 was at least
comparable with its best fighter, the
Spitfire Mark V, while the Focke Wulf
Fw 190 was superior in all respects.
Both German types had a clear
advantage over the Hurricanes and
twin-engined Whirlwinds that were
also fielded by Fighter Command.
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The Effectiveness of German
Joint Planning
The plan for Operation Cerberus
demonstrated that the Wehrmacht
was still capable of operational
excellence, despite the shortcomings
in Germany’s strategic direction of
the war effort. The most important
decision was to leave Brest in
darkness and risk running the
Channel in daylight, the planners
calculating – quite correctly – that
achieving surprise in the departure
phase was more important than the
risks involved later, on the basis that
the Luftwaffe would be able to beat
off any subsequent daylight air and
surface attacks. Essentially, the plan
was to seize the initiative at the outset
and set a tempo that the British could
not match.
This put much of the responsibility
for success onto the shoulders of
the designated air commander,
Oberst Adolf Galland, the flamboyant
fighter ace and youthful General der
Jagdflieger. He admitted to Hitler that
he would need ‘complete surprise and
a little luck into the bargain’ to see the
operation through, but he was also
determined to make his own luck.19
Despite the high-level antipathy and
in-fighting between the two Service
chiefs, Goering and Raeder, Galland
was determined to foster the closest
possible level of understanding
with his naval counterparts at the
operational level and in the event,
‘coordination worked without
friction’.20 His air plan was
codenamed Donnerkeil (‘Thunderbolt’)
and was executed from headquarters
at Caen and Le Touquet in France
and Schipol in the Netherlands, with
control being transferred from one
to the other as the ships passed en

route. This was a maximum effort for
the Luftwaffe; twelve aircraft from
the Fighter Training School at Paris
were even included in the total of
250 day and thirty night fighters put
at Galland’s disposal. He planned
to provide constant cover over the
fleet by cycling squadrons through
the task. A standing air patrol
would employ a minimum of sixteen
fighters at any one time, increasing
to up to thirty-two fighters during
the periods of squadron relief, which
amounted to ten minutes in every half
hour. Additionally, on-call reserve
squadrons were available at four
bases along the route, in case the
scale of British air attack threatened
to overwhelm the defences. After
dusk, standing cover would be limited
to two night fighters at any one time,
to ensure deconfliction and effective
radar control.
Galland provided crystal-clear
direction to his pilots, who would
all be expected to fly at least four
sorties on the day of the operation.
Success would not be measured by
numbers of enemy aircraft shot down,
but solely in terms of the level of
protection provided for the warships.
Consequently, RAF aircraft leaving
the target area were to be avoided, but
attacking aircraft were to be engaged
at all costs – if necessary, through
ramming.21 Galland delegated one of
his senior subordinates, Oberst Hans
Ibel, to sail with the squadron as the
Jafü, or on-scene fighter controller,
and the Luftwaffe’s own short-wave
radio equipment was installed on all
of the ships to guarantee seamless
air-sea communication. In contrast
to the ambiguous British command
structure, Galland was empowered
by the authority of a ‘Führer Order’
to take control of all air assets
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participating in Donnerkeil, including
the bomber force, which was
retained at readiness throughout the
operation to counter any prospective
movement south by British naval
units. Finally, to ensure that the
complex choreography required
would work in practice, 450 sorties
were flown between 22 January and
10 February in an elaborate mission
rehearsal exercise known - somewhat
optimistically - as ‘The Beginning
of Spring’.22
Other elements of the German plan
displayed the same meticulous
attention to detail. British coastal
radar would have to be jammed
if tactical surprise was to be
retained, but a sudden increase in
jamming would, in itself, alert the
British. Consequently, General
Martini, the Luftwaffe’s Director of
Communications, carefully raised
the level of jamming over a twoweek period, subtlety increasing
the duration and intensity to
desensitize the British operators over
time. This was highly effective: the
heavy jamming from the Luftwaffe’s
coastal stations, supplemented
by two specialist Heinkel He 111
electronic warfare aircraft, was
successful in masking the movement
of the German ships on the day of
operation, while British watch officers
who expressed suspicion at the higher
than usual level of electronic noise
were branded as ‘scaremongers’.23
No detail was too small to be
overlooked: additional light flak guns
manned by Luftwaffe gunners were
placed on the decks of the ships in
extemporized mountings to increase
the volume of anti-aircraft fire, and
a mine-sweeping schedule was
arranged at night and conducted in

sections, so that no pattern or swept
route was readily apparent. Finally, as
the Germans were fully aware that the
British ran French intelligence agents
in Brest, an elaborate deception
operation was mounted to indicate
that the squadron would break-out
west for a destination in the South
Atlantic; rumours were spread around
town to that effect, tropical helmets
were ostentatiously brought on board
and French dockers were tasked to
load oil barrels clearly marked ‘for use
in the tropics only’.24

Tactical Actions - The Break-out
Following a two-hour delay imposed
by another RAF raid, Operation
Cerberus commenced when the
German fleet slipped its moorings
at 21.15 hours on the night of 11
February. Galland had acknowledged
the role of luck in military operations
regardless of the thoroughness of
planning, and the Germans squadron
immediately experienced a huge and
unpredictable slice of good fortune
when a mixture of bad management
and unreliable equipment allowed
it to pass through all three Coastal
Command patrol lines without being
detected. ‘Stopper’ was unmanned
for three hours when its Hudson had
to return to its base at RAF St. Eval
in Cornwall after being damaged
by a German night-fighter. A spare
aircraft was available, but its ASV
was unserviceable – later found to
be a result of a blown fuse - and the
second replacement Hudson failed
to start, this time because of a damp
sparking plug. The crew eventually
managed to find a serviceable aircraft
and arrived on station at 22.38
hours, but by this time the German
squadron had already passed the
patrol line. The Hudson at ‘Line SE’
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also had a problem with its ASV.
After ninety minutes, the crew broke
radio silence to report the fault and
was ordered to back to base, but no
replacement cover was provided.
Finally, the station commander at RAF
Thorney Island, near Portsmouth,
ordered the Hudson covering ‘Habo’
to recover early, as he was concerned
that mist on the airfield might turn to
fog and make landing difficult. The
Hudson duly left its station at 06.15
hours, just as the German squadron
was approaching the point where it
would have come within the 30-mile
range of the aircraft’s ASV.

What was as damaging as Coastal
Command’s inability to detect the
warships was its subsequent failure
to inform Flag Officer Dover - and the
other RAF commands - of the extent
to which its patrol coverage had been
compromised. Consequently, all of
the commanders assumed that the
German squadron was still in harbour
and the forces allocated to Fuller were
stood down to normal readiness. At
this stage, the German squadron had
already been at sea for over ten hours
and had steamed some 300 miles.

The first real indication of something
unusual was when RAF radaroperators noticed the high level of
German air activity over the Channel,
even though the effective German
electronic noise-jamming was still
masking the ‘blips’ generated by the
ships themselves. Additional Spitfires
were dispatched to supplement
the standing ‘Jim Crow’ patrol and
these finally spotted the German
squadron at 10.42 hours. However,
due to the secrecy pervading Fuller,
the pilots were under strict orders
not to break radio silence, although
the fighter leader was Group
Captain Victor Beamish, who in his
previous appointment as Senior Air
Staff Officer at No. 11 Group had
signed off the Fuller directive, which
included a proviso that permitted
radio-telephony (‘R-T’) to be used
‘in an emergency’.25 Nonetheless,
a sighting report was not raised
until after the Spitfires had landed
and, as Fighter Command had not
been expected to be the first agency
to locate the German fleet, further
valuable time was lost while it
was determined who needed to be
notified. Eventually, ‘Executive Fuller’
was declared after the report reached
the Admiralty at 11.25 hours, some
fourteen hours after the ships had
left harbour.
The initial British response was a series
of piecemeal and uncoordinated
attacks mounted by whatever force
elements came to readiness first. The
long-range guns of the Army’s coastal
artillery were immediately available
and the South Foreland battery was
equipped with the new, ‘K-type’ radar,
which was able to burn through the
jamming and track the German fleet
as it passed Cap Gris Nez. However,
the maximum visibility was only five
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miles, so although radar-predicted
full salvo firing began at 12.19 hours,
the fall of shot could not be verified
visually, markedly reducing accuracy.
By now, the German ships had
worked up to 30 knots and quickly
moved out of range, suffering no
damage from the thirty-three rounds
fired. Next, five MTBs of the Dover
and Ramsgate flotillas attacked, but
it was obvious that they would be
unable to break through the strong
screen of destroyers and E-boats
protecting the three big ships
without additional support, and they
were reduced to launching hopeful
torpedo shots at extreme range:
unsurprisingly, all of these missed.
In a rare act of British initiative, Wing
Commander Constable-Roberts, Flag
Officer Dover’s air liaison officer, had
ordered the six obsolete Swordfish
biplane torpedo bombers of the
Fleet Air Arm’s No. 825 Naval Air
Squadron, based at RAF Manston
in Kent, to be armed and brought to
immediate readiness after hearing
the first reports of unusual activity
from the coastal radar stations. These
old aircraft were not expected to
survive a daylight raid on the German
squadron; they were only ever
intended to be used to drop flares
in support of a night MTB attack, on
the assumption that the Germans
would run the Channel in darkness.
Nevertheless, because the other forces
earmarked for Fuller had been stood
down at dawn, there were no other
options available for an immediate
response. Ramsey was fully aware
of the vulnerability of the Swordfish
and, after some soul-searching, made
an agonized telephone call to the
First Sea Lord, Sir Dudley Pound, to
request his advice. Pound replied
that ‘the navy would attack the enemy

whenever and wherever he be found’,
and Ramsey reluctantly ordered the
attack to go ahead.26
Although No.11 Group had promised
three squadrons of Spitfires as
a fighter escort and another two
squadrons in a flak-suppression role,
poor communication between Flag
Officer Dover and Headquarters
No.11 Group meant that only the
ten Spitfires of No. 72 Squadron,
commanded by Squadron Leader
Brian Kingcombe, arrived at the
rendezvous overhead Manston.
Like most other RAF units, No.72
Squadron had not been briefed about
the mission and Kingcombe had no
inkling of the scale of opposition
that would be encountered. As the
German ships were already passing
abeam Ramsgate, the Swordfish
could not afford to wait for the
rest of the escort and had to press
on, but they were intercepted by
German fighters with twelve miles
still to run. Although Kingcombe’s
Spitfires quickly engaged the Bf
109s and Fw 190s, the six Swordfish
were all hacked out of the sky by
either the fighters or the barrage of
anti-aircraft fire, as they attacked at
low level and a speed of just eighty
knots. No damage was inflicted on
the warships, and only five of the
eighteen aircrew involved survived
to be rescued by the withdrawing
MTBs. The mission lasted less than
twenty minutes from the time of
take-off until the last Swordfish
crashed into the sea. Ramsay wrote:
‘In my opinion, the gallant sortie of
these six aircraft constitutes one of
the finest exhibitions of self-sacrifice
and devotion to duty the war had
ever witnessed’. Even the austere
Ciliax was moved to acknowledge
‘the mothball attack of a handful
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of ancient planes, piloted by men
whose bravery surpasses any other
action by either side that day’.27 The
commanding officer, Lieutenant
Commander Eugene Esmonde, was
awarded a posthumous Victoria Cross.
Ironically, he had visited Buckingham
Palace the day before the Channel
Dash to receive the Distinguished
Service Order for the leading role he
had played in crippling the Bismarck
eight months previously.

The final throw of the dice for British
naval forces was represented by six
elderly destroyers of the Harwich
flotilla, led by Captain Mark Pizey
in HMS Campbell. This force had
been stood down in the morning
and was consequently off station
practising gunnery in the North Sea
when it received the ‘Executive Fuller’
transmission. Pizey realised that he
was unlikely to be able to intercept
the German squadron in time, but
he managed to get into a position to
deliver a torpedo attack by steaming
south at full speed across two unswept minefields: unfortunately, all
of the salvoes missed, while counterfire from Gneisenau and Prinz Eugen
severely damaged Worcester, although
the destroyer eventually limped
back to port. In a good illustration

of the way that the fog and friction
of war affected both sides in the
grey winter light and poor weather,
two RAF Wellingtons bombed
and near-missed another of the
destroyers, Walpole, but were driven
off by the Messerschmitt Bf 109s of
Jagdgeschwader 2 before they could do
serious damage. Walpole prudently
withheld her fire as the German
fighters then provided a close (and
disconcerting) escort for the British
ship, in the mistaken assumption
that it was a Kriegsmarine Zerstorer,
until they reached the limit of their
endurance and peeled off to return to
France.28 Meanwhile, the German
destroyer Hermann Schoemann
was firing frantically at a Luftwaffe
Dornier Do 217, which repeatedly
bombed her and then raked her
with machine-gun fire.29 Captain
Wright of Mackay reported that ‘the
mixture of aircraft in our vicinity
was extraordinary… some aircraft
thought we were friendly; some of
our own thought we were hostile.
We, on our part, opened fire on
aircraft later recognised as friendly’.
He added, with characteristic
understatement: ‘The aircraft on both
sides must have found the situation
rather confusing’.30
The three Beaufort squadrons
of Coastal Command had been
expected to pose the greatest threat
to the German squadron. No. 217
Squadron was first into the fight, but
could only muster four serviceable
aircraft to fly to Manston to meet its
fighter escort. Their leader, Squadron
Leader Carson, had not been briefed
before departing Thorney Island and
did not know what his target was,
or even what the codeword Fuller
meant. Headquarters No. 16 Group,
Coastal Command, intended to pass
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the details to him in morse over
wireless-telephony (‘W/T’) when the
Beauforts reached Manston, but was
not aware that No.217’s Beauforts had
been converted to R/T. After circling
the airfield for some time in puzzled
silence, Carson landed and made his
way to Manston’s operations room to
ask the station commander if he knew
what his mission was. After getting
airborne again, he failed to make
radio contact with the other three
Beauforts, which were still patiently
waiting in the overhead; nevertheless,
they followed as he set course towards
the battle squadron’s last reported
position. The four aircraft finally
found the German ships at 15.40
hours and began their attacks, joined
eventually by three more Beauforts
that had been made ready at Thorney
Island in the interim. These had also
been kept in ignorance about Fuller
and been forced to land at Manston
to be briefed. By now, the visibility
was extremely poor and no hits were
scored: one aircraft was shot down
by the fighter screen. Most of the
other Beauforts were badly shot-up
by the German ships’ defences, but all
managed to make it back to Manston,
including Pilot Office Etheridge,
whose aircraft suffered further severe
damage from the Ramsgate antiaircraft batteries, which ‘appeared to
be shooting at everything coming up
the Channel’.31
No. 42 Squadron’s preparations had
also been chaotic. Its move south
from Leuchars had been delayed
by poor weather and only nine of
its fourteen aircraft were armed.
Consequently, the other five aircraft
were ordered to land at North Coates,
a Coastal Command airfield, to be
loaded with torpedoes, but the heavy
snowfall on the East Coast meant

they had to divert to Coltishall, a
fighter station. In theory, a specialist
Mobile Torpedo Unit was available
to transport their weapons from
North Coates to Coltishall, but what
was subsequently christened the
‘Immobile Unit’ took so long to bring
to readiness and deploy that this plan
had to be abandoned, and only the
original nine aircraft could be used.32
These rendezvoused at Manston with
eleven Hudsons of No. 407 Squadron,
Royal Canadian Air Force, and twenty
Spitfires to act as fighter escort, but
neither of the bomber formations
had been briefed about Fuller and a
farcical situation developed, as each
squadron attempted to follow the
other in the hope that they would be
led to a suitable target. Eventually,
the Beaufort’s leader, Squadron
Leader Cliff, lost patience and set
course for the Channel to see what he
could find.
Five Hudsons continued to hold
at Manston until they ran short of
fuel and returned to RAF Bircham
Newton in Norfolk, but the other six
followed Cliff. However, they soon
lost contact with the Beauforts in
heavy rain, but picked up some blips
on their ASVs and dived through
low cloud to attack some German
Zerstorers and E-boats, losing two
of their number to the heavy flak
barrage.33 Meanwhile, Cliff was
taken aback to stumble across a
powerful battle-fleet and its escorting
fighter umbrella, steaming east at
thirty knots: he later telephoned
No.16 Group to complain – not
unreasonably in the circumstances that ‘I was expecting a coastal convoy.
Why was I not told about the bloody
great battleships’?34 In the ensuing
confusion, three crews mistook the
retreating Harwich destroyer flotilla
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for elements of the German squadron
and attacked the British ships, but
fortunately, all missed, as did the four
aircraft that correctly identified and
launched their torpedoes against the
German vessels.
It was a similar story for No. 86
Squadron, the last Beaufort squadron
to go into action following a staged
deployment from its home base
at St. Eval. The leader waited for
the promised fighter support until
dusk was beginning to fall, when he
decided he would have to complete
the mission without an escort. Two
of the Beauforts either flew into the
sea or were shot down by German
fighters on the way to the target,
and none of the survivors was able
to find the German squadron in the
worsening weather.
Because of its initial lack of readiness,
RAF Bomber Command’s response
was slow, and further delays were
caused by the requirement to re-arm
the aircraft that were available. The
100 bombers retained by Baldwin at
readiness for Fuller had been loaded
with 500-lb semi-armour piercing
(SAP) bombs, the only weapons likely
to inflict fatal damage on heavily
armoured warships. However, these
bombs had to be dropped from a
minimum of 7,000 feet in order to fuze
properly and by noon, the cloudbase was already less than 1000 feet.
Therefore, the decision was made to
load aircraft with general purpose
(GP) bombs as they were brought to
readiness, as these weapons could be
dropped at low-level. This meant that
the German ships were unlikely to be
sunk if they were hit, but significant
blast damage might still be caused to
their superstructures. This decision
was partially countermanded when

it was realised that the 100 aircraft
already armed with SAP could not
be de-bombed, rearmed with GP
and still take-off in time to catch the
German squadron before nightfall.
Accordingly, these were dispatched
with their original weapon-loads
in the hope – which was not to be
fulfilled - that they might find a break
in the clouds.
Two hundred and forty-two bombers
eventually took off in three waves.
Ninety-two Wellingtons, sixty-four
Hampdens, thirty-seven Blenheims,
fifteen Manchesters, thirteen
Halifaxes, eleven Stirlings and ten
Bostons were employed in what
was the largest daylight bombing
operation of the war to date,35 but
only thirty-nine of the bombers were
able to find the German ships in low
cloud, rain and gathering darkness:
actual conditions were reported as
ten-tenths cloud cover at six hundred
feet with visibility less than 1,400
yards in drizzle and rain.36 In these
circumstances, the heavy, fourengined, Halifaxes and Stirlings were
simply too unwieldy to manoeuvre
into a position to attack and only the
medium and light bombers claimed
to have bombed the warships. The
experience of No. 241 Squadron,
based at RAF Stradishall, was typical.
It was preparing for a night raid
on Germany when it received the
declaration ‘Executive Fuller’. Twelve
of its Wellingtons took off at 14.45
hours, but formation keeping proved
impossible as the cloud base dropped
to less than 500 feet, and the squadron
quickly split into individual elements.
Only one aircraft claimed to have seen
the German ships and the Wellington
flown by the squadron’s commanding
officer, Wing Commander Macfadden,
failed to return. The Operational
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Log Book (Form 540) commented
laconically that ‘the squadron had a
very unsuccessful day and lost the
Commanding Officer’.37
Bomber Command lost fourteen
other aircraft, predominantly to the
Luftwaffe’s fighter umbrella, as the
poor weather also hampered the antiaircraft gunners on the ships, who
found it difficult to track attacking
aircraft as they emerged through
the mist and rain. Another bomber
crashed while attempting to land
back at its base. Unfortunately, but
not surprisingly, only minor splinter
damage was caused by these gallant
but uncoordinated attacks, although
the fighting was so intense that the
sailors had to cool the ships’ flak
guns by pouring buckets of water
over them and at least one gun-barrel
burst.38 Ciliax acknowledged the
gallantry of the Bomber Command
crews in his post-action report: ‘From
about 12.45 until 6.30 p.m. massed
and individual attacks from aircraft
of all types. Impressions: Dogged
aggressive spirit, very plucky flying’.39
Fighter Command flew 398 sorties
during the operation. Although with the benefit of hindsight - the
poor coordination of fighter escorts
appears culpable, the context has to
be taken into account; arrangements
were inevitably ad hoc, given
the secrecy and lack of available
information available, and the
short planning time following the
late declaration of ‘Executive Fuller’.
Commendably, most of the leaders of
the fighter escorts acted on their own
initiative if they failed to make contact
with their designated attacking
force, making their own way to the
scene of action to try and disrupt or
disturb the German fighter screen.

Undoubtedly, the losses to bomber
aircraft conducting piecemeal attacks
over several hours would have been
far higher if the fighters had not flown
to the ‘sound of the guns’. Postwar analysis indicates that Fighter
Command shot down sixteen German
aircraft for the loss of seventeen of
its own aircraft, a commendable
effort given the technical superiority
generally enjoyed by the German
fighter force, although in line with
Galland’s directive, the Luftwaffe’s
priority targets were the RAF’s
bombers rather than its fighters.
Twenty-one Spitfire squadrons were
employed and these generally held
their own, losing just five aircraft
between them, but the four
Hurricane squadrons lost five
aircraft and No. 137 Squadron was
particularly roughly handled, losing
four of the eight Whirlwind longrange fighters that it committed to
battle. These losses were a simple
reflection of the relative capabilities
of the aircraft involved; in air
combat, even ostensibly small
qualitative advantages invariably
have a disproportionate affect on
the outcome.
Just as it appeared that the German
ships would escape entirely
unscathed, they ran into a series of
minefields that had been laid by
the Hampdens and Manchesters of
Bomber Command’s No. 5 Group.
Ninety-eight mines had been
dropped between 3 and 9 February in
anticipation of a German break-out,
and a further thirteen were laid in
the path of the battle-squadron on 12
February itself.40 Scharnhorst hit two
mines off Flushing and was forced to
stop for repairs; in accordance with
the Cerberus directive, the rest of the
ships pressed on without her, but
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she was eventually able to get under
way again and managed to make
harbour the following morning, albeit
with serious damage. Gneisenau also
struck one of the air-dropped mines
at Terschelling and was forced to
stop for half an hour for repairs, but
her damage was much lighter. The
mine-strikes caused concern and
confusion within the German force
and Ciliax was forced to transfer his
flag twice, in anticipation that one
or both of the battlecruisers might
have to be left to their fate, much
to the derision of the respective
ships’ companies – he was a highly
unpopular commander. However,
the German squadron was shrouded
in the darkness of the long winter
night and remained undetected by
the British while it was potentially
vulnerable to attack. By 09.00 hours
on 13 February, all three big ships
had berthed safely in Wilhelmshaven,
allowing Ciliax to signal Admiral
Saalwächter: ‘It is my duty to inform
you that Operation Cerberus has been
successfully completed’.

The Reckoning
Despite the intensity of the fighting,
casualties on both sides – while not
insignificant - were relatively minor
in the context of an existential war
of national survival. The British
lost a total of forty-two fighters and
bombers, shooting down sixteen
Luftwaffe aircraft in return: eleven of
the German pilots were killed. No
British ships were lost, although HMS
Worcester was severely damaged and
twenty-seven of her crew were killed
by enemy shell-fire. On the German
side, in addition to the mine damage
to the capital ships, the torpedo
boats T13 and Jaguar received light
damage from bomb splinters and

machine-gun fire, suffering one killed
and two wounded; another sailor on
Prinz Eugen was also killed by bomb
splinters.
Paradoxically, the very success
of the Channel Dash resulted in
the Scharnhorst, Gneisenau and
Prinz Eugen being neutralized as
an immediate threat to Britain’s
supply lines, the German Naval Staff
itself characterizing the outcome
as a ‘tactical victory, but a strategic
defeat’.41 The ships were no longer
a menace to the Atlantic convoys
at Wilhelmshaven, instead being
earmarked for employment in
Hitler’s ‘zone of destiny’ in Norway,
while on the night of 26/27 March - a
month after Cerberus - the St. Nazaire
raid was successful in blocking
off the last French port capable of
handling the Kriegsmarine’s capital
ships, effectively removing any
lingering threat to the Atlantic.
Moreover, the German ports did
not provide the expected safe haven
from British attack and all three
ships were crippled or destroyed
in the aftermath of the Channel
Dash: Scharnhorst was in dock for six
months due to the mine-damage and
was then caught by the Home Fleet
and sunk off the North Cape when
she did sail; Gneisenau received a
direct hit during an RAF bombing
attack on the night 26/27 February,
just a fortnight after the Channel
Dash, killing 116 of her crew and
causing so much damage that she
was never returned to service, instead
being filled with concrete and used
as a static fort; and Prinz Eugen had
her stern blown off by a British
submarine three days later, taking no
further effective part in the war, but
surviving as a hulk to be sunk in a
post-war nuclear test in the Pacific.
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Therefore, in strictly strategic and
material terms, the outcome of
Operation Cerberus was highly
advantageous to Britain; but
contemporaneous perceptions
were very different. Whereas all
Germany rejoiced and the operation
was celebrated by the propaganda
machine as an unprecedented
triumph, in Great Britain, the sense
of national shame was profound,
and this had inevitable political
consequences. Churchill was taken
aback by the scale of popular anger;
it seemed that by this stage of the
war, while the British public was
inured to a seemingly unbroken run
of defeats on land, it was not prepared
to accept humiliation in a domain that
it considered to be its birthright. An
editorial in The Times asserted that:
‘Vice-Admiral Ciliax has succeeded
where the Duke of Medina Sidonia
failed. Nothing more mortifying
to the pride of our sea power has
happened since the seventeenth
century’,42 while the News Chronicle
characterized the operation as a
story of ‘individual courage and
steadfast devotion to duty’, but ‘not
one that reflects much credit on those
primarily responsible’.43
The government came under
blistering attack in the Commons
from all sides of the House, where
the Channel Dash was described as a
‘major blunder’44 and, unusually, the
Admiralty and Air Staff were openly
criticised in Parliament. Churchill
was forced to convene a formal
commission of enquiry, but ironically,
the furore about Operation Fuller was
politically beneficial in the sense that
its reverberations masked the impact
of the fall of Singapore two days
later, on 15 February 1942. This was a
disaster of an entirely different order

of magnitude, with 150,000 British and
Commonwealth troops surrendering
to a much smaller Japanese force in
the largest capitulation in British
military history. In his history of
World War 2, Churchill noted that by
comparison, the Channel Dash was
‘an episode of minor importance as
I judged it’, but acknowledged it as
‘arousing even greater wrath and
distress among the public’ and he
accepted that ‘it is certainly not
strange that public confidence in the
Administration and its conduct of the
war should have quavered’.45 The
damage to the reputation of the armed
forces in an alliance context was also
significant. Churchill conducted
an elaborate correspondence with
President Roosevelt to convince
him that the Channel Dash did not
represent another strategic defeat and
was duly grateful for the President’s
assurance that he would couch a radio
address to the American nation in
emollient terms.46

The Post-Mortem
The Board of Inquiry was convened
under Mr Justice Bucknill on 16
February 1942 and delivered its
findings in early March;47 these
were not published due to security
considerations, but the Deputy
Prime Minister, Clement Atlee,
made a statement to the House
on 18 March, explaining that ‘the
general findings do not reveal that
there were any serious deficiencies
in either foresight, co-operation or
organisation between the Services
concerned and their respective
Commands’.48 Unsurprisingly,
this was greeted with widespread
scepticism and, at a secret session of
the House of Commons on April 23,
Churchill was forced to give more
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details in an attempt to suppress
further dissent. He acknowledged
that he had been ‘impressed by the
shock which the passage of these
two ships through the Channel gave
to the loyal masses of the British
nation’49 and won over the House by
using the details of the Admiralty’s
intelligence appreciation to argue
that the German operation had not
come as a surprise, asserting that the
British forces were as well-prepared
as they could have been, but there
were simply not enough of them,
because of commitments elsewhere.
Most of the torpedo-bombers were
required in the Mediterranean, the
majority of destroyers had to be
used for convoy escort duties in the
Atlantic and the few capital ships
available, after the requirements
of the Mediterranean and the Far
East had been met, could not be
employed in the Channel because
of the danger of air attack.50 While
Churchill’s statement won the debate
and his administration survived to
fight another day, he was certainly
disingenuous in suggesting that the
actions of the limited forces that were
available were as well-led and wellorganised as they could have been.

An Inevitable Failure?
Given the scarcity of the resources
committed to Fuller, it is highly
unlikely that the operation could
ever have succeeded without a
mixture of extraordinary good
fortune and the closest possible
inter-service and inter-command
cooperation. Unhappily, a chain
of bad luck, poor decision-making
and incompetence delayed the
detection of the break-out, and this
ensured that the British reaction
was uncoordinated and reactive,

with weak force elements being
committed to battle as they became
available; the piecemeal attacks
that ensued were easily countered
by the powerful, concentrated and
well-integrated German force. It
has even been argued that British
planners tacitly accepted Operation
Cerberus as a fait accompli, as they
acknowledged that insufficient forces
were available to prevent a breakout, but also knew that this would
not represent an entirely undesirable
strategic outcome.51 If this really
was an acknowledged but unspoken
belief held by Air Staff and Admiralty
planners, then it was - at best politically naïve, and represented a
complete misreading of the likely
public reaction.
Although the inadequacy of the
available forces was largely a
consequence of strategic realities,
the incoherence between the RAF
and the RN, and between the RAF
commands, was far less excusable.
This was partially structural, because
of the organisation of the system of
command, but was also a result of
agency, in terms of the personalities
involved. The initial point of failure
was the lack of an overall authority
responsible for the execution of Fuller;
as the Bucknill Report noted, this
compromised any realistic prospect of
the achievement of unity of purpose.
This was compounded by the lack of
trust and communication between
commands. The demarcation of
responsibilities between Coastal
Command and the RN had been
an enduring source of friction and,
although a Joint Headquarters had
been established as early in April
1941, ultimately delivering a high level
of integration, the lack of effective
cooperation during Fuller indicates
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that even sensible organisations and
processes will be inadequate if the
will to make them work properly is
absent, and it is very apparent that
the power of personality was critical.
While Ramsey was an outstanding
naval leader, he was extremely
sceptical about the support that
he could expect from the RAF. In
1940 he had commanded Operation
Dynamo, the Dunkirk evacuation,
where he had been disappointed with
the RAF’s contribution. Although
this assessment was incorrect
and unfair,52 it meant that he was
predisposed to doubt the RAF’s
commitment to maritime operations
and he was highly critical of the air
force in the aftermath of Fuller. He
was especially bitter about the role
of Leigh-Mallory and No.11 Group,
particularly because of the failure to
provide the full escort promised for
the Swordfish attack.53 The character
of the AOC-in-C Coastal Command,
Air Marshal Sir Philip Joubert de la
Ferte, was also unhelpful, as he was
unable to maintain the generally
harmonious relationship with theRN
that his predecessor, Air Marshal Sir
Frederick Bowhill, had established.
Ironically, the release of the full
details of the Bucknill Report in
1946 was used as ammunition in a
further, post-war, inter-service battle
for control of land-based maritime
air assets.
However, the most toxic relationships
existed not between the RAF and
the RN, but between the different
RAF commands and commanders.
Joubert and Leigh-Mallory were
both ‘career officers of the oldfashioned type’54 and the tripartite
participation of elements of Bomber,
Coastal and Fighter Commands
without the nomination of one as

primus inter pares was disastrous.
Each essentially represented the
personal fiefdom of its commander
and there was a marked reluctance
to pool their resources for a common
purpose. In the wake of Fuller - and
the criticisms implicit in the Bucknill
Report - Joubert proposed that
Coastal Command should take the
lead in maritime operations involving
units from the other commands.
However logical the suggestion,
it was rejected out of hand by
Leigh-Mallory, who perceived it as
empire-building. The No. 11 Group
AOC-in-C – described by a senior
subordinate as ‘a pompous, ambitious
fuddy-duddy’55 - had already
demonstrated during the Battle of
Britain, as AOC-in-C No.12 Group,
that he was hardly a team player.
Now, he insisted on perpetuating
the inadequate, three-pronged
approach to joint operations that
had been found so wanting during
Fuller. The Air Staff was not inclined
to impose a solution, and it was not
until Joubert and Leigh-Mallory were
replaced that a satisfactory intercommand arrangement was brokered,
enabling later operations to be
more successfully coordinated. The
misplaced secrecy that so hindered
air operations was also entirely
symptomatic of the organisational
preference to centralise control - at all
costs and at the highest level - that so
pervaded the highest echelons of RAF
command at this stage of war.
Although Bomber Command had
been the most reluctant participant
in Operation Fuller, ultimately it
made the greatest contribution to
the favourable strategic situation
that was finally achieved. It was the
incessant bombing attacks – mounted
from the date of the Scharnhorst and
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Gneisenau’s arrival in March 1941 to
the very eve of their departure – that
made Brest untenable for the German
ships and precipitated the decision
to withdraw them to Wilhelmshaven,
thus simplifying Britain’s strategic
dilemma by corralling the entire
German fleet at a single location; and
it was Bomber Command’s indirect
air mining operations that inflicted
the only significant damage on the
German ships, negating them as a
threat in the immediate aftermath of
the operation.
In the final analysis, the ultimate
failure of Fuller is attributable to the
British high command’s lack of agility.
As foreseen by the Germans, after the
initial shock, the British were simply
unable to regain their balance and
take the initiative. The last word may
be left to Ciliax, whose summary of
the operation is apt:
The British were surprised, which led …
to desultory and precipitate actions by
their forces. During a period spanning
one and a half hours after the first
attack, no English aircraft succeeded
in reaching the Squadron due to our
excellent fighter cover.56
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Air Power and the
Contemporary Army
By Gp Capt Chris Luck

The search for political meaning and value in operational and tactical
excellence is enduring. Contemporary strategic uncertainty and financial
austerity elevates the need for coherent joint thought. ‘Indisputable’ singleService views and preferences allied to a sub-optimal grasp of the meaning
and purpose of ‘power’ and ‘strategy’ exacerbate the difficulty in delivering
timely, politically relevant, strategic effect. Today’s wars demand innovation
in the joint appreciation and application of force; agility, adaptability, rapidity
of response, precision and scaleable lethality as well as reach are fundamental
qualities at all levels. Air power is today as essential an enabler and multiplier
of land power as vice versa (as is sea power). With war unknowable in detail
in advance, the trick is to be as structurally and doctrinally right as possible
but also poised for rapid change should political need dictate. However, the
Services’ aspirations for geographical excellence are fundamental in giving
scope to political options. This article seeks to debate what it means to deliver
‘air power’ to the contemporary army in order to wage warfare to achieve
policy objectives: it examines inherent tensions; what air power is; what can be
expected of it and how it is best delivered.
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We must develop new joint and service
operational concepts that are consistent
with the enduring uncertainty and
complexity of war. Rather than being
‘capabilities-based’, these concepts ought
to be based on real and emerging threats
and connected to scenarios that direct
military force toward the achievement of
policy goals and objectives.
H.R. McMaster

Introduction

W

ar is the final auditor of
military preparedness and
therefore relevance; theory,
doctrine, and practice interact in a
complex fashion to either validate or
excoriate the military establishment.
History points to a default to fighting
the last war; institutional preferences
look forward to a ‘proper’ martial test,
but contemporary wars driven by
context tend to upset all. History also
tells us that ‘tactical and operational
excellence is quite meaningless save
with respect to their political and
strategic contextual significance’.1
Today’s wars demand innovation in
the joint application of force. Agility,
adaptability, rapidity of response,
precision, scaleable lethality, and
reach are all fundamental qualities.
Air power has evolved to meet
these requirements and act as a
powerful force multiplier. At the
risk of single-service heresy, this is
not about ‘supported’ or ‘supporting’
arguments, but about effect. However
for reasons best summed up by
Bernard Brodie, ‘the officer who
is really objective about his own
service as compared with the sister
services is not going to rise to high
enough estate to make that objectivity
of much service to the nation’.2
Fortunately, today’s war fighters are

not so inhibited and are willing to
contribute to the joint debate.
This think-piece does not attempt
to provide a theory for air power
and land power application. It is
aimed at analysing what air power
is and how it is applied, while
reminding the reader that all wars are
contextual and contingent, and that
all geographically separated military
arms have relevance that is equally
contextual and contingent. It does not
rake over the sterile ground of which
service is supported, supporting,
or has legitimate claims for
independence – that would be waging
yesterday’s battles, and according to
Colin Gray:
It is foolish to debate whether the RN or
the RAF exists primarily to support the
Army, or vice versa. In common with
war, warfare, peace and crisis,
military power is a unity….The five
geographically specialised forms of
military power (land, sea, air, space,
cyber), all support each other, at least
they should do so.3
This paper also aims to expose current
limitations on joint thinking, describe
air power’s effect, and establish a way
forward for air power’s relationship
with the contemporary army.
Aspirations for the execution of truly
joint action remain plagued by singleservice parochialisms, often magnified
by officially endorsed myths and
deliberate misinterpretations.4 This
is ‘just a fact of life and indeed of
institutional loyalty and occupational
culture’5 and has had a negative
impact on collegiate effort.6 All too
often, the fault lines lie at the senior
levels of the services and government,
as ‘every player in the grandly
complex policy-and-strategy-making
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process has his own interests…
[that] paint strategically unique
pictures of reality for their players’.7
In the U.S., Carl Builder captures
this institutional preference when
he states that ‘despite the logical
wrappings of defense planning, there
is considerable evidence that the
qualities of U.S. military forces are
determined more by cultural and
institutional preferences for certain
kinds of military forces than by the
“threat”.’8 Organisations, weapons
and systems therefore tend to reflect
military institutions, not context and
contingency, whereas at the tactical
level, the gritty realities of combat
and its dire consequences prove to
be an effective lubricant for smooth
enough interaction and joint effort.
This needs to be championed from
the top down. Much of the malaise
can be laid squarely at the door of two
realities: limited finance and a poor
appreciation of strategy.
The defence budget is too small
to meet the complete spectrum of
war-fighting and collides with the
services’ institutional preferences
at a time when ‘the severest test of
government is whether, in times of
war, it can integrate a viable grand
strategy with available resources,
manpower, and the nature and
vulnerability of both the enemy and
its own vital resources.’9 Defence
spending as a proportion of GDP
‘has been on a downward trend
since the mid 1950s’, leading to
doctrinaire and dogmatic positioning
for reasons of institutional survival.
This can only lead to the death of
strategy.10 Max Hastings is not alone
when he declares that ‘it should be
unacceptable to continue making
policy on the hoof, lurching from
one budgetary crisis to another’.11

But theory and practice are often
worlds apart. Recent acrimonious
Department of Defense spending
debates highlight similar issues
for the U.S.. Secretary Gates is
struggling to fix a budget that
supports the strategic priorities of
the president rather than ‘simply
fattening defense contractors or
satisfying institutional choices’.12
Consequently, strategy is required to
tie the means to the ends. Strategy is
the ‘creative act of choosing a means,
an end, a way to relate a means
to an end, or any combination of
those three. In the absence of some
choice about means, ends, or their
relationship, there is no strategy’.13
But having no strategy is not the same
as there being no strategic effect – the
actions we do or do not take will still
have negative, positive, or neutral
effects. To make strategy purposeful,
the strategist must take the means
available and attempt to construct
the bridge between ends and
means. Strategy takes on historical
proportions if the span cannot reach,
despite attempts to innovate; ends
or means must change, or strategy
will fail. In a sense, strategy is a
necessity borne of means poverty, and
can only function within a coherent
overall theory of war and warfare
because concentrating on one aspect,
whether geographical or elemental,
is to risk the ‘tacticisation’ of strategy.
Contemporary operations are
invariably reactive to the context and
contingency that arises at any given
time. Strategy is likewise contextual
and contingent and iterative,
not dogmatic. Service doctrine,
synthesised from theory and past
experience, is the jumping off point
for developing strategy. The hope is
that it is good enough and adaptive
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enough to stand the shock of any
novelty that may arise. If not, then
doctrine becomes dogma, and the
historical record shows it will result in
failure as the last war is fought.
The ability to create effective strategy
is, however, damaged by the ability
of the British to invert ‘policy for
strategy to deliver’ with ‘strategy to
deliver policy.’14 Strategy should
never become the end. Muddled
definitional thinking is at fault, as is
the lack of precision with definitional
language. A woeful lack of a common
understanding of the noun ‘strategy’
(and its adjective ‘strategic’) exists,
to the point that the noun ‘has
acquired a universality which has
robbed it of meaning, and left it only
with banalities.’15 Government and
military literature, and attempts at
real-world application, is replete
with such ‘banalities’ and the shaping
function that strategy could have
bestowed to the actions in pursuit
of policy is lost.16 To labour the
point, policy is not strategy and
strategy cannot exist without policy
or the means to achieve it. Likewise,
platforms, munitions or targets
are not inherently strategic; the
consequences (or effects) of their
use, or not, are strategic. To reiterate
a well-worn Clausewitzean notion,
strategy, the bridging function,
aims for a ‘sufficiency of military
success to enable achievement of
whatever it is that policy identifies
as the war’s political object’.17 But
wars and warfare have a nasty,
protean nature. Services which
truly ‘understand the nature of war
expect to have to adapt in real-time
to circumstances that could not have
been forecast with precision long in
advance.’18 Such adaptation must
include air-land jointery.

Montgomery was not the first or
the last to applaud the benefit of
truly joint air-land integration, but
a discussion on air power and the
contemporary Army is timely as
‘integration across Air/Land seams is
a priority’.19 The reason is obvious:
blood and treasure is at stake and
there is insufficient of both. The
national consensus regarding the
nation’s war in Afghanistan is volatile
and apt to evaporate if progress is
not made. Every penny of a perceived
miserly defence allocation has to
be spent wisely if the maximum
effect is to be wrung-out to produce
a positive strategic performance. If
this is not done - and seen to be done
- then accusations, such as Simon
Jenkins’ that ‘brass hats protect their
precious toys and politicians lack the
guts to bang their heads together’,
will give sustenance to the belief of
incompetence in political and military
leadership.20 The stark reality is
that ‘the ends must be matched to
the means in the short term [as] to
do otherwise is to risk frittering away
resources on very long odds when
there are more critical things to
achieve. Conversely, the means must
be matched to the ends in the long
term when there is time to think and
plan’.21 This is all to the good if the
ends or means can be adjusted. If not,
innovation in the synergistic use of
force is required to produce capability
for strategy to use in the joint fight.
If we are to make progress in
jointery, then the arcane argument
of who is supporting or supported
must be discarded. The distinction
has little strategic merit if the
characterisation of strategy is one
of instrumentality. However, the
environments within which conflict
takes place are different in nature,
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with distinctive characteristics that
‘make the application of military
force in each of the environments a
specialised process’.22 If the title of
this essay is altered to ‘Land Power
and the Contemporary Air Force,’ or
even ‘Contemporary Air Power and
Land Power’, then the true question
crystallises: what is the appropriate
force structure and balance,
between geographical dimensions,
to wage warfare to achieve policy
objectives in today’s resource
constrained environment? So what
can be expected of air power in the
contemporary fight? To answer the
question, we must first define what
air power is.
Power is by dictionary definition the
‘possibility of imposing one’s will
upon the behaviour of other persons’.
Hannah Arendt adds the equally
persuasive thought that power ‘is
never the property of an individual;
it belongs to a group and remains in
existence only so long as the group
keeps together’.23 This is not to
be confused with strength, which
is inherent in an object or person.
Power is about having the choice to
act favourably through organisational
unity; disunity reduces choices to
act and diminishes power.24 For
example, an enemy fighting ‘amongst
the people’ will constrain the military
options of a first-world nation, as
public opinion abhors collateral loss –
power is diminished, despite strength
remaining. Military forces are
instruments, the means to impose our
will, an expression of power. The subdomains of military power must seek
unity in purpose and performance
to provide political masters with
organisationally coherent choices –
not to achieve parity or precedence as
an end. Military power, threatened

or used, is aimed at the ‘possibility
of imposing one’s will’, and ‘should
be intended to increase options,
not eliminate them’.25 The military
instruments available to achieve this
are land, sea, air, space, and cyber
power. The order of precedence is one
of historical precedence rather than
a hierarchy of utility - it is the context
that determines the utility, and
therefore the strategic relevance of
any of the services. Therefore ‘service
doctrine that is not in harmony with
government policy is likely…to fail;
government policy made in isolation
of service capabilities tends to do
the same’.26 In practice, individual
service contributions ‘will not be
equal and will vary dependent on
the context of the operation’.27 Air
power therefore represents the ability
to achieve organisationally coherent
and politically useful effect through
the medium of the air.28 It is not a
service, or a platform, or a weapon.29
As discussed, to be relevant and
useful, power must be contextually
and contingently orientated.
However, context and contingency is
often omitted in planning, sometimes
to the extent that an enemy may even
fail to appear in the calculus. Context
can be divided into seven categories:
political, social-cultural, economic,
technological, military-strategic,
geographical, and historical. Each
category interacts to produce an
overall environment that is complex.
Mix this with the enemy’s own
contextual soup and the demands
on strategists become obvious. The
inter-war years for Great Britain
were a classic example of interplay
of context that led to initial strategic
failure with the onset of war with
Germany.30 The context for current
warfare is more of counter-insurgency
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and state-building that ‘require
population security, security-sector
reform, reconstruction and economic
development, building governmental
capacity, and establishing the rule of
law’.31 Aggravating factors, such as
ungoverned space, increasing climate
degradation and overpopulation add
to the complexity of possible futures.
What is certain is that the traditional
defence of the national boundary
against quantifiable enemies is the
least likely option. This context
requires forces that can react with
little warning time. In the likely
event of inadequate preparatory
time, forces-in-being will have to be
deployed with current doctrine and
equipment. Only judicious selection
of structures and equipments
that give robust performance and
capability adaptation in producing
the desired effects will mitigate
the challenges - but they will not
eliminate them.
With foreseen and unforeseen threats
likely to be at some range from the
national boundary, rapid power
projection will be an absolute theatre
entry standard for any vanguard
force. This is likely to be kinetic air,
but closely followed by air lifted
ground troops. The challenge will be
in balancing the force components
between rapidity of entry, and the
weight and efficacy of the deployed
capability. Air power is - and will
remain - vital to any such rapid
vanguard capability. It will therefore
need to have inherent qualities of
persistence and endurance, as well
as the ability for significant heavy lift.
Situational awareness to support UK
defence missions prior and during
actions will continue to demand
significant information flows. The
aim must be to retain an asymmetric

information edge over adversaries.
This will increasingly require
more persistence of observational
capabilities. Space and developing
high-altitude platforms will continue
to provide the capability and potential
(including the technical leveraging
of the electromagnetic spectrum
and increasing bandwidth) needed
to maintain the informational and
surveillance edge required. But
freedom to leverage the overhead
flank is not free.
Control of the Air is essential for
the success of the joint battle. That
this requirement has all but faded
into the planning background
is evidence of both the current
asymmetric advantaged enjoyed by
the UK (albeit enhanced by the US)
and the complacency with which it
is viewed. The sheer technological
dependency, complexity, and limited
shelf life of air platforms and their
capabilities means that control of the
air can be rapidly and asymmetrically
(i.e. not necessarily contested in
the air alone) lost. Indeed some
have gone as far as to declare that
‘air power as a combat power
projection element is the repository
of technology-driven capabilities
more than any other military force
projection capability’.32 As such, even
apparently ineffective adversaries
can rapidly constrain the advantage
provided by air power. Technology
and the expertise to leverage such
technology cannot be replaced by
any sheer will to overcome the odds
stacked against a force. The challenge
will be to ensure that the fragility
of the air advantage, bequeathed by
control of the air, is assured through
constant investment in the technology
and supporting infrastructure that
defines air power. On the plus side,
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this superiority has ‘resulted in the
uninhibited development of other
air power competencies that have
become invaluable contributions to
the success of joint campaigns’.33
Air power enables ground forces to
be more effective while mitigating
the worst dangers they may face
by allowing them to move faster,
lighter, to maintain awareness, and
employ accurate firepower against
the enemy. If fully integrated, ground
forces can devote fewer resources to
specific missions while maintaining
acceptable levels of risk. Air power
finds, fixes, and finishes massed
forces, which deprives any adversary
of the ability to mass. This corralling
effect needs careful integration with
land power if the full potential to
asymmetrically affect the enemy is
to be realised. Air power also fields
other vital non-kinetic positive
effects. Intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance missions are today’s
meta-enablers. A characteristic of
today’s operations is an insatiable
demand for intelligence, with the
above-ground perspective critical
to leveraging operational success.
Other missions such as airlifting
troops; evacuating the wounded; and
providing fire support for engaged
ground forces have tended to be
taken for granted or undervalued
outside aviation communities, but
now this view is rapidly changing - all
are considered vital.34 The war in
Afghanistan clearly demonstrates the
effectiveness and innovative effect of
air power in support of Special Forces
(SF); a precursor to the lighter army’s
modus operandi.
This ‘new’ way of carrying the fight
to the enemy at the tactical level,
epitomised by the image of the SF

soldier on horseback in 2001, exploits
the third dimension to produce an
innovative and lethal combination
for the joint application of force to
produce tremendous and innovative
strategic effect. From pattern of
life, to over-watch, to strike, air and
aviation is fundamental to today’s
counterinsurgency fight. As the
contemporary army morphs more
towards the image of SF agility,
air power’s enabling effect will
be entrenched to generate a truly
synergistic, Siamese twin-like
dependency. The key to harnessing
the plethora of effects that modern air
power can bring to the joint fight is
at first an acceptance that ‘the reality
is that land, maritime and air forces
will combine in all future operations’.
Narrowly perceived areas of
responsibility, through geographically
demarked channels, constrain
perceptions and invariably reduce
synergistic effect to the detriment of
military strategy.
The classic example of synergistic
effect between air and land power,
where precedence depended on the
shaping required, was that between
General MacArthur, USA, and
General Kenney, USAAF, in the Far
East during World War Two.35 The
conflict was studded with exceptional
innovation of air power use in
leveraging military combat effect.
In the West, Montgomery, when
commanding the Eighth Army in
Africa in pursuit of Rommel, stated
‘that Army plus air…has to be so
knitted that the two together form
one entity’, and his chief airman
added to the communitarian message
by stating that ‘there has been as
much air co-operation by the army
as army co-operation by the air, and
the natural result is that we have now
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passed beyond that stage into a unit
or team which automatically helps the
other’.36 The message has not been
altogether lost, as the Future Land
Operational Concept captures the
sentiment in the statement that:
Land forces will continue to depend 		
on the integration of air and aviation
capabilities…to deliver potent
operational effect. It is likely that 		
Land forces will place an increasing
importance on such platforms [air
and aviation capabilities], particularly
in stability operations where threat 		
levels and force dispersion necessitates
Land forces reliance on air and 		
aviation assets to provide precision 		
strike capability.37
In short, air power provides control
of the air; rapid mobility and
lift; intelligence and situational
awareness; and attack.38 Air power
effects can reduce the weight
of today’s army by providing
overwhelming scale of fires. It can
increase an army’s mobility, agility,
rapidity, and potential to deliver
disorientating novelty against an
enemy. Air power’s reach, rapidity,
and flexibility are qualities to be
harnessed and leveraged in the joint
fight; in fact the ‘scalability in weight
of effort that can be used to achieve
Effects gives air power exceptional
flexibility’.39 The context and the
contingency should determine
the application mix of forces, not
an industrial concept limited by
geographical channelling.
However, air power is about decision
on land: ‘all military power is land
power’.40 We wage war from the
air and the sea in order to produce
a political effect on land. Air power
is an enabler of land and sea power,
but any combination and attribution

is equally true; hence arguments
that the Royal Navy won the Battle
of Britain, rather than the RAF, have
a germ of truth, but suffer identical
parochialism. What is true is that
air power is inherently joint, as its
broadest definition is inherently
synonymous with all military power.41
But, ‘at all levels of conflict and in
all ways, air power is an element
no military force dares ignore. For
intelligence, logistics, and tactical
support, it is an imperative no
modern force can do without’.42
Simply put, air power is a vital force
multiplier: it makes forces much more
effective.43 The RAF simply must
provide it in sufficient quantity and
quality for today’s army, to meet the
demands of today’s fight.44
The RAF’s stated number one
strategic priority is clear: to ‘support
current operations’.45 However
harsh criticisms are levied on its
efforts, such as on legacy platforms
continuing to ‘embarrass and
humiliate’ air force commanders as
Typhoons and Tornados fail to take
their place in the thin blue line,
due to inappropriate or inadequate
equipments for the current fight.46
As stated above, institutional
preference and inertia of all the
services, limited resources, and
unclear governmental policy and
understanding of strategy hinder
change. This - coupled with the
rapid technological pace of change
invalidating equipments and
doctrine – means that the RAF is
hard pressed to maintain balance
in its military-strategic policy. The
reality that today’s synergistic support
to the army requires ISR and lift
as priorities, with no lessening of
investment in the reach, speed, and
scalability of air power lethal effects,
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leaves resource shortfalls that strategy
cannot bridge. The mantra that ‘we
have too many fast jets, insufficient
transport aircraft and helicopter
lift’ does not account for the need to
guarantee the asymmetric advantage
accrued to the army by dominance
of the air, without which the
contemporary army would struggle to
achieve its effects at reasonable cost
in blood.47 A glance at a typical air
and aviation package in support of a
mission in Afghanistan today would
show that all elements are needed.
The argument that the ‘overhead’ of
having an independent air force is
an unnecessary excess is fallacious.
The airman’s perspective is essential
if the detail of the air environment
is to be properly understood and
leveraged. The Smuts’ review of
1917, which led to the formation of
the RAF, first and foremost identified
the need for a specialist air staff and
force in order to coordinate, develop,
and effectively and efficiently employ
the air instrument to deliver strategic
effect - i.e., to deliver policy goals.48
Nothing has changed and air force
air power has continued to deliver
exponentially to the point that no
contemporary army would choose to
wage war without it. Today’s army
air-power shopping basket includes:
guaranteed control of the air; rapid
heavy lift; battlespace mobility; 24hour, unblinking ISR; and scalable,
precise, and persistent lethal fires.
All of these need to be delivered at
global distances, at speed, and at
short notice. In addition, the army
requires an embedded air perspective
from air specialists, at all HQ levels,
who understand strategy and air force
capability - this function is vital.
The broad basket approach is utopian

in today’s financial climate, but no
less necessary. Army and air force
- and not forgetting navy - senior
leadership need to bridge the gulf
between ends and means. Capability
development requires the unique
perspective that each geographical
service provides, but military effect
requires a joint mindset at the highest
levels that accepts that parity of
budget, size, or programmes does
not lead to maximising that military
effect. Non-linear synergy (2+2=5)
only comes from a mutual belief that
military power flows from political
utility, and acceptance that individual
services’ relevance will necessarily
ebb and flow with context. But only
so much can be squeezed out of a pint
pot. Ultimately, policy that refuses to
be informed by the strategy bridging
function is no policy at all, and is
likely to fail, despite best efforts. The
education of government policymakers is a greater challenge.
Air power is today as essential
an enabler and multiplier of land
power as vice versa. Doctrinaire and
dogmatic arguments that artificially
divide the two confuse military effect
required for achieving policy goals
with environmental expertise as an
end in itself. The aim should be to
integrate and synchronise from the
outset. Insufficient air power, both
kinetic and non-kinetic, exists to meet
demand, although the current greater
need is for more ISR, lift and mobility,
and fires. There is no discounting
the need to control the air, at least
at a time and space of our choosing.
Strategy must never become the end,
but strategy cannot alone overcome
unreasonable policy demands or
insufficient means. Today’s army
requires a quality and quantity of air
power as never before to compensate
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for the need for greater speed, range,
lift, attack, less organic heavy fires,
and critical ISR dependency, to
meet the unpredictability of future
threats. The RAF is the expert of
choice to provide the synergistic
effect required, but it will need to
leverage some resources away from
traditional, institutionally preferred,
platforms. However, air and aviation
assets will remain a limited resource
and therefore a rationed one. The
contemporary army will need to
better understand and integrate
air power in its holistic approach to
war fighting if ‘all military power’ is
indeed ‘land power.’
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Air/Land Integration in
the 100 Days: The Case
of Third Army
By Jonathan Boff

This essay examines RAF-Army co-operation during the Hundred Days
campaign of August - November 1918 in the sector of British Third Army. It
argues that, by focussing over much on the Battle of Amiens (8-11 August
1918), some historians have tended to suggest that the RAF’s contribution to
victory lay primarily as a ground attack force. This role was significant, but in
fact, as the campaign continued, a range of external constraints hindered the
ability of aircraft directly to impact ground operations. However, with military
aviation still at a highly experimental stage of development, new missions
and methods were continually evolving. The RAF managed change well and
played a wide range of roles in the campaign above and beyond direct close
battlefield support. Air-land integration had many dimensions, and German
records suggest that the importance of the RAF lay less in any one specific
mission than in the contribution it made to an apparently unstoppable British
combined arms machine.
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Introduction

T

he summer 2008 edition of this
journal published an excellent
essay by Dr David Jordan
which, having neatly summarised
the development of the Royal Air
Force (RAF) during the First World
War, focussed primarily on its direct
provision of close ground support,
particularly to General Sir Henry
Rawlinson’s Fourth Army. Dr Jordan
argued that, despite some command
and control problems, ‘the Hundred
Days marked the point at which the
BEF was able to carry out effective
Air/Land operations’ and that ‘the
BEF and the RAF had developed an
extremely high degree of cooperation
that added considerably to the
potency of the BEF as the war drew
to a close’.1
Fourth Army is probably the bestknown of the five British armies
which took part in the ‘advance to
victory’ of autumn 1918. The Battle
of Amiens, in particular, dominates
the historiography of the Hundred
Days. J.C. Slessor’s influential book
‘Air Power and Armies’, for example,
has much to say about Amiens, but
pays little attention to the application
of air power thereafter.2 This article
concentrates primarily on the RAF’s
work with Third Army, Rawlinson’s
neighbour to the north, during the
Hundred Days. It broadly reinforces
Dr Jordan’s conclusions but also
casts a slightly different light on
RAF - Army cooperation during this
period. Specifically, it first points
out that as the campaign unfolded
a range of constraints increasingly
inhibited the RAF’s ability directly to
impact ground operations. Secondly,
it develops Dr Jordan’s point that air
power in 1918 remained ‘at its earliest

stage of development’. The conduct
of air operations remained highly
dynamic and was characterised by
ongoing experimentation. Different
formations employed a variety of
methods of close support provision.
The RAF was also continually
expanding and refining its repertoire
of roles on the First World War
battlefield. Thirdly, it explores
German perceptions of the impact of
British air operations. These suggest
that the RAF’s contribution to victory
can be seen less in specifics, such as
the tonnage of bombs dropped in
close air support, than in the larger
part the RAF played in the overall
British combined arms effort. In other
words, it lay in Air/Land integration
interpreted in the broadest sense.
Commanded by General Sir Julian
Byng, descendant of both the illstarred admiral and a Waterloo
brigade commander, Third Army
advanced some 60 miles between
21 August and 11 November. It
launched major set-piece attacks on
21 and 23 August, followed by days
of scrappy fighting around Bapaume
until the Germans retreated to the
Hindenburg Line on 3 September.
On 27 September Third Army, as
partof Marshal Foch’s carefully
coordinated offensive all along
the Western Front, assaulted the
Hindenburg Line. Again, several
days of confused combat ensued
before the Germans fell back to
the Beaurevoir Line southwest of
Cambrai. This line was breached
by another deliberate assault on 8
October, compelling the Germans
to withdraw behind the River Selle.
By now, logistics were proving
troublesome and preparations for
the next push took time. The British
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carried out an audacious crossing of
the Selle on 20 October, followed by
another large-scale planned attack
three days later, in the face of which
the Germans again recoiled. The last
enemy defensive position, running
north-south through the western
edge of Le Quesnoy, was broken on 4
November and Third Army pursued
the Germans eastward, liberating
Maubeuge on 10 November. When
the Armistice took effect, cavalry
had penetrated a few miles
inside Belgium.
Throughout the campaign, Third
Army enjoyed the support of III
Brigade RAF under BrigadierGeneral Charles Longcroft, later first
commandant of the RAF College at
Cranwell. In August 1918 III Brigade
was made up of a balloon wing and of
two aeroplane wings with 197 aircraft
in all. Twelfth (Corps) Wing, under
Lieutenant Colonel A.B. Burdett, was
equipped with 61 R.E.8 two-seaters
in three squadrons: numbers 12, 15
and 59. Number 13 Squadron joined
during the Hundred Days. Each
squadron was attached to an army
corps for liaison and artillery spotting
work. Thirteenth (Army) Wing, led
by Lieutenant Colonel (later Air
Marshal) P.H.L. Playfair, mustered
136 aircraft, of which the Sopwith
Camel, Sopwith Dolphin and S.E.5a
machines of numbers 3, 56, 60 and
87 Squadrons were responsible for
air superiority and close air support.
Number 57 Squadron’s D.H.4s
were used for bombing by day, the
F.E.2bs of number 102 Squadron for
bombing by night, while number 11
Squadron flew reconnaissance in
Bristol Fighters. In the course of the
campaign, Playfair was replaced by
Lieutenant Colonel A.J.L. Scott, and
numbers 201 and 210 Squadrons

joined. A reorganization transferred
some squadrons into a newly formed
Ninetieth Wing under Lieutenant
Colonel G.W.P. Dawes. Other units
were attached from time to time as
required, most notably including the
American 17 and 148 Squadrons.
Three external constraints worked
hindered air operations in the
Hundred Days. The first was weather.
Early morning fog was a particular
problem. For example, aircraft due
to support Third Army’s first major
attack of the campaign, scheduled
for 04.55 hours on 21 August, were
unable to take off before 10.00.3 This
prevented planned dawn attacks
on enemy aerodromes as well as
delaying direct air support to ground
troops. Number 73 Squadron had
been specially tasked with targeting
enemy anti-tank guns to help the
attacking armour, but by the time it
was over the battlefield, most tank
operations had already finished.
Over the days that followed, cloud
prevented day bombing from altitude
on several occasions, although close
ground support missions could
sometimes be flown. Number 3
Squadron spent at least 203 hours
on ground attack between 21 and 30
August, despite two days completely
lost to poor weather.4 As the autumn
closed in, this problem inevitably
grew. Although only two days in
September were complete washouts,
flying was impossible on ten in
October and every day in November
except the first and fourth of the
month.5 The chart on the opposite
page top shows how air support fell
as autumn advanced.6
A good example of the impact
weather could have on operations
is given by the counter-battery
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24 October, and VI Corps
artillery could engage only
eleven targets in support of
the 23 October attack.10

artillery effort. Perhaps the most
complex of the new techniques of war
developed between 1914 and 1918, it
incorporated a range of brand new
technologies which included soundranging, flash-spotting and, of course,
the aeroplane, used both to identify
hostile gun positions and to spot for
friendly artillery engaging them. In
the run-up to the 21 August offensive,
the British identified 86 German
artillery emplacements in the sector
opposite VI Corps alone; 70% of the
heavy artillery effort was devoted
to their neutralization.7 On the day
of the attack, number 11 Squadron
called in destructive shoots on four
hostile batteries and neutralising
fire on seven others. Three other
targets were engaged for effect, and
the positions of another 34 batteries
reported. Another good example
is the work of Lieutenants Griffin
and Knox (number 15 Squadron)
who ranged 48 rounds onto ‘hostile
battery XW.9’, causing three large
explosions and one fire. Balloons also
helped direct fire onto two German
batteries, and located another eleven.8
Similarly, for the 27 September
attack the RAF helped identify
70 counter-battery targets for VI
Corps.9 Inclement weather, however,
rendered counter-battery flying
almost impossible in the week ending

The second major constraint
was opposition from
the German air service.
At Amiens on 8 August
about half all British
fighters available had
been allocated to ground
attack. The violence of the German
fighter response, however, took the
RAF by surprise and contributed to
the outright loss of 45 aircraft, with
another 52 written off. Generalleutnant
Ernst von Hoeppner, commander of
the German air service, considered
8 August his most successful day
of the war.11 The rate of wastage of
low flying British aircraft on that one
day was 23 per cent.12 Clearly more
fighter cover was required, and never
again was such a high proportion
of air assets tasked with ground
support. In Third Army on 21 August
three squadrons of fighters, from an
available fourteen, were deployed in
this role; this was reduced to just one
for the Hindenburg Line attack on
27 September and for the last major
assault on 4 November. Thus, where
Amiens had seen a concentration of
some twelve fighters per mile of front
on ground attack, this figure fell to
four on 21 August and thereafter to a
little over one.
The German air threat remained
potent until the end of the war.
30 October, indeed, saw ‘the most
intense day of air fighting which the
war had provided’, accounting for 67
German and 41 British machines.13
Four factors underpinned this threat.
First, the Fokker D.VII, fitted with
a 185 horse power BMW engine,
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remained superior to any British
fighter.14 Secondly, experienced aces
like Ernst Udet were still at work: he
recorded his 60th kill on 23 August.15
Thirdly, although morale was rapidly
deteriorating in the German army,
there is no evidence of this problem
affecting the air service.16 The fourth
and most important factor, however,
was that throughout the campaign
the Germans managed to offset
strategic numerical inferiority with
an impressive display of operational
flexibility, rapidly shifting fighters to
where they were most needed. Thus,
for example, one fighter wing based
near Laon flew 150 kilometres to
Cambrai one morning in September,
spent the day supporting a German
counter-attack there, returned home
in the evening, and was in action
again over Laon the next day.17
Given the vulnerability of First World
War aircraft to even small-arms fire, it
would be unsurprising if RAF fighter
pilots preferred air-to-air, rather than
air-to-ground, missions. It should
also be remembered, however, that
air superiority operations still had
a direct and positive impact on the
ground fighting. Obviously they
enabled other, more offensive, RAF
work, including ground attack, but
they also severely restricted effective
German defence. German indirect
artillery relied heavily on balloons for
observation, and a high priority every
morning was to drive those balloons
down. Number 3 Squadron was given
special responsibility for this on 27
September, for instance.18 Further,
by denying hostile aeroplanes the
freedom to roam over British lines,
the RAF prevented reconnaissance
of movements behind the British
front which might give warning
of an attack. On 26 September, as

Third Army made final preparations
for the next day’s assault on the
Hindenburg Line, for example, IV
Reservekorps warned that its aircraft
were finding it impossible to gain
any view of the British rear areas
as a result of particularly strong
British defensive patrols. Three days
later, the same unit complained that
between 30 and 50 British machines
had blocked all attempts to head
west at every altitude, destroyed two
German aeroplanes and two balloons,
and prevented any warning of that
morning’s attack.19
The third constraint on RAF influence
lay in the area of tank cooperation.
The destruction of anti-tank guns
was, as Dr Jordan pointed out, a
high priority, to which number
73 Squadron was permanently
dedicated from 21 August on,
while number 8 Squadron carried
out liaison duties with the tanks.
However, where in August almost
all tanks had been concentrated
to attack with one army, when the
offensive widened in September
all five British armies wanted to
employ them simultaneously and
they became more dispersed. The
specialist squadrons could not be
everywhere and neither number
8 nor number 73 Squadron fought
in the Third Army sector after 24
August. Less experienced squadrons
had to try to fill the gap. At the same
time as demand for tanks increased,
their supply fell due to heavy losses.
By 20 October 55% of the tanks
and 44% of tank crews which had
begun the campaign in August had
become casualties.20 So, where Third
Army had the use of 156 tanks on 21
August, it commanded just eleven on
4 November. As the importance of
tanks declined, so too did that of the
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RAF in the tank support function.
These three factors combined
significantly to reduce the impact of
the RAF as the campaign wore on.
We can also see, however, quite how
well integrated the RAF already was
into the entire British combined arms
machine. Only when the aviation
element was operating at full power
were the other arms able to do the
same. This becomes even clearer if we
consider some of the other functions
carried out by the RAF during the
Hundred Days.
The first and most important of these
was as what Martin van Creveld has
termed the ‘directed telescope’ of
command, allowing senior generals
to gather intelligence direct from
the front, bypassing the established
chain of command.21 This took two
main forms. First, aircraft carried out
reconnaissance, both photographic
and real-time, to determine enemy
dispositions and movements. III
Brigade took 12,405 photographs
during the campaign.22 Aircraft
warned of impending German
counter-attacks and called in artillery
shoots to break them up, as they did
for 63rd Division at Anneux on 27
September.23 Similarly, if aeroplanes
spotted an enemy withdrawal, British
units could be directed to follow up.
Third Army orders on 3 September
were: ‘from aeroplane reports the
enemy appears to have withdrawn
opposite the fronts of V Corps, IV
Corps and VI Corps. Corps will
pursue the enemy….’ 24 Secondly,
and no less importantly, the RAF told
commanders the location and status
of friendly forces through ‘contact
patrols’. Number 13 Squadron, for
example, flew five of these patrols for
XVII Corps at set intervals throughout

27 September. The infantry were
to watch out for these patrols and
signal their position by flare, panel,
or reflective disc.25 Aircraft had a
marked speed advantage over other
forms of communication while an
attack was underway. It might take
hours to extend telephone and
telegraph networks to advancing
troops. Runners got lost or became
casualties. Even in fair weather, a
pigeon took 55 minutes on average to
make its way home. Wirelesses were
in short supply and cumbersome,
were rarely deployed forward of
brigade headquarters, and were a
new medium to which all were still
becoming accustomed. Poor signals
discipline resulted in wireless
messages taking an average 40
minutes to get through. News
brought by contact patrols, on
the other hand, was generally
only 24 minutes out of date.26 As
operations became more fluid and
communications consequently
ever harder, the utility of these
grew. Indeed, by 2 October, corps
squadrons were being ordered,
before they went searching for
German artillery, to locate British
gun positions.27
Secondly, in the course of August
Third Army received a flight of
Bristol Fighters, specially equipped
with wireless and tasked with long
range observation. Their job was to
spot for the heavy artillery firing
on targets, such as communication
nodes, over 10,000 yards behind
the line. This fire had previously, of
necessity, been unobserved.28
A third, more experimental, role
was the air supply of infantry. In late
August, corps squadrons dropped
between 30,000 and 60,000 rounds of
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small arms ammunition each day.29
The true impact of this air supply is
hard to quantify. Infantrymen
generally carried 120 rounds per
man into action, so 60,000 would only
restock 500 men, or about a battalion.
On the other hand, a small amount
of ammunition at a critical time can
prove decisive, and air supply offered
speedy delivery. For instance, two
infantry companies, surrounded near
Miraumont on 24 August, managed to
hold out until relieved after number
15 Squadron dropped them boxes of
ammunition and a (equally welcome?)
message of encouragement from the
corps commander.30
Experimentation continued also
in relatively well-established
functions of the RAF. One example
was air-to-air tactics. The Germans
were sending up patrols of 20-40
aircraft at irregular intervals during
the day. The smaller, more or less
continuous, British patrols were
thus finding themselves either in a
sky empty of potential targets, or in
danger of being overwhelmed. On
22 September, therefore, BrigadierGeneral Longcroft ordered a change.
Offensive patrols were thenceforth to
be conducted at least two squadrons
strong, generally with S.E.5s or
Dolphins above and Camels below.
Within each squadron, different
flights were also to operate at
different altitudes.31 The result was
a Luftsperre (‘aerial barricade’) which
the Germans, as we have already
seen, found so frustrating.
The second area to see ongoing
experimentation was air-to-ground
support. This is best seen in the close
support effort for the offensives
launched by three different armies,
supported by their RAF brigades,

against the Hindenburg Line in
late September. All three adopted
different approaches. I Brigade (First
Army) allocated five squadrons to
ground support and specified targets
for their first patrol. Thereafter, all
five squadrons landed at Le Hameau
aerodrome. A single specially
detailed officer (Major B.E. Smythies)
here commanded them, allotting
targets and priorities on the basis
of information received from First
Army’s Central Information Bureau.32
V Brigade (Fourth Army), as Dr Jordan
explained, used a similar system.33
The approach of III Brigade (Third
Army) was more laissez-faire. Only
number 201 Squadron was dedicated
to ground attack and, instead of
having specified objectives for its
first patrol, it was left to find its own
targets of opportunity. Number
201 Squadron then landed at an
advanced landing ground and
came under direct control of the
Thirteenth Wing commander, who
allocated subsequent targets. At the
same time, however, another three
squadrons carrying out offensive
patrols were free to attack any ground
target which took their fancy.34 It is
impossible now to quantify how far
this less coherent effort undermined
coordination of fires both within
the RAF and between aircraft and
artillery, but it does seem reasonable
to conclude that no single doctrine
applied across all the British armies.
We should not underestimate
the extent to which the RAF was
grappling not only with new and
rapidly evolving technology, but also
with an extremely dynamic battlefield
environment. Every British innovation
met a German response which forced
further change, and vice versa. In this
atmosphere of continual experiment,
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it is not surprising that different units,
facing different challenges, sometimes
evolved different approaches.
In the course of the Hundred Days III
Brigade RAF flew nearly 32,000 hours
of combat missions, fired millions of
machine-gun rounds and dropped
over 19,000 25-pound, and 1,700
112-pound, bombs. It claimed 352
German aircraft and twelve balloons
destroyed.35 This impressive output
demonstrates the effort made by
the RAF during the campaign, as do
the high casualty rates. Number 57
Squadron, for example, had over 100
per cent battle casualties in August,
September and October, losing 24
pilots and 30 observers.36 To judge the
success of this effort, however,
we need to examine it from the
German perspective. In the absence
of hard data on casualties directly
caused, let alone on the extent to
which enemy tactical and operational
mobility was impaired by RAF
interdiction, this therefore needs to be
somewhat impressionistic.
First, there is some evidence that the
Germans found British fliers ‘even
more annoying and enterprising’ than
French airmen. Generalleutnant Curt
von Morgen moved from a sector
opposite the French to command
XIV Reservekorps facing Third Army
in late August. He noted that, where
the French bombed only by night, the
RAF strafed and bombed marching
troops and locations also by day. The
British flew even on cloudy days! In
dog-fighting also, he considered the
British ‘bolder and more skilled’ than
the French.37
We have already noted the defensive
success achieved by Longcroft’s new
strong patrols in late September, and
the problems this caused for German

intelligence-gathering and artillery
spotting. The air superiority thus
gained, however, could also be turned
to more offensive usesFirst of these
was ground attack. Offensive patrols
which found themselves unopposed
by German aircraft were free to turn
their attention to enemy ground
troops. IV Reservekorps complained on
26 September that it had insufficient
fighters to prevent British ground
attack, and on 3 October that its
infantry and artillery were being
strafed and bombed by groups of
upto 40 British fighter-bombers.
This was not a new problem for the
Germans.38 As early as 21 August,
Generalkommando 54 noted that
‘enemy air activity was extraordinarily
heavy, great numbers of low-flying
aeroplanes continuously strafed our
defensive positions and attacked our
troops and balloons with machineguns and bombs’.39
Secondly, RAF interdiction operated
in three zones. While fighter-bombers
swept roads immediately behind the
front, the bombing squadrons of III
Brigade concentrated on villages,
roads and bridges slightly further
back and bombers from IX Brigade
(Brigadier-General R.E.T. Hogg,
under the direct command of RAF
HQ) attacked railway stations deep
behind the lines. Thus, during the
night of 26/27 September, III Brigade
dropped one and three quarter tons
of bombs on villages four to five miles
behind the line while IX Brigade
attacked Busigny station, twenty miles
back. This bombing, generally carried
out from 12,000 feet or higher, was
inevitably inaccurate: Major-General
J.M. Salmond, commander of the RAF
in France, admitted that ‘an error of
1,000 yards is not at all excessive’ even
in daylight.40 Nonetheless, judging
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by the German records, the combined
effect of RAF interdiction was at least
a serious irritant to the Germans.
Both Heeresgruppe Boehn and
Armeeoberkommando 2 complained
of strong enemy attacks on their
reinforcement and supply columns
on 29 September, for example.41 Even
units moving in the dark were not
immune. Infanterie-Regiment Nr. 66
lost men and horses, and one
battery of a field artillery regiment
all its limbers, to night attacks.42
There is evidence that the bombing
of railway stations and junctions
caused problems, too. As early as 9
September, blockages on the railways
were delaying ammunition trains.43
More dramatically, RAF bombs on
1 October set fire to an ammunition
train at Aulnoye, a particularly
important junction through which all
traffic west of the Ardennes flowed.44
Important as all the direct physical
effects of RAF operations seem to
have been, however, the moral effects
were perhaps even greater. First, the
RAF had a direct impact on German
morale. The pace of operations
was such that the ever-weaker
German infantry divisions had only
rare chances to rest and integrate
replacements. The RAF, by raiding
German rear areas, was able to
maintain pressure even on units out
of the line. So, for instance, 1 GardeReserve-Regiment claimed to have had
only three days of rest between 5
August and 11 November, and that it
had been under enemy air attack even
then.45 It is not surprising that on 1
November Armeeoberkommando 2
reported the regiment’s parent
division ‘not mission-capable’, the
lowest of four possible ratings.46
Secondly, air operations had a more

general effect on morale. On the
whole, the German army explained
its defeat in 1918 in one of two
ways. One was that the German
army itself was never conquered,
but was betrayed by a collapse of
home front morale whipped up by
Bolsheviks and pacifists. This ‘stabin-the-back’ myth, first popularised
by Ludendorff but later notoriously
exploited by the Nazis, deserves little
serious consideration here.47 The
other explanation was that the army
was simply overwhelmed by the
material superiority of Germany’s
enemies.48 That the Germans were
outnumbered and outgunned affected
not only their physical capacity to
resist, but also their moral ability to
do so. As the German official history
explained, ‘everyone recognized that
on one side enemy strength in men
and matériel was growing, while on
the other our own was declining.
As hope of victory declined, the will
to fight also began to flag’.49 The
inability of the German air service
to disrupt the large numbers of
British aeroplanes overhead not only
exposed the defending infantry to
more accurate artillery fire but was
also demoralizing in its own right.50
The RAF played an important role in
continually reinforcing the German
sense of material inferiority, and so
hopelessness, which contributed to
the collapse of resistance.
This essay has argued that, important
as the ground attack role was, the
RAF in fact played a wide range
of parts during the Hundred Days
in the face of a variety of serious
challenges. As those challenges
evolved, so too did the conduct of
air operations. Experimentation and
change remained key features of the
RAF experience to the end of the war,
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as did ever closer integration into
every part of the British combined
arms machine. Some historians
have suggested that the key to
British victory was the discovery and
application of a set combined arms
‘formula for success’.51 Nowhere
is this less true than in the case of
air/land integration, which had to
respond to ever-changing situations
on the ground and in the sky, all
while grappling with new technology.
Only if we see the Royal Air Force of
1918 both in the context of this highly
dynamic environment, and as an
integral part of the combined arms
effort, can we see its achievements
in full perspective.
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‘Building a Good Instrument’:
Assessing the likely characteristics
of Future conflicts and their
implications for the air component
By Wg Cdr Helen Miller

Trying to predict the nature of future warfare is fraught with difficulty. The
recent emergence of non-traditional adversaries, an exponential change in
technologies, increasing globalisation, economic interdependence and the
economic downturn have all served to cloud the picture. This paper outlines
the possible causes and several projected models of future conflict and
discusses its probable characteristics, before exploring the utility of the air
component in the most likely future scenario - irregular conflict.
The paper concludes that, given the likely characteristics of future conflict,
the air component will remain important, seeing an evolution of the way
it is currently utilised. This will mean a requirement to fight across the
spectrum of warfare, utilising air power’s strengths and characteristics and
developing mastery of the intellectual dimension in order to facilitate cultural
understanding of potential opponents and to enhance the ability of air
component personnel to think in terms of the strategic level of conflict which
their actions at the tactical and operational levels may influence.
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‘A man who wants to make a good
instrument must first have a precise
understanding of what the instrument
is to be used for; and he who intends
to build a good instrument of war
must first ask himself what the next
war will be like’
General Giulio Douhet, 1928.

Introduction

T

rying to predict what will
constitute future warfare is
fraught with difficulties. The
recent past has seen the emergence
of non-traditional adversaries, an
exponential change in technologies,
increasing globalisation, economic
interdependence and the inevitable
economic downturn all serving to
cloud the picture. Given the likely
characteristics of future conflict, there
will continue to be
a role for the air component, and
this role is likely to be an evolution
of the way it is currently utilised, not
least because platforms procured
today could be in service for the
next 30 years. That there will be
conflict in the future, is almost
certain, for, as Gray suggests,
humankind has yet to demonstrate
that, ‘…(it) is in the process of curing
itself of the habit of war.’1
This paper outlines the possible
causes, and exploring several
projected models of future conflict,
discusses the probable characteristics
of future conflict, before exploring
the most likely utility of the air
component in the most likely future
scenario – irregular conflict - towards
the end. Here, relevant factors
such as training and education for
airmen and procurement issues for
air platforms will be covered. This
paper only looks out to the 2030
timeframe, as advances in technology

and the rapidly evolving global
environment militate against longerterm predictions. The focus will be
on both the UK and US Air Forces,
although where it is relevant, other
nations’ uses of their air component
will also be discussed. The US Air
Force (USAF) has brigaded ‘Air’,
‘Space’ and ‘Cyberspace’ together
as stated in their mission statement,
‘…to deliver sovereign options for
the defense of the United States of
America and its global interests to fly and fight in Air, Space, and
Cyberspace.‘2 However, that is not
true of all air forces, or indeed air
components, and so this paper only
considers both space and cyberspace
when it is relevant to the discussion of
the air component generally.
As Colin Gray observes, ‘It is more
than 100 years since Wilbur and
Orville Wright achieved the first
sustained heavier-than-air flight,
and those years have been liberal
in providing a host of opportunities
for airpower to demonstrate its
contemporary prowess.’3 Air
Commodore Paul Colley notes that,
‘…the wider utility of air power in
irregular warfare is less obviously
clear.’4 Nevertheless, the air
component is a force-multiplier, and
in the future is likely to remain so
providing the intellectual dimension
is there to support it.
The UK’s Defence Concepts and
Doctrine Centre (DCDC) suggests
that the greatest risk of large-scale
conflict will come from those areas
where there is a history of recurring
conflict, where there is demonstrable
economic hardship, demographic
and environmental stresses and
where there is enduring inequality.5
Challenges such as climate
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change, transnational terrorism,
pandemic diseases, inequality and
globalisation, particularly with
regard to the economy, are likely
to have global effect. For DCDC,
the areas of change over which
conflict may occur in the future
are set out within four key themes:
population and resources; identity
and interest; governance and order;
and knowledge and information.6
First, population growth, resource
competition, urbanisation and
changing demographics are all loosely
related, and may lead to tensions,
either singly, or in combination.
Clearly, if global population levels
grow, then it is not unreasonable
to assume that resources such as
water and energy will also be at a
premium, and competition for them
will increase. The trend towards
societies in the developed world
having an increasingly ageing
population, where health care and
lifestyle have had a positive effect for
increased life-expectancy, present
funding challenges in those nations
which may impact upon defence
expenditure. Here, funds that could
be used on defence budgets may have
to be diverted to health and social
care as the result of pressure from
voters, with possible adverse effects
on overall levels of defence spending.
In other areas of the world, where
societal conditions militate against
long life, and where inequalities (both
real and perceived) can lead to bloody
and brutal conflicts, there exists a
‘youth bulge’, where the majority of
the population is less than 25 years
of age. This bulge may cause conflict,
given the potential lack of gainful
employment, and sufficient social
infrastructure for these people to live
their lives. Furthermore, perceived

historical slights and tensions
between different groups in society
may be exacerbated and become
sources of confrontation, as has been
seen in areas as diverse as Africa and
the Balkans in recent years.
Second, migration, which is likely
to increase, ‘…in response to
environmental pressures, deprivation
and the perception of economic
opportunities offered in towns and
cities, as well as in wealthier regions
and countries’, is a likely source of
tension and potential confrontation.7
Such migration is likely to lead to
increased urbanisation, whereby
populations congregate in cities
for reasons of employment or
forced migration, and this will have
particular implications for the military
should a conflict erupt, a point
explored later in this paper. Forced
migration caused by failed or failing
states also has military connotations,
not least through the mixing of
combatants with non-combatants and
all that this means for the use of force.
International organised crime is
forecast to expand with emerging
markets, increased profitability
and volume.8 The implications for
the air component derive from the
ability of criminals to gain ever more
sophisticated means to protect their
trade. In Colombia, for example,
drug production and trafficking
is protected by the Revolutionary
Armed Forces of Colombia, which
operate freely within a huge
demilitarised zone that was set up in
1998 in the South of the country.9 If
this type of sophisticated illicit activity
with significant military capability
increases, counter strategies will
need to be developed across all
components. The ability for an
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opponent engaging in this type of
activity to deny the air component
control of the air is a real threat,
and one that would require the
capabilities to provide traditional
air surveillance and the suppression
or destruction of the enemy’s air
defences, even if these are limited to
man-portable systems.
One of the most militarily significant
factors for the future is likely to
be the demand for new energy
sources. There may be a need for a
well-funded research programme
by governments to seek alternative
fuels for their military capabilities.
The demand for dwindling stocks of
hydrocarbons is also likely to
continue to cause conflict in the
future, such as that caused by Iraq’s
invasion of Kuwait in 1990 for,
(amongst other reasons) control
of disputed oilfields spanning the
common border. Will climate change
also drive the air component to
invest in technologies that move
away from hydrocarbons in favour
of biofuels or other forms of energy?
The USAF, for example is certifying its
fleet to use biofuels in order to reduce
its reliance on traditional supplies.10
It is clear that a great many factors
could influence the characteristics of
future conflict, but it is unsurprising
that there is no consensus of what
the most significant characteristics
will be. It is clear that key decisionmakers would be imprudent to
ignore the possibility of participation
in conflict across the spectrum of
warfare - from high to low intensity,
from major peer competitor, in nuclear
or conventional war, to irregular
warfare. For the air component, this
range of possibilities means that its
constituent forces will need to be

chameleon-like in order to adapt to
their circumstances reflexively.
Some theorists argue that the
likelihood of future major interstate
wars is slim for the next 30 years
or so. For Rupert Smith there is no
doubt: ‘It is now time to recognize
that a paradigm shift in war has
undoubtedly occurred…the old
paradigm was that of interstate
industrial war. The new one is
the paradigm of war amongst the
people…’11
Lind, Schmitt and Wilson contend
that future war will not be a trinity
between the Government, the Army
and the People, but like in the past,
wars will be fought between groups,
not states.12 They argue that, ‘the
nation state is losing its monopoly
on war, and its hold on its citizens’
loyalty, in a growing portion of the
world…when it loses the ability
(or perceived ability) to do that, it
will lose the loyalty of the people…
(they) will transfer to whatever
organizations can protect them’
and suggest that this is particularly
true in parts of the world such as
the Middle-East, Asia and Africa,
where the nation state has rarely
had the same degree of loyalty from
its population as has been seen in
the western world.13 This presents
many complications for armed
forces, particularly those engaged
in intervention operations, and is
particularly challenging for the air
component which may be called
upon to achieve a number of desired
effects through exploitation of its
perceived utility in the domains of
deterrence and coercion without
being able to target clearly defined
centres of political or military
significance with the facility that it
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has in previous conflicts, such as that
in Kosovo in 1999.
The DCDC suggests that, in the 20072036 timeframe:
Major interstate wars will be unlikely,
because of the increasing economic 		
interdependence of states in a 		
globalized economy and the need to
confront the symptoms of a challenging
range of transnational problems, 		
which will enhance the requirement for
cooperative governance and action.14
However, even since the publication
of that statement in 2006, there
have been indications that state
on state and intra-state warfare
can not be easily disregarded as
a possibility. The recent Russian
invasion of Georgia in 2008 is a
case in point. Russian tactics that
combined conventional force with
cyberwarfare to disable Georgian
command and control underscored
the range of threats.15 Flexibility
of attitude by all components
will be vital to addressing these
emergent challenges. Gray predicts
that while irregular conflict ‘may
well be the dominant mode in
belligerency for some years to come’
interstate war, with the possibility
of conflict between major powers,
‘will enjoy a healthy future.’16 It
must be asked whether increasing
state interdependence through the
globalized economy may not transpire
as readily or as rapidly as predicted
given the current world economic
climate. It may be that states will
wish to isolate themselves from the
international market in order to try
and protect themselves from the
downward spiral.17 If the global
economic downturn is viewed as a
‘strategic shock’ (an unexpected event
that has strategic implications that

breaks the prevailing paradigm), this
could in and of itself be a catalyst for
future conflict.
There is every sign that conflicts and
crises in the future, will be complex
and sometimes unpredictable, with
the methods employed by belligerents
becoming increasingly irregular.18
The IISS also recognises that potential
opponents of the United States have:
…taken note of US conventional
superiority and acted to dislocate
it. Non-state actors… developed
‘asymmetric’ approaches that allowed
them to side-step US military power
- either by rendering it functionally
irrelevant, or by operating in
environments where the US cannot 		
brings its conventional superiority
to bear.19
Frank Hoffman argues that, "Irregular
warfare” is inspired by the ideologies
that spawned Islamist terrorism and
Osama bin Laden…’ and ‘Irregular
warfare is a natural reaction
to globalization and America’s
overwhelming military superiority.’20
There are a number of theories that
use a similar construct and describing
future conflicts in which opponents
will use a multitude of approaches
simultaneously with which to
undermine an enemy - conventional
war, cyber-warfare against financial
or military targets, terrorism, the
employment of biological agents and
media-manipulation.21
To counter some of these threats,
Hoffman suggests that America’s
military posture when deployed
should be ‘less direct and appear
less intrusive’, where ‘maximum
influence should be sought from a
minimum footprint’.22 This may have
implications for America’s allies in
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general, and for the air component in
particular. In some scenarios, the air
component’s footprint can be quite
sizeable, given the need for aircraft
refuelling, flight maintenance and
cargo-loading, which may militate
against the reduction of the size of the
footprint of American and coalition
forces. Conversely, air power’s
inherent reach could also be used
to minimize in-Theatre basing as
evidenced by the USAF’s successful
use of Diego Garcia to undertake air
missions in Afghanistan.23
In the Pentagon’s 2006 Quadrennial
Defense Review, the shift in terms of
future conflict has been recognised.
The report states that, ‘In the postSeptember 11 world, irregular warfare
has emerged as the dominant form
of warfare confronting the United
States.’24 The characteristics of
irregular future warfare have been
projected in varying ways by authors
such as T X Hammes, as well as
Hoffman and Smith, and it is useful
to analyse their thinking in order
to consider how the air component
might have to adapt to meet the
concomitant challenges.
Hammes introduces the concept of
‘fourth-generation war’ (4GW), as: ‘an
evolved form of insurgency…[that]
uses all available networks – political,
economic, social, and military – to
convince the enemy’s decision makers
that their strategic goals are either
unachievable or too costly for the
perceived benefit.’25
In Iraq, for example, the insurgents
believed that if the Coalition could
raise the standard of living for
ordinary Iraqis, this would lead
to its gaining popular support.
Consequently, insurgents attacked
economic or social targets in a bid

to disrupt Coalition efforts in this
field and to remove the prospect
of popular support arising from
the resulting improvements in
infrastructure and the concomitant
increase in living standards.26 This
approach to conflict is very difficult
for western armed forces, with a
focus on more conventional warfighting operations, to counter, hence
Hammes’ description of 4GW as,
‘America’s ‘Achilles Heel’.27
The motivation for fighting a larger
and more powerful opponent in this
fashion is highlighted by Hammes
who observes: ‘Our opponents
know 4GW is the only kind of war
America has ever lost – and done
so three times: in Vietnam, Lebanon
and Somalia.’28 It appears that the
enemies of the US are studying its
tactics and using its past failures to
good effect. Hammes suggests that
‘the consistent defeat of major powers
by much weaker fourth-generation
opponents makes it essential we
understand this new form of warfare
and adapt accordingly.’29 This
suggests that a new mindset may
be required at all levels, and this
thread of military education will be
developed below.
Another key characteristic of 4GW is
enemy use of the media to bombard
the public with images of the
battlefield, in real time to raise the
profile of their struggle.30 This aspect
has been seen with particular clarity
in recent years, with the exploitation
of the media evolving from Saddam
Hussein’s rather crude attempts
at media manipulation during the
1991 Gulf War to the much more
effective harnessing of an array of
media technologies by insurgents in
both Iraq and Afghanistan in a bid to
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make western societies question the
legitimacy of their involvement in the
conflicts in those countries.
The final key characteristic of 4GW
is that these conflicts tend to last
for decades as can be seen in the
Vietnamese, Afghan/Soviet and
Palestinian conflicts. Hammes is
convinced that opponents in 4GW
can be beaten, though, but to achieve
success requires, ‘coherent, patient
action that encompasses all agencies
of the government and the private
sector.’31 Even with the effective
integration of all these agencies,
the likely duration of this model of
conflict presents serious challenges
for western nations, particularly in
maintaining sufficient public support
for continued involvement.
Developing the ideas of 4GW
further, Hoffman argues that, ‘future
contingencies will be more likely to
present unique combinational or
hybrid threats that are specifically
designed to target US vulnerabilities’
and that, ‘we can expect to face
competitors who will employ all
forms of war and tactics, perhaps
simultaneously.’32 In essence, a
hybrid threat combines conventional
tactics with irregular ones, the
use of terrorist acts and criminal
activities, and this combination
seeks to destabilise the opponent
and undermine the legitimacy of the
host state.33 Hoffman argues that
hybrid warfare complicates future
defence planning, though he does
not believe that it replaces planning
for conventional warfare.34 The US
Secretary of State for Defence, Robert
Gates observed:
Other nations may be unwilling to 		
challenge the United States fighter to
fighter, ship to ship, tank to tank. But

they are developing the disruptive means
to blunt the impact of US power, narrow
the United States’ military options,
and deny the US military freedom of
movement and action.35
Hybrid means of conflict will
surely be highly attractive to future
opponents. Hoffman is convinced
that these means will develop rapidly,
that opponents will build on their
successes, and adapt to use high
tech means to improve their killing
methods. To add to the complexity,
hybrid attacks will capitalise on
Western vulnerabilities, such as
casualty aversion and the enduring
pursuit of no or low collateral
damage. By drawing the fight into
urban and littoral areas, an opponent
will seek to exploit these weaknesses
in the Western approach, drawing
out the conflict, driving up costs and
sapping national will.37
Hoffman predicts that future
opponents will seek innovative ways
with which to fight - using technology
to seek advantages in unanticipated
ways, but fundamentally, an
opponent who will ‘accept no rules
(on the battlefield)’.38 Other experts
agree. Michael Evans notes that we
may see a future where ‘…symmetric
and asymmetric wars merge and
in which Microsoft coexists with
machetes and stealth technology is
met by suicide bombers.’39 Hoffman
predicts future adversaries will
be found ‘blending high-tech
capabilities, like anti-satellite
weapons, with terrorism and cyberwarfare directed against financial
targets.’40 Whilst this paper cannot
cover the entire spectrum of cyberwarfare, it is relevant to note that it is
conceivable, even highly likely, that
an adversary would seek to exploit
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what Shaud refers to as our ‘reliance
on cyberspace (which) has turned
a technological advantage into a
vulnerability…’41 It was precisely this
vulnerability that Russia sought to
exploit in its 2008 war with Georgia.42
Smith takes a different tack. He
argues that ‘wars amongst the people’
are literally that. He says, ‘…it is the
reality in which the people in the
streets and houses and fields - all the
people, anywhere - are the battlefield.’
For Smith, the military must be
prepared to engage anywhere, and
civilians are the ‘objective to be
won’.43 For the air component serious
difficulties arise when opponents
use the urban environment to shield
themselves. Air platforms, may find
it extremely difficult to maintain
reference upon fleeting targets particularly fast jets, given their
speed, operating height and turning
circles - even with the most capable of
sensor pods.44
Smith concurs with Hammes and
Hoffman that these types of conflicts
tend to be long and drawn out, not
because of a lack of willingness from
the military to fight for a decisive
(and quick victory), but because the
guerrilla, terrorist or insurgent, will
only fight at the time of his choosing.45
Smith also argues that the fight must
be won by‘ capturing the will of the
people’, by adapting and adapting
again as a reaction to the enemy, who
is living amongst the people. The
whole basis for success in such a
campaign is an understanding that a
military solution is not the answer - it
just sets the conditions to allow other
agencies to sustain the outcome.46
Traditional air power paradigms that
foresee victory achieved through
bombing opponents into submission

must therefore be reconsidered.
The characteristics of future
warfare will affect the way that
each component prepares itself to
fight. Before the events of 9/11, and
the subsequent ‘War on Terror’ was
launched, the preceding years had
seen Western warfare waged from a
distance - greater reliance on air and
maritime strike, rather than the use
of ground forces.47 The problem with
this kind of approach, one informed
by the idea of a ‘Revolution in Military
Affairs’, is that this was founded
on emerging technologies, and the
need for pervasive surveillance and
information dominance, all of which
were based on the assumption of
traditional target sets.48
In terms of shaping the armed
forces for future conflict, a balance
of capabilities will be required
-. not only between the different
components, but between the armed
forces and the other government
departments which contribute to
nation building and stabilisation
through a form of cooperative
approach (formalised as the
Comprehensive Approach in the
UK). Secretary of State for Defence,
Gates recently underlined this need
for balance by saying, ‘To truly achieve
victory as Clausewitz defined it - to
attain a political objective - the United
States needs a military whose ability
to kick down the door is matched by
its ability to clean up the mess and
even rebuild the house afterward.’49
The IISS suggests that there will
be a need for smaller, more agile
military teams which are, ‘deliberately
optimised for operations in complex,
urbanised, populated areas marked
by pervasive media presence and
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globalised communications.’50 There
will almost certainly be a counterevolution by irregular opponents,
and the ability for regular forces
to continue to adapt will remain
paramount. The air component will
therefore have to be ready to apply
effects or set decisive conditions
across the spectrum of warfare
from conventional state on state, or
high-end war right down to conflict
prevention and defence diplomacy.
As high-end war fighting is
comparatively well-understood within
the air component, only the area of
irregular conflict and the challenges
it presents for air will be explored in
detail below.
General T Michael Moseley, the
former USAF Chief of Staff, asserts
that, ‘No modern war has been won
without air superiority. No future
war will be won without air, space
and cyberspace superiority.’51 Colley
makes clear that air power has a
key role in irregular campaigns, and
distils its utility down to 4 key areas,
which are useful for this discussion:
Control of the Air; Rapid Mobility
and Lift; Intelligence and Situational
Awareness; and Coercion.52 For many
control of the air is paramount in
any kind of conflict, a fact long since
recognised by ground commanders.
General Montgomery famously said,
‘If we lose the war in the air, we lose
the war, and we lose it very quickly.’53
The same is true in an irregular
conflict, where the lower airspace
will often be besieged with small
arms fire and man-portable air
defence weapons, leaving rotary
assets and slow fixed wing aircraft
vulnerable to attack.54 To some
extent this threat can be countered
with force-protection (at operating

bases) and by employing suitable
tactics and countermeasures to
mitigate the threats. Of the Summer
2006 conflict between the Israeli
Defence Force (IDF) and Hezbollah,
Hoffman comments that, ‘Hezbollah
even managed to launch a few
armed UAVs that required the IDF
to adapt in order to detect them.55
The implications of this are plain
to see. Not only does the ground
commander have to deal with the
complexities of the hybrid threat,
but the air commander does too.
Colley goes further and says that this
conflict represented strategic failure
for Israel because there was failure
to deliver anticipated air power
for either strategic or operational
success, due to the inability of the
air component to find, track and
engage fleeting targets amongst the
wider population.56 This again serves
to underline that there is a clear
implication for the air component in
urban conflicts with respect to aerial
targeting and surveillance.
Moseley agrees, saying, ‘Airpower’s
unprecedented lethality and
effectiveness deters opponents from
massing on the battlefield, driving
them to adopt distributed and
dispersed operations.’57 Of course,
this actually makes things more
challenging for the air component
and perversely leads to criticism over
the general utility of air power in
these operations. However, it is clear
that all components will need to find
new strategies to counter the tactics of
new adversaries.
When considering air for rapid
mobility and lift, the ability of the
air component to support light and
Special Forces with air lift (and
battlefield evacuation) is likely
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to continue to be paramount to
a successful prosecution of any
irregular campaign.58 The UK’s air
component is successfully supporting
land forces in Afghanistan and Iraq
in current operations in this manner,
although many of the platforms
and trained crews are heavily overtasked. Any future decision maker
should invest in the types of air
capabilities that enable these light
and Special (Ground) Forces to be
inserted, carry out decisive missions
to secure ground, or to sustain them
through precision air drops of vital
supplies.59 For intelligence gathering
and gaining situational awareness,
the air component is highly effective
in irregular campaigns and this trend
should continue for future conflicts.
The ability to both identify and detect
individual objects or people by using
the latest air and space technology
will continue to be in high demand
with ever increasing exploitation
of technology to deliver and enable
commanders to gain the information
edge on any opponent.60
The air component has traditionally
played the coercion role well, albeit
with some difficulties (such as during
the Kosovo campaign in 1999)61
and the ability to provide a show
of force, or to use precision attack
will continue to be relevant for any
future irregular conflicts. Of course,
it will be easy for an opponent using
hybrid means to use these strengths
against us, particularly where
precision air strikes are necessarily
used in an urban environment.
Images of an imprecise strike, such
as those used against the IDF by
Hezbollah in the Summer of 2006
can seriously undermine an air
campaign. Colley states that, ‘air
weapons have undoubted utility for

irregular warfare,’ but he also warns,
‘planners and operators should
not underestimate the potential for
unintended psychological effects on
the population…’62 He acknowledges
however, that the presence of air can
have a psychologically lifting effect on
its own ground forces.63
Turning to other areas, Gray
identifies an obvious issue for the
air component, although one that
could easily be overlooked, in that,
‘combat aircraft…are…expected to
remain in service - barring attrition
through combat and accident - for
thirty or forty years or even longer.’64
The same is clearly true for other
types of air-platform - helicopters,
air transport and UAVs. The
implications of this are clear - it will
not be possible to rapidly acquire new
capabilities at very short notice and
the air component, certainly for the
UK, will have to fight in the air with
what it already possesses. Upgrades
and modernisation refits can extend
the life of today’s platforms still
further (the Canberra aircraft was
a prime example flying for over 50
years with multiple upgrades to its
capabilities) and these will be key to
unlocking potential for dealing with
emergent threats and adversaries.
For future air component
procurement, Gates stated that,
‘Given that resources are not
unlimited, the dynamic of exchanging
numbers for capability is perhaps
reaching a point of diminishing
returns. A given ship or aircraft,
no matter how capable or wellequipped, can only be in one place
at one time.’65 The air component,
like the others, will continue to be
constrained by the realities of the
defence budget. Perhaps the solution,
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as Gates contends, is that whilst
you can use high end equipment
for low end warfare, ‘…the time
has come to consider whether the
specialized, often relatively low-tech
equipment well suited for stability
and counterinsurgency missions is
also needed.’66 Others with recent
operational experience in Afghanistan
agree with this sentiment.67 Perhaps
therefore, rather than concentrating
solely on the equipment, the key to
unlocking airpower’s potential will be
by looking at the other (UK) Defence
Lines of Development.68
First, looking at training and
education, Moseley argues that
his airmen must be educated for
key joint leadership positions, in
skills such as potential opponent’s
culture, language and defence
studies, in order to be, ‘…capable of
fully integrating and leveraging our
distinctive (airpower) capabilities in
joint and coalition arenas.’69 It is not
just the military who are turning to
education and training. Gray says
that, ‘Capable enemies who have
studied the US style in warfare would
be hugely motivated to reduce the
American airpower advantage. Such a
reduction might be achieved not only
by air defense but also by contesting
the uses of space or cyberspace’.70
The only tangible counter to this
is by educating military personnel
across all components, and not just
at the tactical level. Air Commodore
Subramaniam, Indian Air Force,
warns that his nation’s airmen have
their training too skewed towards the
tactical level, and suggests that, ‘…
in the furtherance of India’s strategic
objectives…training and thinking
(is needed) to fight strategically.’71
Doctrine too needs to catch up.
General Sir John Kiszely suggests

that military doctrine needs to be
flexible and agile enough to adapt to
changing circumstances, but he also
warns that, ‘…the nature of complex
insurgencies is that they are amoebalike…dynamic…agile…insurgents,
being thinking enemies, study our
doctrine.’72 On the organisational
side, air components will need to
stay agile and use existing platforms
in new and innovative ways whilst
training alongside the other
components to maximise chances of
success, whatever the type of conflict.
To conclude, predictions of the likely
characteristics of future conflict are,
at best, difficult. Whilst state on state
conflicts cannot be ruled out, they
are not as likely to be the main area
for conflict in the foreseeable future.
The general consensus appears to
be that future opponents will adopt
irregular or hybrid campaigns,
designed to seek out vulnerabilities.
These are likely to be based on a
combination of factors that will seek
to undermine national will, by using
techniques such as skilful information
campaigns, terrorism, and prolonged
conflicts, that are both costly in
terms of funding and in the lives of
the military. For the air component,
this means a requirement to fight
across the spectrum of warfare, whilst
utilising airpower’s strengths and
characteristics to prosecute successful
air campaigns in irregular conflicts.
To do this, more low-end platforms
may be necessary, especially those
capable of being a force-multiplier,
such as battlefield helicopters,
but the overall message for the air
component is clear - the need to
master the intellectual dimension and educate the airmen to be able
to think strategically and to develop
cultural understanding of potential
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opponents.73 The temptation for
air components to do what they
have always done in the past - see a
new threat as a catalyst to buy new
equipment to solve that problem
should be avoided, not least to
counter the rising costs of defence
technologies, and the commensurate
reduction in overall platforms.
Kiszely’s advice is that armed forces
not only need to recognise that they
should be adaptable, but that they
must ‘institutionalise’ this
adaptability to be successful in postmodern warfare.74

Gray, Colin. Another Bloody Century Future Warfare. London: Phoenix, 2005.
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Viewpoint
Air Power and Agility

By Gp Capt Ian Shields1

An agile, adaptable and capable Air
Force, that person for person, is second
to none, and that makes a decisive air
power contribution in support of the UK
Defence Mission.
The Royal Air Force Vision
Quoted in AP 3000, 4th Edition, p.5.

Air power is the most difficult of
military force to measure or even to
express in precise terms. The problem
is compounded by the fact that
aviation tends to attract adventurous
souls, physically adept, mentally
alert and pragmatically rather than
philosophically inclined.
Sir Winston Churchill
Quoted in AP 3000, 4th Edition, p. 13.

Introduction

W

hat is air power? In a
previous article2 I have
argued that we have not yet
produced a true air power strategist,
but perhaps more fundamentally
than that, what do we understand by
the term “air power”? As Churchill
says in his oft-used quote above, it
is the most difficult to measure or
define precisely, while this lack of
clarity of understanding can in part
be explained by the sort of people
Churchill claims we, air power
practitioners and proponents, are:
more inclined to pragmatism than
philosophy - and, I would add,
inherently technically minded (for it

is only through technology that we
can fly). Professor Colin Gray wrote
in 2005 that “… we still do not have
a satisfactory theory of air power” 3,
quoting in turn David MacIsaac:
“Air power, the generic term widely
adapted to identify this phenomenon
(the use of aircraft in war), has
nonetheless yet to find a clearly
defined or unchallenged place in the
history of military or strategic theory.
There has been no lack of theorists, but
they have had only limited influence
in a field where the effects of technology
and the deeds of practitioners have
from - the beginning played greater roles
than ideas”4.
Go back a decade or so and we all
chanted the mantra that flexibility is
the key to air power which, indirectly,
goes some way to explaining how air
power is employed, and therefore
hints at what air power is. This
statement does not, however, go far
enough, and it is noticeable that we
now regard flexibility as a sub-set of
agility. Indeed, in the present RAF
Vision we see the idea of flexibility
being taken one step further forward
with the idea that it is, and therefore
Air Forces are, inherently agile. By
exploring what makes Air power, as
opposed to Maritime or Land power,
unique not only do we get closer to
answering the philosophical question
of what air power is, but also - and
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arguably more importantly as it is
more practical - how we can best
exploit its very uniqueness.
Accepting, then, that agility as at, or
very close to, the core uniqueness of
air power, what do we understand
by agility? The new edition of AP
3000 identifies agility as one of the
six fundamental strengths of air
power5, before going on to assert that
agility itself comprises five strands:
responsiveness, flexibility, resilience,
adaptability and acuity6 . This article
will build on the (necessarily) short
reference to agility in AP 3000 by
exploring further the notion of agility
and how it relates to air power in
order to contribute to the wider
debate on the meaning of air power.
To do so, it will first look briefly at the
notion of agility before considering
how each of the individual aspects
of agility identified in AP 3000 relate
to air power. It will then discuss
how agility can be used as way of
balancing strengths and weaknesses
before concluding.

Air Power and the Five
Strands of Agility
Agility, taken as an entire concept,
is a little like time: we all know what
it is but find it difficult to define. It
is important to recognise that agility
is primarily a state of mind and an
approach to problem solving: it is
this aspect of agility on which we
should concentrate rather than on
the physical attributes of aircraft
and other air-breathing platforms
possessing agility, necessary though
such an attribute might be. But to
develop an attitude of mind that is
not only itself inherently agile, but
can in turn produce agile solutions
to problems, requires both training

and a broader, widening educative
approach that is somewhat counterintuitive to the military mind. How,
though, do the five strands of agility
relate to air power?7

Responsiveness. Air power is,
inherently, highly responsive.
Aircraft are, compared with ships or
regiments, relatively easy to maintain
at very high readiness which offers
a degree of agility not available to
our Maritime or Land colleagues.
Moreover, with their speed, aircraft
can transit much quicker, delivering
or threaten to deliver air power
rapidly. This high responsiveness
of air power can make it attractive
for politicians, especially as it
also represents a limited political
commitment, especially when
offering a reduced ground footprint.
Furthermore, aircraft on task can
respond rapidly to developing
situations on the ground (or on the
surface of the sea): one only has to
think of the close air support requests
from troops in contact in Afghanistan
to recognise the responsiveness of Air
power. However, speed itself should
always be seen in the context of a
specific situation, not as an absolute
virtue. Speed does offer commanders
at all levels the ability to bring
influence to bear quickly, be that
reassuring presence, humanitarian
relief or attack; all at long range and
in time. This makes air power useful
for initial crisis management. But,
in recognising air power’s intrinsic
strengths we must also have the
confidence to accept its limitations:
it is never a panacea and has two
significant limitations. First, when
moving materiel to a crisis zone, air
power has limited lift compared with
surface means. Airlift exploits speed
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and reach, but trades off mass; this
allows pragmatic policy options8 . The
second limitation is impermanence,
although this is being addressed to
a degree by unmanned aircraft,
and can be offset by air refuelling.
Moreover, technological advances
suggest that impermanence, often
regarded as the Achilles’ heel of air
power, may be significantly reduced
within the next 20 years9 .

Flexibility. Flexibility allows for
people, units and platforms to switch
roles without major re-training or
re-configuration when faced by
the unexpected or by changes in
anticipated activity. In addition, it
assists in mitigating system failure
or the results of enemy action, in
providing a measure of redundancy.
Aircraft are reasonably flexible,
although they are invariably
configured towards one broad
role. However, at the design stage
more and more flexibility is being
introduced - it is worth recalling that
the original name for the Tornado
was the Multi-Role Combat Aircraft.
Moreover, the JCA is likely to be an
excellent ISTAR platform, because
its suite of sensors will relay their
information without the pilot even
being aware of what it is doing.
Meanwhile, the Reaper Unmanned
Air Vehicle demonstrates where this
flexibility, aided by technology, may
be leading with the old stovepipes of
surveillance and attack increasingly
being broken down. There is, though
a down-side to advancing technology,
and that is unit cost: as platforms
become fewer and more expensive,
albeit more able, flexibility becomes
more difficult. The effect of mass
will be considered further under the
next heading, resilience. However,
we must generate, through training,

flexible thinking in our people for we
must be alive to the loss of flexibility
that technology and cost between
them suggest. Fortunately, it is not
just platforms that are flexible, airminded people, for the very reasons
Churchill spelt out in the quote at the
beginning of this article, are flexible.
Mankind is at ease operating in a twodimensional world, be that the surface
of the land or of the sea, but adding
the third dimension of height requires
a different perspective on the world,
one that, combined with the speed at
which we are accustomed to operate
and therefore our different perception
of time, the fourth dimension,
requires a more flexible approach.

Resilience. Air platforms are, by
their nature, fragile. They must be
light enough to defy gravity and
from the earliest days of aviation
we have sought lighter and stronger
structures. Air platform fragility,
both of the ground and in the air,
can be partly addressed by height,
speed, defensive aids and stealth (in
harmony, not isolation) but with unit
costs rising and platform numbers
declining, attrition directly impacts
resilience. Indeed, in terms of
resilience here lies the conundrum:
we can make platforms more resilient
by making them more survivable
thanks to technology, but that makes
them more expensive, and fewer
in number (witness the recent US
decision on F-22 numbers10 ). That
in turn makes the loss of any single
platform more significant and, with
replacement for both the platform
(limited capacity to manufacture
and long build times due to the
technological challenges) and, for
manned aircraft, the operator (aircrew
training is now measured in years),
decreases resilience. Mass, of course,
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has a resilience all of its own, and the
time may be drawing close when we
need to have a debate over whether
we should have large numbers of
low-technology platforms (perhaps
unmanned) or a very few high
technology aircraft?11, 12 . However,
with our traditional love-affair of
technology it is more likely that
we will continue the trend towards
more complex solutions and have
to accept ever fewer platforms even Unmanned Air Systems such
as Predator are increasing rapidly
in unit cost as we demand ever
more of them. The greatest need
for increased resilience, though,
is mental. In particular, we have
become accustomed to very low
casualty rates and the loss of just a
single platform, as alluded to above,
may have strategic impact. Indeed,
we are at a historically low point for
losses from peace-time flying training
accidents and have experienced
mercifully few losses on recent
operations. We should be alive to this
trend, and not only guard against any
assumption that we will never again
face large-scale losses, but ensure
that our political masters are aware
of the impact that even relatively
small losses of scarce and precious
resources could have.

Adaptability. Allied to flexibility
and resilience is the need to
be adaptable in the face of the
unexpected. Unlike flexibility, where
our modern platforms can be re-roled
by design, technology counts against
adaptability: it is becoming less
common that we can rapidly adapt our
sophisticated aircraft to new roles.
Instead, the adaptability that we need
to generate and retain is mental: we
need to have the ability to recognise
when our opponent has gained the

initiative, and have the ability to
respond; a key requirement for all
military practitioners. Air power
practitioners have, traditionally,
been good at adapting, but the
constraints of fighting limited wars
(with their emphasis on legal/ethical
considerations) and the constraints of
airspace control mechanisms (the Air
Tasking Order has, perforce, driven
air power employment) have offered
limited opportunities for the full
gamut of the flexibility of air power
to be exploited. Future trends, such
as increasingly centralised control
(particularly political) and the advent
of the Virtual Knowledge Bases (with
networked data solutions offering
algorithm-derived solutions that
inadvertently constrain thinking: the
solution being driven by the writer
of the algorithm writer and tempting
the commander to use that rather his
own intuition13 is likely to exacerbate
this tendency. Education is again
the key, and both Commanders
and the practitioners of air power
must remain alive to its inherent
adaptability and guard against
those trends that risk reducing this
fundamental strength.

Acuity. Acuity, the sharpness and
acuteness of understanding14 , are
implicit in the best employment of air
power. However, this requires a deep
understanding of air power at
all levels; such understanding
can only come about through
exposure to air-minded proponents,
education and deep thinking. The
development of the required depth
of understanding must be gained,
it is not an inherent ability. Of the
five strands of agility this is the most
difficult to articulate and therefore
reduce to a balance-sheet style
argument: it requires investment in
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a conceptual rather than a physical
field, the results of which are more
difficult easily to identify. And yet it
is also the most important for only by
developing air power practitioners,
proponents and commanders with the
required insights into its agility will
we exploit air power’s tremendous
potential into action.

Agility - Balancing
Strengths and Weaknesses
While agility is an inherent property
and strength of air power, we must
recognise and accept that agile Air
power alone will never be a panacea.
The future operating environment
is arguably more uncertain than
ever, and we have witnessed in both
Iraq and Afghanistan the rapid
adaptability of our adversaries to UK
concepts, doctrine and capability.
Air power is on the one hand
inherently agile; however, on the
other we must constantly assess not
just any campaign but the wider
piece to ensure that we are aware of
developments and can respond: this
requires agility but also will allow us
to retain our agile advantage.
Air power must be able to attack
critical target sets to unhinge an
adversary’s will or ability to resist.
Opportunities will exist in future to
achieve physical and coercive effects
that are out of proportion to the
modest effort required for attacks; the
advent of novel weapon technology
will only assist in this endeavour.
However, identifying these effects will
require a depth of analysis that may
not be possible in the time available:
we will, for example, rarely fully
appreciate how an adversary makes
policy decisions, or how an economy,
society or individual and collective

psychology of enemy leaders and
citizens works. Trying to understand
an adversary is the right approach15 ,
but trying scientifically to model
behaviour and the effects of air power
applied against key nodes would
be folly; the effects based approach
can only be taken so far16 . Good air
power strategies are agile, where the
best assessment is made in the time
available, where people are willing to
learn and where strategy is adjusted
based on the observed effects and
events. The ability to sense and
respond to what unfolds is crucial:
this is how air power can adapt, and
how its strategists can learn, gain
deeper insights into their adversaries
and retain the initiative. It is all a
question of balance: failing to inflict
the damage called for by the initial
strategy, or abandoning a sound
strategy before it has time to work,
are problems that an astute strategist
considers. Selecting and maintaining
the aim will always be apposite, but as
allegiances shift and centres of gravity
change, so too must end states, and
the means adopted to achieve them.
This, then, is agility, and with broad
education, constant re-assessment
and an innate knowledge of both
the strengths and weaknesses of air
power, air power practitioners and
proponents can exploit this inherent
agility to considerable effect.

Conclusion
Air power is still, I contend, neither
fully understood nor adequately
articulated as a concept. But by
considering what makes Air, as
opposed to Maritime or Land,
power unique we can get closer to
an understanding of its inherent
nature, and by doing so enable us
to be better placed to exploit its
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strengths and avoid its weaknesses.
Air power remains a young capability
and this youthfulness allows we, its
practitioners, to be open-minded.
We are inherently technical in our
outlook, and this willingness both
to embrace new ideas and exploit
new technology are themselves
symptomatic of the inherent agility
of air power. We must always
acknowledge air power’s weaknesses
and limitations, particularly its
impermanence and fragility, but
by making full use of its strengths
we can ensure that we deliver the
maximum capability and achieve
the greatest effect. Agility is at the
core of air power, and by better
understanding the five strands of
agility (responsiveness, flexibility,
resilience, adaptability and acuity)
we increase our knowledge and
understanding of this most difficult of
military capabilities to define but the capability that simultaneously
offers the greatest potential.
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Viewpoint
Is Defence Carrying Too Much ‘RISK’?

By Sqn Ldr Dave Stubbs

T

he words “We sleep soundly in
our beds because rough men
stand ready in the night to visit
violence on those who would do us
harm” are often attributed to George
Orwell. The quotation succinctly
explains, and cleverly justifies,
the role of the military in society.
Nevertheless, as Service personnel
we are often reminded that the
military is but one element of the
government machine, competing
for funding against all the other
departments of state, all of which
have greater electoral relevance to
the population than the military,
particularly in times of peace. In
a democracy, when not under the
threat of imminent attack, Health and
Education spending will, so we are
told, always trump military spending.
Military spending has always been
under scrutiny so reports, like the
one produced by the Institute for
Public Policy Research (IPPR) on
30 June, which suggested that ‘£24
billion of future planned defence
spending ought to be re-thought
as part of a full Strategic Review of
Security’, are routine think pieces.
The IPPR recognised that the debate
should be focussed on how to get
the best value for money from what
we spend on security but gives
scant recognition to the increases
in spending on Health, Education
and Social Protection over the last

10 years when compared with the
reductions in defence spending as
a proportion of national income,
over the same period. Over the last
20 years the defence budget has
declined significantly in relation
to gross national product, from 4%
to 2.6%1; a cut of 35% in real terms,
yet involvement in war fighting has
increased and few commitments
have been removed. This level of
productivity increase in the civilian
world would be remarkable. In
relation to other government
departments today’s military is very
efficient. The resource debate should
really be about rebalancing spending
priorities, rather than simply cutting
the military budget further.
Many still maintain that the
defence budget, as a proportion

of government spending, is very
large and that by cutting it further,
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resources could be effectively
reallocated elsewhere. The chart
above shows this view to be wide of
the mark; salami slices of the defence
budget can not yield significant
resources for use elsewhere.
Furthermore, the efficiency of other
departments is questionable. If, as
the IPPR suggests the world is much
changed from what it was 20 years
ago, with increasing globalization
and power diffusion; more fragile
and unstable states than strong
and stable ones; neo-jihad ideology
activity challenges and a more
profligate nuclear age then why
should the defence budget be under
such pressure? Perhaps it is because
defence is seen as an easy, politically
acceptable, target. In an economic
environment where tax revenues
are insufficient to support spending
and vast sums are being borrowed to
support the banking system, health,
education and other government
priorities how much money should
the military get to protect society,
and play its part in supporting
government directed national military
objectives? More explicitly, where
should the military be concentrating
it resources?
Whilst Defence Reviews2 have
enabled military planners to match
promised resources to tasked output,
the amount of cash allocated to
support the government’s own
defined objectives and tasks doesn’t
always materialize and funding gaps
have led all 3 Services to manage
‘risks’. Effectively this means that
some of the activity required by
government tasking can be measured,
understood and prioritized in
such a way that the activities that
are perceived to have the lowest
risk get less or, in the worst case,

none of the money needed. Risk
management can be defined as the
process of analyzing exposure to
risk and determining how to best
handle such exposure. Dr Alan
Billings3 ’ this year questioned how
the management boards of financial
companies overcame their risk
management fears to take stupendous
and ultimately disastrous risks; he
asked “Could it be that the very
mechanisms that businesses put in
place to identify and evaluate, and
so guard against risk, did the
opposite?”. He went on to ask
“There is a human tendency to think
that because we can understand
something we have brought it within
our control. There is nothing like a
sophisticated set of figures and tables
in a risk register to create the illusion
that a risk is fully understood, and
simply by being understood, less
of a risk”. When different teams
and boards are responsible for
project, programme and operational
management elements of risk there
is an increased danger that the
understanding of the risks may be
missed, or simply misunderstood.

An example of risk management
being affected by funding constraints
was the decision, taken to reduce
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number of Type 45 Destroyers from
the 12 they initially expected to
replace 12 Type 42’s, down to 8 vessels
at ‘risk’ to secure the government
articulated Defence Review
requirement for aircraft carriers.
Aircraft carriers require a significant
amount of defending, before their
offensive capability can be brought
to bear. Later funding requirements,
with a different Defence Secretary
in post, have reduced the number of
Type 45’s procured to 6. Agreeing
to 50% of the original requirement
used to protect 90% of our maritime
trade and having fewer vessels to
protect the aircraft carriers requires

the acceptance of considerable risk.
Whilst the need for aircraft carriers
has come under scrutiny the demise
of other capabilities has attracted
less attention. For the RAF the
indefinite delay to Project HELIX,
the replacement for the Nimrod R1,
could well lead to the loss of this vital
strategic/tactical manned surveillance
capability; the current aircraft is due
to be taken out of service in 2011!
The Reaper UAS will only continue as
an urgent operational requirement;

presumably it will now disappear
when our forces withdraw from Op
HERRICK. Although we know that
communications underpin everything
our opponents do the Soothsayer
communications intelligence
programme, which could have played
a crucial role in Op HERRICK, will
now be axed. Also, the cancellation
of Project EAGLE, the upgrading
of the E-3D mission system, will
reduce its ability to interchange and
interoperate with its USAF equivalent
in contingency and war fighting
operations. With reduced numbers of
E-3s and crews funded, its capability
could simply wither away. ISTAR was
seen as one of the 6 RAF priorities
only a few years ago!
There are differences in the way
military and civilian equipment
is procured. The production and
delivery of military ‘effect’ requires
the development of relatively small
numbers of capable equipment,
suitable people and training. Perhaps
most importantly it takes time; it
is rarely a quick or instantaneous
process and as a consequence once
a capability has gone it becomes
extremely expensive to regain. Air
platforms, touted as being capable
of performing swing/multi-roles
can become very expensive indeed.
For instance the JSF/F35’s ability to
undertake Intelligence functions,
perform surveillance, targeting,
close air support, and air defence
duties concurrently, across a range
of war fighting activities and
locations, ranging from counter
insurgency to medium scale warfare
is not yet fully proven. If, or when,
it is sufficiently proven the numbers
required will become the focus
of attention. Defining how many
aircraft are needed to provide all
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of the capabilities that are required
necessitates mathematical modelling,
which should take account of
capability enhancements anticipated;
this process is relatively easy
to undertake.

However, as time progresses and
costs rise, the carefully worked out
figures, defining how many aircraft
are needed, are likely to be revisited
to incorporate a degree of ‘risk’.
Pressures on government spending
often result in ‘Savings rounds’ which,
with the enduring perception that
there is fat in the military budget,
cause the numbers game to be
revisited again and again. Each time
a layer of risk is added the ability of
the aircraft to perform one or more of
the roles it was originally envisaged
to perform could be seriously
challenged. Reducing the numbers
of a defined operational requirement
due to lack of resources diminishes
operational capability, concurrency or
readiness at a stroke.
Perhaps it is time to recognise that
risk carried in isolation can be
managed but with all 3 Services

carrying risk, at various organizational
levels, against a significant portion
of their operational activity there is a
danger that some of the risks being
taken will be realised. By continuing
to convince itself that it can manage
the multitude of risks across the given
Defence tasks, programmes and
projects the military may be setting
itself up for failure. The military
outlook is naturally positive; it has a
‘can do’ attitude and few are willing
to say that government defence
objectives cannot be satisfied for the
money available and feel duty bound
to accept the risk that some things
will not happen. However, as the
number and scale of the risks increase
the likelihood that some of them
may be realized increases. Many
of those responsible for accepting
risks in the past will have moved to
other appointments or have left the
Services; they are unlikely to be held
retrospectively accountable for the
risks they were happy to accept in
their time. Indeed, it may go some
way to explain why General Sir
David Richards’ recent keynote
speech to the Royal United Services
Institute (RUSI) 4, warned that if the
Forces continued to try “to do a bit
of everything” then they would risk
“failure across the board”. Defence
arguments centre on whether to
continue to maintain a balanced
force, with sufficient agility to flex
from counter insurgency operations
to medium and large-scale war
fighting, or to intelligently focus our
priorities on likely activity, funding
them properly.
The problem for the observers who
would like to rack and stack military
capabilities against their perception
of what is likely to happen is that
their views are often wide of the
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mark; wars and conflicts are not easily
predictable. Who anticipated the
Falklands conflict, or that our forces
would be spending years in Iraq and
Afghanistan? After the actions of
Russia against Georgia do we need
to re-focus defence to be sufficiently
prepared for a conventional war in
continental Europe? Indeed, many
preconceptions of what, and how,
defence needs to change often appear
to override subsequent analysis. The
IPPR recommendations implicitly
suggest a defence budget reduction
could be achieved if commitments
were reduced, specialisation
increased, integration with European
defence increased and if defence
equipment requirements were
reviewed but, ultimately, their own
analysis could lead to the view that
defence spending should remain
fairly constant or that more, rather
than less, resource is needed. In
particular the effects of climate
change are likely to result in an
increasing level of media driven,
politically determined engagement
from stable governments in disaster
relief operations, around the
world, under the UN concept of
‘responsibility to protect’5 , with the
geo-political aim of securing our
nations trade.
So, if it is not possible to squeeze any
greater efficiency from the military,
and the defence budget is insufficient
to pay for the tasks the government
demands what should happen?
Ultimately the government may order
another Defence Review, to quantify
what it wants to do within the budget
it will authorise, though this is
unlikely to happen before the next
general election. A Defence Review
is likely to uncover is a Pandora’s
Box of risk, so big that actual

military capability, when set against
articulated tasks is finally exposed.
In this context the IPPR report may
help drive a change in policy. In
the interim General Richards told
RUSI “Our Armed Forces will try with
inadequate resources to be all things in
all conflicts and perhaps fail to succeed
properly in any. The risk is such that it’s
too serious any longer to be accepted”.

He added that “I am not suggesting
for one moment that the UK should get
rid of all its more traditional military
capabilities. Far from it…….. We need to
possess a deterrent-scale, traditional war
fighting capability capability; one that
reflects our stated policy of only going
to war as part of the NATO alliance or,
within a smaller regional context, with
an overwhelmingly powerful USA.” The
IPPR thinks that the government
should conduct a review of the UK’s
defence requirements as part of a
wider Strategic Review of Security:
wider than just defence, focusing on
specializing on certain capabilities
and reducing commitment to the full
spectrum of war fighting capability.
If the next Chief of the General Staff
believes that the risks of being able
to support all current military tasks,
within the current Defence Budget
are too great, either the budget
must grow or a significant degree
of rationalization is needed. Until
a review of some sort takes place it
would be prudent for the 3 Services
to work together in identifying where
the risks are too great, rather than
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conducting in-fighting over a funding
pot everyone knows is too small,
based on the tasks the military are
required to undertake and what is
happening in the world right now.
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Book Review
Torpedo Leader
By Wg Cdr Patrick Gibbs DSO, DFC

Reviewed by Wg Cdr Clive Blount

T

orpedo Leader is a first person
account of flying the Beaufort
in the anti-shipping torpedo
bomber role in 1941-2. Gibbs wrote
this book whilst WWII was still
in process and its immediacy and
freshness - without the benefit of any
‘post match analysis’ - is stunning.
Gibbs was a regular officer who
spent the early stages of WWII as
a Flight Commander on a Coastal
Command Beaufort squadron. He
spent most of winter of 1940/41 in
hospital following a flying training
accident, which probably saved
him from the fate of so many of his
colleagues, leaving the squadron
in Autumn 1941 as one of very few
pilots to survive a tour of Torpedo
Bomber operations. Attacks in those
early days were conducted in small
formations, with low level searches
of the enemy coastline carried out
in an attempt to locate shipping for
attack. To hit a moving ship with a
torpedo is no easy task, particularly
as the Beaufort was not fitted with
any form of weapon sight; so these
attacks were largely ineffective
despite the high losses sustained by
the Beaufort crews. It was this futility
that urged Gibbs to develop tactics
and techniques to conduct squadron,
and multi-squadron attacks later in
his career. After a period as a staff
officer in the Cairo HQ, Gibbs then
talked his way back to operational

flying, first in the Western Desert and
then on to Malta. It is the desperate
battle for Malta’s survival that forms
the backdrop of the bulk of the book.
The role of the air defence forces, not
least the legendary Gladiators ‘Faith’
Hope’ and ‘Charity’, and the story of
the courageous convoy of Operation
PEDESTAL in the protection and resupply of Malta, is well known. Gibbs
describes a much less familiar area of
operation that, nonetheless, was vital
in supporting the campaign in North
Africa and drastically reducing the resupply of Rommel’s Afrika Korps.
Not only technically fascinating,
with detailed discussions of tactics
and techniques and an exciting first
hand account of many anti-shipping
attacks, this book is intensely
personal and draws the reader in
to Gibbs’ fears, crises of confidence
and determination to hit hard at the
enemy. The leadership dilemmas of
commanding a squadron in a high
intensity battle are described and one
can follow Gibbs personal torment in
vivid detail. Gibbs is searingly honest
about his fears and motivations; this
adds a human dimension and grabs
the reader’s empathy like few similar
memoirs. We are also introduced to
the many supporting roles required
to enable the Beaufort’s success. The
initial lack of intelligence on enemy
shipping, and the poor use of that
intelligence which was available,
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is highlighted by Gibbs, as is the
logistics support required for his
campaigns. Gibbs describes his
shock realisation of the effort it took
to get sufficient Torpedoes to Malta
- usually carried in the bomb bay
of Wellingtons which themselves
suffered not inconsiderable losses a factor he had not considered as he
developed his mass attack tactics.
From an air operations perspective
Gibbs describes in detail the
evolution of co-ordinated attacks
by large numbers of Beauforts
and subsequently the addition of
other ac to provide fighter escort
and dive-bombing attacks to much
increase the effectiveness of the antishipping effort.
Whilst an exciting book for the lay
reader, I would say that Torpedo
Leader is a fascinating and thoughtprovoking read for the professional
airman. I found myself alongside
Gibbs tackling his many problems
and found the experience most
rewarding. I would say that it will
have great resonance among those
conducting today’s operations.
The anti-shipping battle in the
Mediterranean was a largely unsung
role in a largely unsung campaign,
although without these operations the
allied successes in North Africa would
have been considerably less likely.
The Torpedo Bombers’ successes were
largely anonymous - no one knew
whose Torpedo hit the target and
did the damage - and there was no
tally of kills, or of bombing missions
to measure success - few crews flew
more than six operational flights from
Malta. It was a grittily determined
effort to hit the enemy hard that drove
the crews forward. Gibbs’ book goes
along way to redress the balance of
recognition in this key campaign

and is a fitting tribute to the Torpedo
Bomber crews.
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Book Review
The Science of Bombing:
Operational Research in RAF Bomber Command
Reviewed by Mr Bob Gordon

C

olonel Randall T Wakelam
(RMC 1975) is Director of
Research and Symposia at
Canadian Forces College in Toronto.
He is also an assistant professor
of Defence Studies with the Royal
Military College. The Science of
Bombing, his first book, reflects this
combination of academia and the
military. Thoroughly researched,
drawing on previously unexamined
files, it is concise, tightly argued and
well-organized.
The research question at the core of
this text is the relationship between
the Operational Research Section
(ORS) of Bomber Command - staffed
primarily by civilian scientists
commonly referred to as 'Boffins' and the actual performance of the
flight crews and effectiveness of the
bombing campaign against occupied
Europe and Germany.
Interestingly, Wakelam confesses
to an initial bias against the value
of operational research. Describing
himself as “someone who has had
a career of some three decades
in the air force including over
three thousand flying hours,
experience in command and staff
appointments, and over a decade
providing education programs for
mid-level staff officers and senior
commanders.... my opinion of the
worth of operational research was

not high.”
Demonstration of the effectiveness
of operational research requires,
according to Wakelam, establishment
of a feedback loop linking
performance and research, “a sort
of a continuum which started with
a problem and led to the adoption
of an ORS developed solution.
Schematically, he outlines this
feedback loop as a five-link chain:
1. Problem defined by Commander
		 or key staff.
2. Problem passed to ORS.
3.
		
4.
		
5.
		

ORS develop research plan and
conduct research.
ORS submit conclusions
and recommendations.
Commander or key staff accept
and implement solution.

The key aspect of this inquiry is the
identification of problems by the Air
Staff, their analysis by the ORS, and
the implementation of ORS generated
recommendations and solutions by
the Air Staff.
Organizationally, The Science
of Bombing, commences with
an assessment of the status of
Bomber Command's operations
in the summer of 1941, prior to the
establishment of the ORS. Lord
Cherwell (Frederick Linemann), chief
scientific advisor to the Cabinet,
directed David M Butt, a civil servant
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in the War Cabinet Secretariat,
to assess 650 target photos taken
between June 2 and July 25, 1941
and compare the results with the
aircrews' after-action reports. The
resulting report was first circulated
on 18 August 1941. It asserted that
the bomber offensive was shockingly
ineffective. Two-thirds of the crews
reported having attacked the target:
Hitting the target being defined as
within a five mile radius of the aiming
point. The Butt report concluded that
under a full moon and in excellent
weather conditions only two in five
of the crews hit the target, “but in
thick haze the ratio dropped to one
in fifteen” of aircrews that reported
hitting the target. In other words,
in excellent conditions 26% of the
attackers came within five miles of
the target and in poor conditions
that dropped to less than 5%. Butt
concluded that only a miniscule
fraction of the bombs being dropped,
were hitting the target.
Many senior officers rejected the
report outright. However, Sir
Charles Portal, Chief of the Air
Staff was not one of them and on
September 11 he minuted Churchill
recommending the establishment
of an operational research section
at Bomber Command. By the end
of the month there were seven
scientists under Dr Basil G Dickins
in Bomber Command's ORS.
Interestingly, Wakelam notes that
Bomber Command, despite the
obvious problems, possessed an
organizational culture that facilitated
solving these problems using
operational research. As the newest
branch of the military it was least
tradition bound. It was founded on
a scientific (aerodynamics) basis.
Finally, the application of radar to air

defence had already introduced the
RAF, specifically, Fighter Command,
to operational research.
The ORS had an immediate impact
on Bomber Command although
the results can only be described
as mixed. Initially, it focused on
improving the concentration in time
and space of the bomber stream. Its
efforts were greeted with success
when the Shaker technique was
introduced. The Shaker technique
had the initial aircraft drop flares to
illuminate the target, succeeded by
aircraft dropping incendiaries. Then
'followers' dropping heavy explosives
bombed on the fires burning.
Concentration improved immediately.
However, the accuracy of the leading
waves did not and frequently analysis
of raids revealed that a concentration
of bombs had been achieved, but the
target had been misidentified with the
result that raids were often densely
concentrated but off target. In
essence, Bomber Command became
very good at missing the target.
Realization of this problem,
ironically revealed by further
operational research, led to increased
attention to navigation and target
identification, and, eventually, the
development of the pathfinder force
(PFF). The progress of Bomber
Command's improving efficacy and
the development of operational
research within the command was
not a story of uninterrupted progress
as the previous example plainly
demonstrates. It was, rather one of
“of trial and error in defining work
and assigning resources.” On the
whole, however, it was a story of
overall improvement. The application
of Gee, Oboe H2S and a host of
other technical improvements was
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greatly facilitated by operational
research. The body of The Science
of Bombing details this process and
clearly demonstrates the existence
and functionality of the feedback
loop that Wakelam set out to
assess. Operational research had a
profound and positive effect on the
performance of Bomber Command
during the last four years of the war.
In the course of this analysis Wakelam
offers an interesting, revisionist
perspective on Sir Arthur Harris.
Many historians have portrayed
Harris as an automaton or worse. A
man equally unconcerned about the
casualties among his aircrews and the
deaths of German civilians. Wakelam
offers a more balanced view of a man
open to technological and tactical
innovation. A man stoically accepting
Kitchener's dictum, 'We must wage
war as we must; not as we would like.'
There remains one significant
criticism of this volume. Admittedly,
Wakelam pored over records largely
neglected and offers detailed
analysis of the documents produced
by the ORS of Bomber Command.
However, on the other hand, he
demonstrates an excessive reliance
on one secondary source: A source
that, inevitably, is prone to a bias
particularly favourable to the ORS.
I refer to “Operational Research in
Bomber Command”, a document
produced by the ORS under the
signature of the Section head, Dr
Basil R Dickins.
Chapter 4, “Sorting Out Process
and Producing Results”: September
1941-February 1942” serves to
illustrate this over-reliance on a
single source. Twenty-one of the
first thirty footnotes in this chapter
are from “Operational Research

in Bomber Command”. The first
half of this chapter is little more
than a précis of the document
ORS produced assessing its own
performance. In Chapter 3, “Boffins at
Bomber Command: September 1941
25% of the footnotes reference this
same document. One cannot avoid
wondering about the objectivity of
a document produced by an agency
evaluating its own performance.
However, this shortcoming is
trumped by the original research
in primary sources that figures
highly throughout. The result is a
volume that provides a valuable
contribution to the history of Bomber
Command and is essential reading
for anyone wishing to understand the
contribution that operational research
can make to combat effectiveness.
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Historic Book Review
The Limits of Air Power:
The American Bombing of North Vietnam
Reviewed by Air Cdre Neville Parton

N

ow we reach an interesting
point in our series of historic
book reviews, as we have
arrived at the point where we
start to consider books written by
individuals who are still living - and
where the publications are more
widely known. Not that this negates
in any way the value of continuing
with the series - but it does mean
that the interpretation can always be
challenged by the author - something
which has not been likely with any
of the previous reviews! However,
the overall aim of the series remains
the same - to provide a degree of
background regarding the author, an
overview of the book itself, and then
to consider the subsequent impact of
the publication.
Mark Clodfelter, better know
throughout his service career (and
subsequently) as ‘Clod’, joined the
United States Air Force in 1973,
as a cadet at the USAF Academy
(USAFA), Colorado Springs.1 His
father, Walter A Clodfelter Jr, had
served in the United States Army Air
Force (USAAF) towards the end of
the Second World War, in the Pacific
campaign, and his stories of watching
the B29s rolling off the runway on
their way to Japan clearly sparked an
interest in the young Clodfelter. His
Class at the Academy was marked
by a number of ‘firsts’: the first not to
have to attend chapel on Sundays, the

first to enter Colorado Springs after
the Vietnam War had ended, and the
first to see female entrants (in 1976).
Although he majored in history at
the Academy, he was commissioned
into the ground radar branch, and
spent his early career at ground
radar units in both the United States
and South Korea. It was during the
latter tour that his interest in the
Vietnam conflict, and particularly the
USAF’s involvement, was sparked by
Clodfelter’s commanding officer, who
had participated in three Linebacker
II missions.2
The study of history obviously
continued to hold a fascination for
Clodfelter, as the remainder of his
career would be spent in the
educational sphere, including
teaching back at USAFA in the
History Department, as well as at the
School of Advanced Airpower Studies
(SAAS) Maxwell Air Force Base (AFB),
and as the Air Force ROTC Professor
of Aerospace Studies at the University
of North Carolina. Indeed, his PhD
was undertaken at the University of
North Carolina, and it was on this
work that his 1989 book The Limits
of Air Power was based. Since 1997
Clodfelter has been on the staff of the
National War College in Washington
D.C., where he is now a Professor of
Military History, and continues to
write on a broad range of defencerelated subjects. From a more
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parochial perspective, Clodfelter
is also a member of the Academic
Advisory Panel for the Royal Air
Force Centre for Air Power Studies
(RAFCAPS), and a 2006 reprint of his
book was included in the 2008 Chief
of the Air Staff’s Reading List.3 And
it is to The Limits of Air Power that we
must now turn.
Clodfelter is an avowed
Clausewitzian, and The Limits of Air
Power seeks, quite simply, to address
the issue of the USAF’s air war in
Vietnam against the test of the
contribution that the campaign made
to achievement of the nation’s overall
war aims. Particular attention is paid
throughout to both the positive and
negative aims sought through the
application of air power, because of
Clodfelter’s belief in their importance
in terms of Clausewitzian theory – in
particular Clausewitz’s observations
that “a preponderantly negative
policy will … retard the decision.”4 In
this usage, negative goals related to
objectives that could only be achieved
by limiting the use of air power - for
instance President Johnson’s desire
to avoid bringing Russia or China
directly into the war. Positive aims on
the other hand related to an end-state
that could only be brought about by
applying air power, such as President
Nixon’s aim of forcing the North
Vietnamese government in Hanoi
to accept his ceasefire proposals by
directly affecting its will to resist.
The book consists of seven chapters,
which, after considering the growth
of American air power theory from
World War Two to Korea, then
examine the American air campaign
in Vietnam on a chronological basis.
Meticulously researched throughout,
and based on a mixture of archival

research and interviews with many of
the key decision makers, it manages
to be both readable and yet hugely
comprehensive. The origins of the
American approach to the offensive
use of air power against North
Vietnam, which led to the instigation
of the ROLLING THUNDER air
campaign in February 1965, are
explored in some detail, together with
the rationale that led to the campaign
being run on such a protracted basis and with such a high level of political
involvement in the detailed planning
of the missions. Consideration is
then switched to the latter four years
of the conflict, detailing President
Nixon’s initial approach to the use
of air power, before moving to the
critical period in 1972 which resulted
in the LINEBACKER operations. A
short epilogue pulls the threads
together with a commendably clear
set of conclusions.
Considerable attention is paid to the
restraints that were imposed upon
the air commanders, particularly by
President Lyndon Baines Johnson,
who sought by ‘… restricting
weaponry, targets and sortie rates…
to fashion an air campaign that
would hurt North Vietnam without
provoking external observers.’5 The
need to examine this area was related
to a deep-seated belief within the
USAF that the war could have been
won if air power had not been subject
to those political constraints imposed
on it, perhaps encapsulated best
in General Curtis Le May’s quote
that the war could have been won
“In any two-week period you want
to mention”.6 This is based upon
an understanding that during the
ROLLING THUNDER period of
operations, which lasted from 1965 to
1968 and saw 643,000 tons of bombs
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dropped, the fundamental lessons
of air power learnt during the
Second World War, and subsequently
in Korea, were being ignored.
However, even whilst ROLLING
THUNDER was in progress, its
effects - and prospects for success became suspect, with a civilian study
concluding that “North Vietnam
has basically a subsistence
agricultural economy that presents
a difficult and unrewarding target
system for air attack.”7
Further attention was paid to the
political aspects of the conflict. By
1972 the strategic situation had
changed markedly, with the President,
Richard Nixon, having quite clearly
indicated during the first three years
of his presidency that his goal was to
achieve ‘peace with honour’, which
in Nixon’s mind meant a withdrawal
of American forces in such a manner
that it did not simply abandon the
South Vietnamese to their fate.
However, Nixon also worked hard
on the political front to isolate North
Vietnam from its political supporters
– Russia and China, and success on
this front was key to what would
come later. The massive invasion of
South Vietnam by North Vietnamese
forces in early 1972 forced Nixon to
reconsider how he was to achieve his
aims, and the ultimate result was the
LINEBACKER operations.
The key point here, brought out
most distinctly by Clodfelter, is
that many of the targets struck on
LINEBACKER were the same as
those that had been attacked during
earlier campaigns - where he differs
from previous observers is in his
analysis and deductions as to why
the operations were successful
in 1972 where they had not been

earlier. Earlier consideration, which
had become ‘received wisdom’, was
that it was the degree of political
interference which led to the failure
of ROLLING THUNDER, as it meant
that air power was not applied in
the correct manner - overpowering
and sudden. However, this ignored
the very different political aims
behind the two operations: in the
mid-1960s the American aim was to
assist South Vietnam in winning the
war against the North, which at that
stage was largely guerrilla in nature.
At this point air power was largely
ineffective, as it could not prevent the
meagre amount of supplies required
for such a campaign from reaching
the Vietcong forces in the South. In
1972, the aim was to coerce the North
Vietnamese into accepting a ceasefire
to allow the Americans to withdraw
their forces from South Vietnam.
Following the longer-term impact
of the Tet Offensive in 1968, which
resulted in a conventional campaign
in the Easter Offensive of 1972,
North Vietnamese military success
now made considerable logistical
demands, which when combined with
significant technological advances in
terms of precision guided munitions
(PGMs) meant that air power
operating in the interdiction role
could now be effective.
Equally as important, the isolation
of North Vietnam from Russian
and Chinese support - in a physical
as well as a moral sense, and to
the point where the Communist
Party newspaper in North
Vietnam described the actions of
the Communist superpowers as
‘throwing a lifebuoy to a drowning
pirate’ - enabled air power to be used
effectively against all targets in the
North of the country. In other words,
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the ‘negative’ limitations had been
removed because of a change in the
political climate and this, together
with the change in the nature of the
conflict, enabled air power to live up
to its promise.
A significant number of lessons are
identified in the book’s epilogue, with
the most fundamental being that
unless there is a clear understanding
of the political end state that is
required, and this is matched with an
understanding of what air power can
realistically achieve against that aim,
then success is unlikely. A further
plainly identified point is the need to
comprehend the true nature of the
conflict in which you are engaged, and
here the marked differences between
the situation in Vietnam between
the ROLLING THUNDER years of
1965 to 1968, and the LINEBACKER
operations of 1972 are made evident.
Clodfelter began his manuscript by
observing that:
In the final analysis, the supreme test
of bombing’s efficacy is its 		
contribution to a nation’s war aims.
Clausewitz’s definition of war as 		
“a continuation of political activity 		
by other means” provides the only
true measure for evaluating air
power’s effectiveness.8
and concluded by pointing out that in
relation to LINEBACKER II:
As long as Hanoi waged an
unrestrained conventional war, 		
Linebacker threatened much more 		
than the North’s ability to win; it 		
also threatened the North’s ability 		
to defend itself.9
In between those two statements,
a continuous linking of political
ends and military means support
Clodfelter’s basic contentions,

and lead to a conclusion which
subsequent history has proven to be
remarkably apposite:
Bombing doctrine remains geared 		
to a fast-paced conventional war, 		
and the conviction that such doctrine
is appropriate for any kind of conflict
permeates the service. Until air
commanders and civilian officials
alike realize that air power is unlikely
to provide either “cheapness” or “victory”
in a guerrilla war - and that success
in such a conflict may well equate 		
to stalemate - the prospect of an 		
aerial Verdun will endure.
So what justifies placing The Limits
of Air Power in our series of historic
book reviews? Perhaps the most
straightforward answer is quite
simply that it is almost impossible
to find a publication or journal
article produced on the subject of
the air war in Vietnam since 1990
that does not begin with Clodfelter’s
analysis. But it was also a polarising
piece of work, which threw the
USAF’s beliefs regarding the conflict
into sharp relief. It made clear the
fact that the Vietnam campaign
could not simply be regarded as a
continuum, and thereby provided a
compelling and coherent explanation
as to why the LINEBACKER
operations produced results whilst
those of ROLLING THUNDER
did not, which went beyond the
conventional wisdom that simply
pointed to ‘political interference’ in
the conduct of the campaign.
Equally, an understanding of Vietnam
is important in terms of the role that
it has played within the American
military psyche ever since 1973. In
many ways the Gulf War of 1990-91,
at least from a USAF perspective,
provided an opportunity to lay some
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particular ghosts from that conflict
to rest. This was especially evident
in the air campaign, where even the
name originally chosen (Operation
INSTANT THUNDER) consciously
referenced the Vietnam War - where
as we have seen Operation ROLLING
THUNDER had been so unsuccessful.
This is a book which repays careful
study, and rewards the reader on
a number of levels. It provides an
object lesson in how to deconstruct
and analyse a problem area to gain a
better understanding of the relevant
facts, and then to synthesise those
facts in order to produce a new
understanding. But it also shows
tremendous moral courage; the
courage to commit to producing a
piece of work which is likely to be
extremely unpopular - in this case
with the very Service in which the
writer was serving. It is, quite simply,
an air power classic.
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